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Propositions

1. The concept of ‘assemblage theory,’ as developed by Deleuze and Guattari, provides a very effective approach to examining structures such as cities. The union of content, expression, and territoriality in machinic and productive arrangements allows for the integrative analysis of spatialities, infrastructure, flows, and a wide range of social and political organizations.

2. The concepts developed in ‘landscape ecology,’ in conjunction with assemblage theory, also provide important means for analyzing the performance of environments. Examining the structure of land (patches, corridors, and matrices) and flow systems, is essential to understanding the ecology of cities. Further, concepts such as ‘patch dynamics’ and ‘boundary dynamics’ have the potential to provide a more robust planning mechanism than conventional urban zoning.

3. As an assemblage the Garden City, as formulated by Ebenezer Howard (along with Barry Parker, Raymond Unwin, Thomas Adams, C.B. Purdom, F.J. Osborn, etc.), was a timely amalgamation of concepts. The model, that addressed issues of land, labour, social organization, settlement, infrastructure, and green space, was to have a significant impact on twentieth century urban design. Many of the concepts developed by the Garden City movement were subsequently either misunderstood or misappropriated.

4. Inherent to the concept of the assemblage are notions of agency, and the roles of individuals and organizations in the development and management of cities. All social and political organizations possess agency, whether innovative or not. Like environments these are effected by territorialities, boundary systems, and flows. The Garden City proposed both physical and organizational agencies, which were essential to its realization.
5. Ebenezer Howard’s project to unite town and country under the auspices of the garden, recognized historical truths about the relationship between urbanization and agriculture, and the key role of the garden. The city was reconceived as an assemblage of gardens (private and public) situated in a larger garden (agriculture). The central role of the garden, in all its complexity, is key to understanding the design of the first Garden City at Letchworth, as proposed by Parker and Unwin in 1903.

6. The Garden City developed the figure of the gardener (and to a lesser extent the farmer) and the space of the garden into a new model of urbanization. The act of gardening was intended to be a communal, productive, and moral activity that created civic and collective arrangements. The gardener, operating within fields of green space, supplanted more traditional urban figures. Beyond the creation of ecologies the garden is a place for ‘creative’ and productive labour, this concept of labour was central to the Garden City model.

7. The comprehensive integration of green space into the design of Letchworth, from the garden to the agricultural belt, contributed to a revolution in the conceptualization of public space and was widely adopted in modernist visions of the city. The Garden City movement spawned a series of new green space types including greenbelts, greenwebs, and greenways. Along with more conventional park systems these have become vital to contemporary cities globally.

8. The Garden City, as developed at Letchworth, provided a model of urbanism that fully integrated across scales from the design of furniture to regional management. The concept of the ‘neighbourhood’ was central to the Garden City and has been one of its most enduring legacies as an assemblage. Essential to the functioning of the neighbourhood was the precise organization of land (including amenities), the emphasis on commodious housing, the design of streetscapes, and the integration with adjacent functions.
9. The study of flow systems, including turbulence, is vital to understanding the ecologies of cities. Modern cities, including the Garden City, have engineered flows into discrete systems that strive for efficiency. Natural ecologies, on the other hand, benefit from turbulence within flow systems. The vortical, cascading, and inefficient aspects of turbulence in flow systems should be harnessed in emerging forms of urban infrastructure.

10. The Garden City, through its use of extensive green space systems, including the agricultural belt (greenbelt) provided a new model for urban development including controlled size, spatial openness (generalization of green space), managed infrastructure, and integrated relationships. Using these strategies the Garden City created an integrated series of artificial ecologies through the organization of land, boundary systems, infrastructure, and agencies.

**Stellingen**


2. De concepten, ontwikkeld in ‘landschapsecologie,’ samen met die van assemblagetheorie, vormen ook belangrijke middelen om het functioneren van omgevingen te analyseren. Onderzoek van landschapstructuur (stukjes grond, stroken grond en matrices) en stroomsystemen is essentieel om stadsecologie te begrijpen. Concepten als ‘de dynamiek van stukjes grond’ en ‘dynamiek van grenslijnen’ kunnen een meer robuust planningsmechanisme verschaffen dan conventionele stedelijke zonering.


5. Ebenezer Howard’s project, stad en land verenigen onder de auspiciën van de tuin, erkende historische waarheden over de relatie tussen verstedelijking en landbouw en de sleutelrol van de tuin. De stad werd opnieuw bedacht als een assemblage van tuinen (privé en publiek) in een grotere tuin (landbouwgrond). De centrale rol van de tuin, in al haar complexiteit, is sleutel tot het begrijpen van het ontwerp van de eerste Tuinstad in Letchworth, zoals voorgesteld door Parker en Unwin in 1903.

6. De Tuinstad ontwikkelde de figuur van tuinman (en op kleinere schaal die van boer) en de ruimte van de tuin in een nieuw verstedelijkingssmodelmodel. Tuinieren was bedoeld een gemeenschappelijke, productieve en morele activiteit te zijn die civiele en collectieve arrangementen zou scheppen. De tuinman, werkzaam binnen groene gebieden, verving de meer traditionele stedelijke figuren. Naast de schepping van ecologieën is de tuin een plek voor ‘creative’ en productieve arbeid; dit arbeidsconcept was centraal voor het Tuinstadmodel.

7. De alomvattende integratie van groene ruimte in het ontwerp van Letchworth, van tuin tot aan landbouwstrook, droeg bij tot een revolutie in de conceptualisering van publieke
ruimte en werd wijd en zijd geadopteerd in modernistische visies op de stad. De Tuinstadbeweging bracht een serie nieuwe types groene ruimte met zich mee, groenstroken, greenwebs en groenwegen inbegrepen. Tegelijk met meer conventionele parksystemen zijn deze globaal van vitaal belang geworden voor hedendaagse steden.

8. De Tuinstad, zoals ontwikkeld in Letchworth, voorzag in een verstedelijkingsmodel dat schaalvrij volledig van meubelontwerp tot regionaal beheer integreerde. ‘Buur’ was voor de Tuinstad een central begrip en is een van haar meest blijvende nalatenschappen als een assemblage. Essentieel voor het functioneren van de buurt was de nauwkeurige organisatie van land (voorzieningen inbegrepen), de nadruk op geriefelijke huisvesting, het ontwerp van straatbeelden en de integratie met naburige functies.

9. De studie van stroomsystemen, turbulentie inbegrepen, is vitaal voor het begrip stadsecologie. Moderne steden, de Tuinstad inbegrepen, hebben stromen verwerkt in discrete systemen die naar efficiëntie streven. Aan de andere kant hebben natuurlijke ecologieën baat bij turbulentie in hun stroomsystemen. Van de wervelende, cascaderende en inefficiënte aspecten van turbulentie in stroomsystemen zou gebruik gemaakt moeten worden in opkomende vormen van stedelijke infrastructuur.

10. Door haar gebruik van uitgebreide systemen van groene ruimtes, de landbouwstrook (groenstrook) inbegrepen, voorzag de Tuinstad in een nieuw model voor stedelijke ontwikkeling, gecontroleerde omvang, spatiete openheid (generalisatie van groene ruimte), infrastructuurbeheer en geïntegreerde verhoudingen inbegrepen. Door het gebruik van deze strategieën creëerde de Tuinstad een geïntegreerde serie kunstmatige ecologieën door de organisatie van land, grenslijnen, infrastructuur en agencies.
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Cities are complex territorialities, situated within larger territories, and interlinked by a multitude of networks to global systems. The history of cities has always involved a fundamental relationship between settlement and agriculture. Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guattari state, like Jane Jacobs before them,¹ that agriculture is a product of cities, and the innovations in farming tend to come from the city. They write, “it is the State that creates agriculture, animal raising, and metallurgy; it does so first on its own soil, then imposes them upon the surrounding world. It is not the country that progressively creates the town but the town that creates the country.”² Since becoming city dwellers and farmers, humans have heavily modified and manipulated environments, creating the striated spaces associated with regulated state systems, and while cities and farms have always existed together, they have done so often in an uneasy relationship.

The emergence of the Garden City movement at the end of the nineteenth century was a dedicated effort to reconciling this fractured relationship.

Deleuze and Guattari oppose the striated patterns of urban cultures with the smooth space systems of nomadic societies, many of whom have been eliminated or displaced by the forces of urbanization and agriculture; in their writings smooth space is understood as holding more potential for creative living. As Deleuze and Guattari argue, smooth space and striated space always exist in mix, as a continuum; they note any territorial condition can reverse from being predominantly striated to predominantly smooth.\(^3\) With increasing pressure on cities to become more ecologically effective, it is imperative that cities, and the lands that surround them, become more integrated into functioning regional and ecological entities.\(^4\) The notion that a city could move towards a smooth space condition implies that it could function like a balanced ecosystem. In this study the contemporary field of landscape ecology will be examined in order to begin to understand the structural performance of urban environments. This will be complemented by drawing from another concept developed by Deleuze and Guattari, that of assemblage (agencement); we can provisionally define a city (or town) as a complex set of assemblages, or an ever-changing constellation of systems, elements, actions, affects, bodies, enunciations, structures, and codes. The relationship between a city and the land, or the earth it occupies, is highly structured, land is overcoded by the systems of urban settlement, including: land subdivision, movement patterns, infrastructure, buildings in all their functional complexity, green spaces, political structures, and social hierarchies.

Fernand Braudel notes that towns “accelerate the rhythm of exchange,” and they create a confrontation between town and country (division of labour).\(^5\) However, towns have always been reliant on a supply of labour from the country. Braudel suggests that towns have always maintained an “aloof” relationship from others (country), they are centres of communication, and they have always supported suburbs.\(^6\) Historically, fortification walls separated citizens from “foreigners, provided protection, enclosed some fields and gardens, and they also helped regulate the behaviour of citizens internally.”\(^7\) Suburbs indicated the relative strength of a town, and were

---

\(^3\) Ibid., p. 474-475.


\(^6\) Ibid., p. 374.

\(^7\) Ibid., p. 383.
often the shantytowns of the poor.\textsuperscript{8} Traditionally, the boundaries of the city have acted as an edge, and do signal an ecological change in the landscape, however, the striated ecologies of urban and rural settlement patterns cannot be so conveniently separated. Historically, cities have been considered to be both material and immaterial, or constructed and social, and they have been dependent on interconnectivity with surrounding agricultural systems, and extensive trading networks; cities have always drawn people together into dense settlements. Since the emergence of the city in the Neolithic era, the fundamental aspects of the city have remained; however, the relative emphasis on the component elements has changed. Over the course of the twentieth century the city has gone through many dramatic changes in structure, social organization, and technology.

If we consider the fundamental roles of cities we can turn to the influential American urban historian and theorist Lewis Mumford for a definition, he wrote:

\begin{displayquote}
The city is a related collection of primary groups and purposive associations….These varied groups support themselves through economic organizations…and they are all housed in permanent structures, within a relatively limited area….The city in its complete sense, then, is a geographic plexus, an economic organization, an institutional process, a theater of social action, and an aesthetic symbol of collective unity.\textsuperscript{9}
\end{displayquote}

Mumford also provided a general definition of the city, in the introduction to his 1938 book \textit{The Culture of Cities}, where he wrote that the city “is the point of maximum concentration for the power and culture of a community.”\textsuperscript{10} Mumford’s definitions provided a clear indication that the city represents for him a relatively stable condition, that it is the centre of religion, economy, culture, law, and education, and yet it has a transformative impact on its citizenry. He suggested that a city occupies a distinctive location and has material presence, but is also about social relationships, economic systems, laws, and symbolic structures. Mumford stated cities “are a product of the earth,”\textsuperscript{11} that the countryside supplies the city with raw resources. Traditionally cities clearly bounded space, for example, the clear separation between city and country defined

\begin{thebibliography}{11}
\bibitem{8} Ibid., p. 391.
\bibitem{10} Mumford, \textit{The Culture of Cities}, p. 3.
\end{thebibliography}
by the city walls. Nevertheless, cities have always relied on dense inter-relationships, including trade networks, and lines of supply and demand. According to Mumford, cities as collectivities, tell a particular story through their structures, the city is a great work of art. Here he asserts the concrete over the spatial, the built city as an enduring testimony to a culture, or civilization. Mumford goes on to state that cities arise from social needs and are places of innovation, whether in art, commerce, or technology.

Mumford was generally disturbed by the many developments that had occurred in cities since the industrial revolution, the seemingly chaotic, dispersed, and sprawling nature of cities in particular. He stated that urban structures have been unresponsive to rapid change during the modern era, for Mumford the historic forces that created great cities seem to have been defeated. And yet, the town and the country cannot be separated, cities and country operate as part of a unified regional and global system. Mumford, was a great champion of the Garden City as a model for addressing the many challenges facing the city in the twentieth century. The emergence of the Garden City movement, inspired by Ebenezer Howard’s book Tomorrow; a Peaceful Path to Real Reform (1898), subsequently published as Garden Cities of To-Morrow (1902), would have an enormous impact on future urban development and town planning worldwide. Mumford claimed that the two most important inventions of the early twentieth century were the airplane and the Garden City. The Garden City model in many ways represents the anti-thesis to the historic city, a model derived from smaller rural communities, with a defined size, low densities, and a wealth of green space. Many subsequent urban models altered, expanded upon, and diverged from Howard’s ideas. These, and other influences, have radically challenged the expectation that a city is a dense, vibrant, and largely hard landscaped environment. In fact, urban environments developed over the last half century have in most cases been dispersed, low intensity, and soft landscaped environments, resulting in substantial changes to the way cities are developed, managed, and inhabited.

11 Ibid., p. 3.
12 Ibid., p. 5.
13 Ibid., p. 8.
In his famous book Howard put forward, in largely pragmatic writing, his vision for a compact town, one that synthesized many ideas and movements that were circulating in nineteenth century Britain. In theory the Garden City would bring together the best of the country and the city into a community in which the garden was a vital territorial and ecological concept, managed by the creative labour of the gardener. Historically, the garden has blended horticultural practices derived from farming, with the cultural or artistic aspirations of an urbanized society, often as a place of escape from the travails of the city, and it is the gardener who is the agent of this cultivation, the figure who plants, nourishes, and benefits from the garden. The emphasis placed by the Garden City on the space and function of the garden, suggests that it is in the garden that the aspirations of an urbanized society are realized. By looking at the legacy of the early Garden City movement a number of issues that continue to effect the contemporary city can be addressed. The history of the first decade of Letchworth Garden City (1903-13) in Hertfordshire provides a case study for examining various questions regarding the structure and management of cities during the twentieth century: the role of design and planning, the relationship between town and country, zoning and the functional organization of communities, the development of new green space typologies, the activation of gardening and farming, the systematic design of infrastructure, the influence of townscape, the concentration on good housing design, and the latent ecologies of human settlement. This study will examine these topics through an exploration of Ebenezer Howard’s theories and influences, against the first decade of development at the first Garden City at Letchworth. Assemblage theory, as defined by Deleuze and Guattari, with its emphasis on productive entities involving materiality, content, and territoriality will provide the theoretical framework for the study. From this notions of agency and territoriality will be emphasized. Complementing the concept of assemblage, will be material derived from the contemporary discipline of landscape ecology, which examines the structural performance of landscapes; this will support a discussion of urban ecology that is both inspired by the Garden City, and is a potential product of it. A series of more speculative explorations of the early Garden City movement and its legacy concludes the document.
2. THE THEORY OF THE GARDEN CITY

Sources for the Garden City Concept

The publication of *Tomorrow; a Peaceful Path to Real Reform* by Ebenezer Howard (1850-1928) in 1898 gave birth to the Garden City movement, rapidly leading to the establishment of the first official Garden City at Letchworth, Hertfordshire, in 1903. Howard was born in London, the son of a shopkeeper, and was a long-term resident of London. After a basic education he trained in clerical work. In 1871 he journeyed to the United States, where he worked in agriculture in Nebraska and in Chicago where he was again employed in office work. He returned to London in 1876 to take up employment as a parliamentary reporter, a position he held for the remainder of his life. On his return to London he found a city that was undergoing great stress, a city awash in a wide variety of reformers dedicated to changing society.¹ He read widely, and by the late 1880s was examining the land question, or who should control land, one that preoccupied many late-Victorian activists, in part as a response to the ongoing crisis in

---
British agriculture.² It was also during this period that a number of key intellectuals (many of whom Howard would cite in his book) were developing social theories that united economics, psychology, and political theory, in response to “a second industrial revolution, social dislocation, agricultural decline, unemployment, and mounting discontent [which] exerted a persistent and accelerating pressure upon traditional social theory.”³ The late Victorian and Edwardian period was also one of political change with the emergence of socialism and the British Labour party.⁴ The Garden City concept emerged at a time of crisis in both the English city and countryside.⁵

In *Tomorrow*, Howard responded to the complex forces at play, he candidly acknowledged the sources for many of his ideas, suggesting that it was a “combination of three distinct projects”: to organize the “migratory movement of population,” promote a new “system of land tenure,” and build upon various conceptual models for cities.⁶ The notion of the organized relocation of populations from crowded industrial cities into Garden Cities was a direct response to some of the most egregious aspects of the Industrial Revolution, including the creation of urban working-class slums and highly exploitive working conditions. In developing his ideas Howard was inspired by a number of contemporary economists, philosophers, and political theorists including Thomas Spence, Alfred Marshall, Herbert Spencer, Henry George and Peter Kropotkin. There were also a series of urban models, such as that described by Edward Bellamy in his novel *Looking Backward*, and those proposed by Benjamin Richardson and James Silk Buckingham, that contributed to his vision. Further, examples of communities built at Bournville and Port Sunlight in the late nineteenth century would factor into his conceptual design. He was also aware of the Arts and Crafts Movement as defined by John Ruskin and William Morris, which had such enormous impact on late nineteenth and early twentieth century practices, however, Howard was never an active proponent of its ideals. From these numerous sources,

---

Howard gradually developed his Garden City model that attempted to unite town and country, address housing and general labour issues, and confront questions of land ownership.\(^7\)

The latter part of the nineteenth century coincided with a depression, particularly in farming and agricultural land values. The Land Nationalization Society emerged in 1881 in response to a range of land ownership issues, the movement promoted the concept that land should be held in common, and not in private hands, and that the country should be repopulated. The land question was exacerbated by a shortage of good housing, particularly in London where over-crowding occurred; this was a result of the steady depopulation of the countryside that had occurred since the Industrial Revolution as poor rural people sought work in the cities. The work of the prominent economist Alfred Marshall (1842-1924) greatly influenced Howard’s ideas in this area, although Marshall would subsequently not support the land nationalization movement; Marshall’s economic theories were to have a lasting impact on economic and social theory. In particular, Marshall’s 1884 pamphlet “Where to House the London Poor?” which advocated for the coordinated movement of population from London to the country was important for Howard. In the text Marshall outlined the disadvantages of maintaining manufacturing industries and workers in large cities, such as London, when there are the means for relocating these to the country, and “combining the advantages of the town and the country.”\(^8\) Describing the declining benefits of locating industry in over-crowded cities, he wrote:

> But as the century [nineteenth] wore on, and communication was opened up, the special advantages which residence in large towns offered to producers gradually diminished. Railways, the cheap post, the telegraph, general newspapers and trade newspapers, and organized associations among employers and employed, all had a share in the change. Meanwhile space in the towns was becoming more and more valuable for trading and administrative and other purposes; and manufacturers began to doubt whether the special advantages of the town were worth the high ground-rents that they had to pay there.\(^9\)

Marshall suggested that it could be “economically advantageous” to relocate industries to the country by using modern technology, and alleviate urban over-crowding, although he did

\(^9\) Ibid., pp. 3-4.
acknowledge that certain manufacturing was better suited to large cities. In his textbook *Principles of Economics*, first published in 1890, Marshall addressed a wide range of topics including agents of production (land, labour, capital, and organization), the fertility of land, population growth, population health, and the rent of land; all of these factored directly into Howard’s development of the Garden City model. It is likely that Howard was familiar with this text, and was acquainted with Marshall personally.\(^{10}\) In a later edition of the text, Marshall wrote regarding the agents of production:

> The agents of production are commonly classed as Land, Labour and Capital. By land is meant the material and forces which Nature gives freely for man’s aid, in land and water, in air and light and heat. By Labour is meant the economic work of man, whether with the hand or the head. By Capital is meant all stored-up provision for the production of material goods, and for the attainment of those benefits which are commonly reckoned as part of income.\(^{11}\)

This passage describes the fundamental components of the Garden City, which Howard attempted to unify.

Howard was involved in the land nationalization movement and was a keen proponent of land reform, which was vital to his vision for the Garden City. Howard’s original source of inspiration for this was an obscure pamphlet entitled *The Rights of Man, as Exhibited in a Lecture, Read at the Philosophical Society in Newcastle*, published in 1775 by a radical named Thomas Spence (1750-1814). The historian T.M. Parssinen writes that, according to Spence:

> At some indeterminate time in the past, a few men simply claimed the land, and those who were victimized never questioned these claims. Control of the land meant control of the lives of the men who depended on it. Dominion over the land was extended to dominion over man; the landlords became tyrants.\(^{12}\)

---

\(^{10}\) Hall, Hardy, and Ward, “Commentary,” in *To-Morrow: A Peaceful Path to Real Reform*, p. 23.

Based on the territorial concept of the church parish, Spence proposed that citizens would organize themselves into corporations, which would then be the sole owner of land, all rents would accrue to the corporation, there being no taxes or duties.\textsuperscript{13} This model of a common ownership of land and generating public revenues from rent was very similar to that adopted by Howard for the Garden City.

Also arguing against the concept of the private ownership of land, and an influence on Howard, was the prominent Victorian philosopher and political theorist Herbert Spencer (1820-1903). In his book \textit{Social Statics}, first published in 1851, he championed personal liberty and freedom, and examined concepts of happiness and morality. As part of his overall thesis, he wrote:

\begin{quote}
Not only have present land tenures an indefensible origin, but it is impossible to discover any mode in which land \textit{can} become private property. Cultivation is commonly considered to give a legitimate title. He who has reclaimed a tract of ground from its primitive wildness, is supposed to have thereby made it his own. But if his right is disputed, by what system of logic can he vindicate it?\textsuperscript{14}
\end{quote}

Spencer argued that labour does not entitle one to the ownership of land.\textsuperscript{15} He suggested that “all men have equal rights to the use of the earth.”\textsuperscript{16} He acknowledged the logistical challenges of this notion, but upheld the idea that “every man has freedom to do all that he wills, provided he infringes not the equal freedom of any other man.”\textsuperscript{17} His ideas extended to the constitution of the state, and to the role of governments.

Another influential advocate for land nationalization was the American social economist and philosopher Henry George (1839-1897). In his popular book \textit{Progress and Poverty}, published in 1878, George attempted to address the “cause which produces poverty in the midst of advancing

\begin{footnotes}
\item[13] Ibid., p. 136.
\item[15] Ibid., p. 127.
\item[16] Ibid., p. 130.
\item[17] Ibid., p. 217.
\end{footnotes}
wealth." He began his text by asking how the nineteenth century, a period that produced such wealth, had also created such poverty and idleness? He argued that the wealth produced by the industrial revolution had driven a wedge between the rich and the poor. George challenged the widely held notion that wages were directly related to available capital, and he suggested that individual labour, through numerous exchanges, was connected to all forms of labour (and production); he defined capital as “wealth in course of exchange.” George argued that wealth is divided between wages, rent, and interest. He defined rent as “determined by the margin of cultivation; all lands yielding rent that part of their produce which exceeds what an equal application of labor and capital could procure from the poorest land in use.” He further wrote that rent is that “part which goes to land owners as payment for the use of natural opportunities” and that land is “the field and material of labor.” He suggested that the value of land directly effects wages and interest, or “the increase of land values is always at the expense of the value of labor.” He noted a division between land ownership, and labour and capital.

George identified several factors contributing to the concept of material progress. The first addressed the effect of increased population, which would result in increased rents and lowered wages. Secondly, when it comes to “improvements in the arts,” or human invention, the development of labour saving devices, allows labour to produce more wealth, increasing the demand for land and rent. George argued that the increased production of wealth, leading to increased land rents, and as a result, land speculation. He charged that land speculation is a major cause of economic depressions, particularly land speculation at the edge of cities:

---

20 Ibid., p. 9.
21 Ibid., p. 48.
22 Ibid., p. 161.
23 Ibid., p. 162.
24 Ibid., p. 163.
25 Ibid., p. 224.
26 Ibid., p. 234.
27 Ibid., p. 249.
when we reach the limits of the growing city...we shall not find the land purchasable at its value for agricultural purposes...we shall find that for a long distance beyond the city, land bears a speculative value, based upon the belief that it will be required in the future for urban purposes...  

He argued that this speculation in the value of land (rent) drove down wages and interest, leading to reductions in production. After his lengthy analysis, George’s “true remedy” for the “unequal distribution of wealth” was “to substitute for the individual ownership of land a common ownership.” The role of governments would be to administer infrastructure and common property for “a great cooperative society.” George’s writings, along with those of Marshall, Spence, and Spencer, would directly influence some of Howard’s important ideas for the Garden City, such as the common ownership of land through the creation of a company. However, there were other important thinkers who addressed related issues of labour and production.

In the late 1880s it is likely that Howard read essays by Peter Kropotkin (1842-1921), the influential anarcho-communist, although he is not cited in Howard’s book. Kropotkin, who lived a rather tumultuous life, resided for many years in England beginning in 1886. An advocate for a free society without a state system, his writings bear some similarity to Howard’s vision. Kropotkin’s early essays, which where subsequently collected in the book Fields, Factories and Workshops published in 1899, added up to a sustained study of industrial and agricultural production that examined the “division of labour,” and the centralization of industry. Kropotkin described the concept of unifying both urban and rural forms of meaningful labour in the following terms:

We proclaim integration; and we maintain that the ideal of society—that is, the state towards which society is already marching—is a society of integrated, combined labour. A society where each individual is a producer of both manual and intellectual work; where each able-bodied human being is a worker, and where each worker works both in the field.
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and industrial workshop; where every aggregation of individuals...produces and itself consumes most of its own agricultural and manufactured produce.\textsuperscript{33}

The idea of meaningful labour is central to the Garden City model, particularly in attracting enlightened employers and integrating the act of gardening. In the essays Kropotkin undertook a detailed study of European modes of production, both industrial and agricultural, he noted that while British agriculture had been innovative and highly productive, by the 1890s it was in decline, with fewer persons per capita employed in agriculture than continental Europe. This was a result of factors such as concentrated land ownership, an emphasis on profit, and a lack of cooperation.\textsuperscript{34}

Kropotkin also described a great increase in market gardening in Europe, and Great Britain, during the late part of the nineteenth century and into the beginning of the twentieth century. This movement towards agriculture produced from small holdings was consistent with Howard’s Garden City ideas. Kropotkin wrote:

It has been proved that by following the methods of intensive market-gardening—partly under glass—vegetables and fruit can be grown in such quantities that men can be provided with a rich vegetable food and a profusion of fruit, if they simply devoted to the task of growing them the hours which everyone willingly devotes to work in the open air, after having spent most of his day in the factory, the mine, or the study.\textsuperscript{35}

Kropotkin argued that in older communities agricultural and industrial labour had always been united. In many European countries, workers cultivated small agricultural holdings, and during the winter months were also engaged in small industrial activities, or trades (undertaken at home, or in small workshops).\textsuperscript{36} Citing models developed in Russia, he advocated for integrated education that united manual and “brain” labour, based on scientific and technical learning. In

\begin{itemize}
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\item \textsuperscript{33} P. Kropotkin, \textit{Fields, Factories and Workshops, or, Industry Combined with Agriculture and Brain Work with Manual Work} (London: Thomas Nelson & Sons, 1913), p. 23.
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the second edition of Kropotkin’s book, published in 1913, he acknowledged the Garden City as a model of integrated labour.

Beyond theoretical sources, Howard derived inspiration from various nineteenth century model communities, including Port Sunlight built by the Lever Bros. soap manufacturer beginning in 1888 and Bournville built for the Cadbury chocolate company starting in 1893; with respect to visionary models for new towns Howard was also influenced by writers such as Benjamin Richardson (1828-1896), Edward Bellamy (185-1898), and James Silk Buckingham (1786-1855). Richardson’s scheme for the healthy city of Hygeia is referenced twice in Howard’s text. Richardson described his plan in an address he delivered in 1875 in which he provided many practical examples for creating healthy and sanitary living environments. One of the greatest sources of inspiration for Howard was Bellamy’s immensely popular novel Looking Backward, published in 1888, he was so enamoured with the book that he encouraged a London publisher to produce an edition. The novel follows a young Bostonian named Julian West who traveled in time from 1887, to the year 2000. Awaking for what appears to be over a century of slumber, West discovers an egalitarian and cooperative society managed by a benevolent state, and a city defined by greenery and contentment, West describes the city as:

Miles of broad streets, shaded by trees and lined with fine buildings, for the most part not in continuous blocks but set in larger or smaller enclosures, stretched in every direction. Every quarter contained large open squares filled with trees, along which statues glistened and fountains flashed in the late-afternoon sun. Public buildings of a colossal size and architectural grandeur unparalleled in my day raised their stately piles on every side. Surely I had never seen this city nor one comparable to it before.

West is guided by Dr. Leete, his host, and his daughter Edith, who provide detailed instruction in the ways of a world unfamiliar to him. The text provided a vision of a society that has seemingly solved the many problems that plagues the nineteenth century. Dr. Leete describes how they have overcome the wastage inherent to a free market economy:
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The wastes which resulted from leaving the conduct of industry to irresponsible individuals, wholly without mutual understanding or concert, were mainly four: first, the waste by mistaken undertakings; second, the waste from the competition and mutual hostility of those engaged in industry; third, the waste by periodical gluts and crises, with the consequent interruptions by industry; fourth, the waste from idle capital and labor, at all times. Any one of these four great leaks, were all the others stopped, would suffice to make the difference between wealth and poverty on the part of the nation.39

In the end, West awakens from a dream back in the crowded and intense environment of nineteenth century Boston. The Boston of 2000, described in the text, is a Gilded Age city of greenery, fine architecture, and efficiency. Bellamy’s book provided Howard with a vision of an egalitarian society based on co-operation rather than self-interest, although it lacked many of the pragmatic details for establishing a new community that Howard was so devoted to.40

In his publication National Evils and Practical Remedies, with the Plan of a Model Town, published in 1849, James Silk Buckingham, an English parliamentarian and writer, also provided the description for a model town. The plan shows a one mile square town organized around a central square which supports various administrative institutions, this is surrounded by a layer of cultural institutions, and streets of housing. The plan, which is similar in formal organization to the one that Howard proposed, is divided into neighbourhoods by radiating boulevards. Beyond the town is 10,000 acres area of farmland. Buckingham described the purpose of the new town in the following terms:

do combine within itself every advantage of beauty, security, healthfulness, and convenience, that the latest discoveries in architecture and science can confer upon it; and which should, at the same time, be peopled by an adequate number of inhabitants, with such due proportions between the agricultural and manufacturing classes, and between the possessors of capital, skill, and labour, as to produce, by the new combinations and discipline under which its code of rules and regulations might place the whole body, the highest degree of abundance in every necessary of life, and many luxuries, united with the lightest amount of

39 Ibid., p. 169.
labour and care, and the highest degree of health, contentment, morality, and enjoyment, yet seen in any existing community...\textsuperscript{41}

Named Victoria, the town was to include the latest in technology, be owned by a company, be religiously free, and employ enlightened labour practices. C.B. Purdom, who documented the early development of Letchworth, noted the many similarities between Buckingham’s and Howard’s schemes.\textsuperscript{42}

As Howard readily acknowledged, he synthesized ideas from a wide range of contemporary sources in order to develop his own vision of the Garden City. Many of these were prominent nineteenth century thinkers involved in economic, social, and political reform. As Soffer argues the period from 1880 to the outbreak of war in 1914, during which the Garden City was both formulated and developed, represents a revolutionary period in English social thought, a period devoted to the development of society scientifically.\textsuperscript{43} Beyond these thinkers were those who had developed both theoretical and practical versions of model communities. Howard, in his rationally written text produced a theoretical vision of a community, based on the common ownership of land and cooperation, that would widespread and enduring influence.

\textbf{Ebenezer Howard and \textit{Tomorrow; a Peaceful Path to Real Reform}}

In Howard’s original publication, much of the writing was devoted to the management of the town, and the concept that land would be held in common ownership, through a company, and then would be leased by individual tenants. Along with the text, are a number of now famous diagrams that attempted to define the inter-relationship between town and country, the relationship between a Garden City and a Central City, the organization of the town and surrounding lands, and the basic layout of streets and functions. The following section provides an overview of the contents of Howard’s book. In the introductory section, citing a number of the authors noted above, he raised the issue of over-crowding in London, and questions of urban

\textsuperscript{41} J.S. Buckingham, \textit{National Evils and Practical Remedies, with the Plan of a Model Town} (London: Peter Jackson, Late Fisher, Son, & Co., 1849), p. 141.
\textsuperscript{43} See, Soffer, “The Revolution in English Social Thought, 1880-1914.”
squalor, rural depopulation, and the “congestion of labour” in cities. Ameliorating labour conditions in both the city and the country was a major concern for Howard and the Garden City movement. In this section he introduced the “The Three Magnets” diagram, which has since become one of the most recognizable urban diagrams in urban design history. Howard described the city as a magnet, as an attractive force drawing people off the land. He asked how this trend could be reversed? His answer lay in neither the country nor the city, but in a union of country and city. Howard, and his followers, clearly intended to draw the labour force away from urban centres and to “restore the people to the land.” However, he also wanted to include poor rural labourers, an overlooked segment of the population, into the mix. Challenging what he saw as the unhealthy aspects of dense cities, and proposing alternatives to issues of rent, wages, and the like, he wrote:

The town is the symbol of society…And the country! The country is the symbol of God’s love and care of man. All that we are and all that we have comes from it…Town and country must be married, and out of this joyous union will spring a new hope, a new life, a new civilization.

In the first chapter of the book Howard provided diagrams that show a circular city organized around a central park, and surrounded by a green belt supporting various institutions, forests, and agricultural uses. He described the economic strategy for the development of a Garden City following the purchase of suitable land. The Garden City would be financed through escalating land rents that would go to a Central Council. A 6,000 acre parcel would be acquired, with 1,000 acres devoted to the town, the remainder devoted to the agricultural belt. The town was designed to accommodate 30,000 residents, with a further 2,000 residing in the agricultural belt; the town and surrounding agricultural belt were conceived of as a single entity. The overall plan is formal, concentric, and hierarchical, clearly organized by function, and bearing a resemblance to Buckingham’s plan. The centralized organization of the scheme recalls other such plans from urban history, including various utopian city plans from the Renaissance. However, instead of a public square, the centre is occupied by a public garden, surrounded by
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public institutions, and a Central park. This is then encircled by a “Crystal Palace,” or covered arcade. The next layer is occupied by housing, and then a “Grand Avenue” which is a prominent green space containing schools and religious buildings. Beyond this lies further housing, an outer ring of industrial functions, and finally the agricultural estate. The town is sub-divided by a hierarchy of tree-lined boulevards, avenues, and roads into six “wards” or neighbourhoods; the idea of the ward as an integrated subset of the town was one of the innovations of the plan. The diagrams show areas allocated to housing, but provides no indication of plots or housing arrangements. Howard mentioned that some houses will have gardens, however, there is no detailed description of the role of gardens in the design, nor is the “agricultural belt” described in any functional detail.

The second chapter is devoted to the “agricultural estate,” or Howard’s theories of land rent, as derived from Spencer and George. In the chapter Howard underscored that a significant difference between the Garden City and existing cities is that:

Its entire revenue is derived from rents; and one of the purposes of this work is to show that the rents which may reasonably be expected from the various tenants on the estate will be amply sufficient, if paid into the coffers of the Garden City, (a) to pay the interest on the money with which the estate is purchased, (b) to provide a sinking-fund for the purpose of paying off the principal, (c) to construct and maintain all such works as are usually constructed and maintained by municipal and other local authorities out of rates compulsorily levied, and (d) (after redemption of debentures) to provide a large surplus for other purposes, such as old-age pensions or insurance against accident and sickness.\(^{47}\)

The central idea of the Garden City, taken from Spence, was that “the city creates its own land values.”\(^{48}\) Howard, reflecting his involvement in the land issue, argued that urbanization dramatically raises land values, and that this value should accrue to the municipality, rather than to speculators. The rent paid by residents of the town will directly benefit them through improvements, and through a local social welfare system; Howard indicated this in his fourth diagram entitled “The Vanishing Point of Landlord’s Rent.” Turning to the agricultural estate,
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Howard noted that the development of the Garden City would also raise the value of adjacent agricultural land, and that the local farms will have a secure local market for the selling of produce. This was proposed against the influx of cheap foreign produce that flooded Britain in the late nineteenth century. Further, waste from the town could be used to fertilize surrounding farms. The agricultural portion of the estate would have higher rents than those for surrounding farms, as a tenant of the Garden City agricultural belt would have a planned sewage system, a controlled market, and good transport opportunities to deliver produce to markets. Howard believed that farmers would be attracted to the Garden City, enjoying the natural and healthful qualities of the arrangement.

In the third chapter Howard examined the revenues that could be generated from rents in the town portion of the estate. At the beginning of the chapter Howard quoted from Alfred Marshall’s pamphlet “The Housing of the London Poor,” regarding the concept of relocating people from overcrowded London to the country. Howard further developed his calculations on rent, and noted that the average house lot would be 20 feet by 130 feet, accommodating on average 5.5 persons per lot, he wrote:

It [the plan] obtains ample space for roads, some of which are of truly magnificent proportions, so wide and spacious that sunlight and air may freely circulate, and in which trees, shrubs, and grass give to the town a semi-rural appearance.

It is clear from the diagrams and this description that Howard was influenced by various formal models, but that there is also a distinctive American quality, evident in the spaciousness of the scheme, his ideas no doubt inspired by his experiences in the United States. The diagrams describe a town that despite its small size is quite urbane in its organization.

Chapter four begins with a quote from November 1890 issue of The Echo that advocated for school gardens so that children could have instruction in horticulture, a notion that would be developed by the Garden City movement. Attempting to provide a pragmatic basis for his vision, Howard compared the cost of development in existing areas of London, against the costs
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associated with a new development on inexpensive agricultural land, which would allow for less expensive and better quality housing. He stressed the point that the Garden City would be a modern planned community, involving a wide range of experts.\(^5\) Howard noted that each of the six wards, or neighbourhoods, would be largely self-sufficient, and would be built in sequence.\(^5\) Further, a new town could accommodate a full range of underground services for sewage, water, gas, electricity, telephone, etc. All of this would result in significant cost savings, according to Howard. In the fifth chapter Howard further developed the topic of expenditures, by focusing on the role of infrastructure, including roads, schools, institutional buildings, parks and “road ornamentation,” and sewage.

The sixth chapter is devoted to the administration of the Garden City. Appealing to a wide political spectrum Howard attempted to strike a balance between the interests of the community and the interests of individuals. For the administration of the Garden City he proposed a Board of Management consisting of an elected Central Council and various Departments. He suggested that the Central Council would have more power than similar municipal authorities, and that it would oversee departments in three areas: public control (finance, assessment, law, and inspection), engineering (roads, parks, drainage, public buildings, etc.), and social purposes (education, libraries, baths and wash-houses, music, and recreation).\(^5\) The administrative model he proposes is centralized, hierarchical, and departmentalized, with clearly defined entities and responsibilities; it incorporates control, technical, and social mechanisms.

Chapter seven addressed a variety of topics, including the notion of “semi-municipal enterprise” which involved private enterprise conducted in publically funded structures such as markets; for example, the Crystal Palace proposed by Howard provided this function. He examined questions pertaining to manufacturers and retail tenants and the “local option,” and how businesses may be adequately protected, providing regulated competition, or managing relations between producers and consumers.\(^5\) Finally, in this section Howard addressed the temperance question, which was an important one at the time. Although he acknowledged that the citizens of a Garden City might reject the notion of selling alcohol, Howard suggested that a controlled number of drinking establishments would be his preference, and that this would
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generate additional revenues. Despite his position, Letchworth would originally be a dry community.

In chapter eight Howard explained the concept of “pro-municipal work,” or public service. In one of the most provocative statements in the text Howard discussed the role of public service and the kind of people that would be attracted to the Garden City:

those who have the welfare of society at heart will, in the free air of society, be always able to experiment on their own responsibility, and thus quicken the public conscience and enlarge the public understanding.

The whole of the experiment which this book describes is indeed of this character. It represents pioneer work, which will be carried out by those who have not a merely pious opinion, but an effective belief in the economic, sanitary, and social advantages of common ownership of land, and...are impelled to share their views shape and form as soon as they can see their way to join a sufficient number of kindred spirits.\(^{58}\)

Other examples of pro-municipal work include public housing, building societies, trade unions, and the like.\(^{59}\) This occurred at a time in Britain where there numerous cooperative, reformist, charitable, and philanthropic organizations at work. The emphasis on a pioneering spirit, suggests that the Garden City, with its relatively low density fabric, was always intended to be a place where everyone would participate in community governance and culture, that in a “progressive community” local organizations would provide a high level of engagement, as opposed to the way a citizen would participate in a large city; pioneering is equated with public service. Howard acknowledged that a wide range of organizations (religious, political, cultural, philanthropic, and charitable) are necessary in a community, including those societies involved in the financing of housing.

In chapter nine Howard synthesized the three previous chapters with reference to Diagram No. 5 entitled “Diagram of Administration” (subsequently not included in the book republished in 1902 as Garden Cities of To-Morrow). Here the Central Council is encircled by the three Departments, more remote are the semi-municipal group (various markets), the pro-municipal
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group (societies, educational institutions, hospitals, banks, etc.), and then the cooperative and individualistic group (allotments, factories, clubs, farms, etc.). This diagram described the operational system designed to administer the Garden City, and is clearly hierarchical in its design. In chapter ten there are “some difficulties considered,” and Howard raised the question of previous “social experiments” in developing new communities, many of which failed. Further, he discussed the strengths and weaknesses of Communism and Socialism. He acknowledged that Communism (and Socialism) has strong and important principles, but that a society must be balanced by the recognition of the role of the individual. He concluded the section by arguing that the Garden City takes a pragmatic position and incorporates a wide range of beliefs and enterprises.

Throughout his text Howard drew support from the various figures that had inspired his vision. For example, in the eleventh chapter he quoted Spencer, from his book *Social Statics*, on the concept of common land ownership, in which Spencer wrote:

> Instead of being in the possession of individuals, the country would be held by the great corporate body—society. Instead of leasing his acres from an isolated proprietor, the farmer would lease from the nation. Instead of paying his rent to the agent of Sir John and His Grace, he would pay it to an agent or deputy agent of the community. Stewards would be public officials instead of private ones, and tenancy the only land tenure.60

While Spencer eventually concluded that his ideas about rent were not feasible, Howard advocated for common land ownership at the local, rather than national, level. Further, Howard argued that, while there were formal similarities between his Garden City model and the plan for a community put forward by Buckingham, the two schemes were organizationally and socially very different. Howard concluded the chapter by restating his objectives, stating that there needed to be an organized migration from over-crowded cities to the country to take advantage of its benefits (“fresh air, sunlight, breathing room and playing room”), that this migration would benefit from common land ownership.61
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Howard, in the twelfth chapter, imagined that the Garden City was already built, and wished to “consider briefly some of the important effects” of the “pathway to reform.” Here there was also a brief mention of the garden, he wrote that society “should forthwith gird themselves to the task of building clusters of beautiful home-towns, each zoned by gardens....” Throughout his text Howard attempted to present a vision that could be realized, and to balance collective and individual desires, suggesting that reform should begin with a small scale experiment rather than wholesale change. This foreshadows the development of the first Garden City at Letchworth, which despite its shortcomings, would be a demonstration of many of Howard’s theories; the direct and rational nature of Howard’s book would mean that it would become a manual for establishing a model community. His effort to balance Individualism and Socialism was also a key aspect of the vision. He describes Individualism as “a state in which there is a fuller and freer opportunity for its members to do and to produce what they will, and free associations, of the most varied kinds” and Socialism as “a condition of life in which the well-being of the community is safe-guarded, and in which the collective spirit is manifested by a wide extension of the municipal effort.” In this chapter Howard cited other writers who shared aspects of his vision, including John Stuart Mill, Henry M. Hyndman, and ‘Nunquam’ (Robert Blatchford). He also remarked on the enormous technological and societal change that had been effected in society during the previous sixty years. This chapter is philosophical in tone, and in it Howard raised the question of the earth and its “infinite treasures;” he wrote:

Now, as every form of wealth must rest on the earth as its foundation, and must be built up out of the constituents found at or near its surface, it follows (because foundations are ever of primary importance) that the reformer should first consider how best the earth may be used in the service of man.

In the thirteenth chapter provocatively titled “Social Cities” it is evident that Howard considered the Garden City to be an important invention, one which would catch on like other significant inventions in the nineteenth century such as the railway, however, parliamentary
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intervention would be necessary. His statements foreshadowed the British New Towns Act of 1946, which the Garden City movement directly influenced. The notion of a program of new towns is further reflected in Diagram No. 7, which described a cluster of Garden Cities, separated by green space, around a larger central city (with a population of 58,000). He noted, “any well-planned cluster of towns, must be carefully designed in relation to the site it is to occupy.” He clearly understood that his diagrams were illustrations of concepts. Howard argued that through modern transportation citizens would have easy access to the country “higher forms of corporate life,” or the benefits of the town. Howard stressed the necessity to build healthy cities “in which there may be ample space and ventilation, and in which modern scientific methods and the aims of social reformers may have the fullest scope in which to express themselves.” Expecting to draw upon the talents of a wide range of experts, Howard concluded the chapter by reiterating the benefits of the Garden City with respect to transportation, land tenure, pensions, hope, peace, and goodwill. The fourteenth chapter addressed “The Future of London” and the problems associated with the city at the end of nineteenth century. The fifteenth, and final, chapter was devoted to water supply, in which Howard attempted to demonstrate a more effective system, including the prevention of waste. Dependent on good local supply, the proposal involved a system of reservoirs, canals, and pumping mechanisms (including windmills). He suggested the separation of potable and non-potable water, and examined issues of drainage, irrigation, transportation, power, recreation, and ornament.

Ironically, in the book Howard made very little reference to the idea of the garden or the agricultural belt, devoting most of his efforts to economic and administrative issues. The Garden City movement that would emerge attempted to synthesize what it determined to be the best of town and country. Ultimately, the Garden City would embody both aesthetic and reformist ideals, providing economic, social, and cultural opportunities. According to Howard the nineteenth century town provided places of work, and also required high rents. The industrial town was oppressive with unemployment, slums, and high prices; environmentally it was polluted and removed from nature; the town also created the isolation of the crowd. On the other
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hand the country provided the beauty of nature, and sunshine, fresh air and water, but there is little social opportunity in the isolation of the countryside. The Garden City attempted to blend the good qualities of country and town, largely rejecting monumental urbanity in favour of a small rural town/village atmosphere dominated by greenery. In fact, as a satellite to a larger city, the Garden City was, in part, intended to provide a familiar environment to those migrating to the city from the country. The extensive discussion of finances in Howard’s text seemed to reflect a desire to appeal to future investors. This is borne out by the fact that the first Garden City at Letchworth came into existence so soon after the publication of the book. There is no doubt, that while the Garden City movement spawned by Ebenezer Howard only realized two garden cities, Letchworth Garden City and Welwyn Garden City, it had widespread influence on subsequent urbanism throughout the twentieth century; within Howard’s book, and text and the diagrams provided vehicles for the creation of productive communities.

**Early Development of Letchworth 1903-1913**

In 1899, the Garden City Association was formed, and in the following year the Garden City Limited Company was established to raise capital for the development of a first Garden City. The Garden City Pioneer Company, Limited was established on July 16, 1902 with an impressive group of directors including Howard, Ralph Neville, Edward Cadbury, and various other businessmen. The company secured its initial capital, through the sale of shares, within four months of issuing its prospectus; the Pioneer Company was wound up at the end of 1903. In the same year the Letchworth property was acquired in Hertfordshire with the purchase of a number of agricultural estates, and on Oct. 9, 1903 the first Garden City was declared under the First Garden City Limited company. This commenced the design, construction, and promotion of the town and surrounding agricultural belt. With the development of Letchworth, beginning in 1903, Howard’s ideals were translated into practice. Simultaneously with the securing of the land the “Engineering Committee” organized a survey of the site.
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At the same time consultations were undertaken regarding the selection of the designers for the overall layout of the town. The following firms were interviewed and submitted schematic plans by January 1904: the noted Arts and Crafts architects W.J. Lethaby and Halsey Ricardo, the relatively unknown architects Barry Parker (1867-1947) and Raymond Unwin (1863-1940), and a local architect based in Hitchin named Geoffrey Lucas.\(^71\) Following a review of the three schemes, the plan submitted by Parker and Unwin was accepted by the Board on February 11, 1904. The awarding of the Letchworth commission to Parker and Unwin would significantly enhance the reputation of the practice, which had been established in 1896; a partnership that would last until it was dissolved in 1914. Parker was born in Derbyshire, and, prior to joining with Unwin, was trained in various studios. Unwin was born in Yorkshire, and grew up in Oxford. In 1884 he returned to northern England, where he became involved in various socialist movements. In particular, Unwin was strongly influenced by William Morris and Edward Carpenter. Morris was the inspired and influential leader of the Arts and Crafts movement, while Carpenter was a well-known socialist poet and philosopher who Unwin knew personally, and who promoted the virtues of a rural living that combined manual, intellectual, and artistic pursuits. After the dissolution of the practice, Unwin would become an international champion of Garden City planning and design, responsible for town plans, publications, and architectural designs. The Parker and Unwin office began by designing mainly houses in the Arts and Crafts manner, as a result of this the partners were very involved in domestic design theory as was evident in their writings and practice. In 1902 they were asked to design the model village of Near Earswick, near York, for the Rowntrees, and in 1905 the firm was hired to plan Hampstead Garden Suburb in London, based largely on their experiences at Letchworth.

In their scheme for Letchworth, Parker and Unwin rejected Howard’s geometrical diagram, and under the strong influence of Morris, developed a plan inspired by the medieval village, and what they believed to be its “organic unity.”\(^72\) Nevertheless, while responding to the specifics of the site selected for Letchworth, they maintained the basic tenets of Howard’s vision. They also imposed a largely consistent architectural style derived from Arts and Crafts design, and devoted much effort to the design and building of commodious housing. The original 1904 plan shows the general organization of site bisected by the railway. Areas adjacent to the station were laid
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out for shopping, the Town Square, and various public buildings. A sector was allocated for factory sites flanking the railway, with various sidings. Residential neighbourhoods were carefully planned, interspersed with various kinds of green space from the large untamed Norton Common, to the narrow formality of Howard Park. Notably the community design utilized the single-family house and garden throughout, maintaining relatively low densities, and a strong emphasis on green space.

Examining a drawing of the “The First Garden City—Plan of Estate and Proposed Town” published in June 1904 by The First Garden City, Limited, we can note the outline of the complete estate (3,818 acres), which would be expanded in certain areas in the future (for example, in 1912 land was purchased south of the Willian Road); the initial plan by Parker and Unwin showed a town area of about 1,200 acres. The estate was sandwiched between the small towns of Hitchin and Baldock, and incorporated the villages of Letchworth, Willian, and Norton, and part of the village of Radwell. The agricultural belt was implied, but not precisely defined. A plan published in 1913 shows the outline of estate and of the town, with the near final outline of the complete estate (a parcel on the west edge would be later added). Over time there would be pressure to extend the size of the town by reducing the area of the agricultural belt, as indicated in a plan published in 1952. By 1949 the total estate area was 4,598 acres, with a total town area of 2,182 acres, for a projected population of 35,000. Regardless, the original plan by Parker and Unwin has been closely adhered to since the establishment of the town.

As noted above, both Parker and Unwin wrote about architecture, mainly domestic design. Unwin also wrote extensively on the emerging discipline of town planning. In his architectural writings Unwin precisely addressed the design of the home with respect to planning, light, and air, and while he did not address the garden in great detail, it was inherent to his efforts to improve domestic environments. This is evident in his famous 1912 essay “Nothing Gained by Overcrowding!” in which he attempted to make an economic argument for lower densities, reduced roadways, and more gardens and recreation space. Writing in 1909, in his text on town planning entitled *Town Planning in Practice* (the book was in part inspired by the writings of
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Camillo Sitte, who Unwin discovered after developing the Letchworth plan), in support of his concept of 12 units per acre, Unwin stated:

Twelve houses to the net acre of building land, excluding all roads, has been proved to be about the right number to give gardens of sufficient size to be of commercial value to the tenants—large enough, that is, to be worth cultivating seriously for the sake of profits, and not too large to be worked by an ordinary labourer and his family. There will, of course, be men who can work more, and men who can only work much less, but in laying out of the land there are sure to occur great varieties in the size of the individual gardens which will allow for these differences...\(^76\)

Unwin suggested that this density has been proven by the firm’s experiments at Bournville, Earswick, Letchworth, Hampstead, and elsewhere. The emphasis on gardens and related labour can also be noted, as well as the “commercial” aspects of the gardens. In the same text, in his discussion of “plots and placing of buildings,” Unwin stressed the importance of well-oriented houses, that also created well-composed streets; according to Unwin good site planning must take all this into account, including the basic planning of houses.\(^77\) Further, Unwin was not enthusiastic about the use of fences between lots, particularly in the front gardens.

The history of the founding of Letchworth has been comprehensively documented by a variety of authors.\(^78\) When built it was internationally recognized as a significant development in town planning, despite being connected with various historical precedents. The founders of the town, including Ebenezer Howard, emphasized the concept of a healthy town permanently surrounded by countryside, a community based on cooperation, and the importance of productive labour. The relatively inexpensive land that was acquired, combined with the ideals of the movement, inspired the low-density design of the town with its emphasis on green space and gardens. Ultimately, Parker and Unwin adapted the theories of Howard and others, by placing emphasis on the factors outlined above. However, the development of the town was slow. Early work involved a detailed survey of the site, sourcing water, and studying the drainage. A

\(^77\) See Ibid., pp. 319-359.
\(^78\) See, for example, Purdom, *The Garden City* and Miller, *Letchworth.*
temporary railway station was established in 1903, and the first roads constructed. Soon building plots were established and the first houses erected. The first decade was a period of enormous struggle for those invested in the project, one that saw many setbacks, but it also represented the clearest attempt to realize the Garden City model.

The scheme by Parker and Unwin was originally designed to accommodate 30,000 residents on 1,250 acres, resulting in an average of 24 persons per acre; 2500 acres of the estate was for the agricultural belt. The site was bisected by an existing railway line, and the design needed to address drainage, transportation, functional organization, etc.; the construction of infrastructure on the site began in the summer of 1904, the first houses were also begun at the same time by various private builders. The commitment to avoid land speculation was stressed in early documents, and in leasehold agreements. In 1905, a Cheap Cottages Exhibition was held at Letchworth which attracted a lot of interest, but also did some harm in that the cottages on display were badly built and poorly located, and the overall site was very undeveloped, leaving visitors with a poor impression. Many of the original residents of Letchworth were enthusiastic middle-class pioneers committed to the social ideals of the Garden City, they were typical of the time, however, the community quickly gained the reputation for attracting eccentrics. By 1907, after a boom, the population grew to 4300, and a number of businesses had located in the town; newer residents tended to be associated with the businesses, and included a larger working class element attracted by work in the various factories that were established in the town. The demand for churches, clubs, and amusements rose as a result. After a decade the character of Letchworth had been established, and it would argued by promoters of the Garden City that it was not a suburban development, due largely to the full range of industries and employment available.

By 1913 enough of the town was built to determine the relative strengths and weaknesses of its many concepts. During the First World War Letchworth prospered as it took in 3,000 Belgian refugees and became a centre of munitions manufacturing. As the town was developed it did so in a scattered manner, and by 1925 was still missing essential elements, for example, there was

\[81\] Ibid., pp. 49-51.
\[82\] Ibid., pp. 53-54.
very little development north of the railway line, and there remained gaps in the urban fabric.\(^{83}\) C.B. Purdom (1883-1965), the noted Garden City advocate and chronicler, stated that between the two World Wars, Letchworth continued to exhibit no spectacular signs of development and no original features. In fact it began to show the unassuming characteristics of ordinary English country towns that depend on nature and chance. There was little or no fresh enterprise, but the financial position was consolidated...and the garden city company took its place as a sound and well-established land company.\(^{84}\)

Purdom praised the original plan and the commitment of the architects, however, he noted that the original plan did not adequately accommodate industrial sites.\(^{85}\) Purdom also suggested that the most innovative period in the development of Letchworth occurred during the first decade of its history, and after this there was a decline in visionary effort on the part of the enterprise. Purdom attributed the slow growth of Letchworth to a lack of capital and government support. The undertaking of Letchworth was fought with numerous challenges that compromised some of Howard’s original ideas, however, the pragmatism inherent to the Garden City movement resulted in the establishment of Letchworth.

Purdom was an active participant in the early Garden City movement, holding positions at both Letchworth and Welwyn Garden City, he began as a junior clerk working for the company, and then, after a severe illness was the first resident of Letchworth. In his autobiography he described his initial experiences in the following terms: “From the start my new life was an exquisite delight. I was in a practically deserted countryside, in a village of a dozen scattered houses, without store or public house, though there were two larger houses inhabited by people who regarded the advent of the garden city with enmity....”\(^{86}\) He provided detailed accounts of the people, including the early town managers Thomas Adams (1871-1940) and W.H. Gaunt, and events that occurred as the town was established. Purdom would take over accounting duties for the company, and eventually he wrote several books, including key works on the history of

\(^{84}\) Ibid., p. 82.
\(^{85}\) Purdom, *The Garden City*, p. 43.
Letchworth, and on the concept of the “satellite town.” In 1918 he became the assistant secretary of the Garden Cities and Town Planning Association, and he would hold various positions with the enterprise that developed the Welwyn Garden City. Beyond the Garden City movement he was active in drama, edited the journal *Everyman*, and was a biographer of the Indian teacher Meher Baba to whom he was devoted.

Purdom comprehensively documented the first decade of the development of Letchworth in his book *The Garden City: A Study in the Development of a Modern Town*, published in 1913. In the book he provided detailed information on Howard’s theories, and on the history of early Letchworth. There were many innovations in the design of Letchworth, including the “agricultural belt,” the emphasis on residential gardens, and foregrounding the act of gardening. As Purdom stated, Letchworth was conceived around the experience of being in a garden, at both the intimate level of the residential garden and at the communal level of the town. Further, the use of the agricultural belt, or greenbelt, as a wide boundary separating the town from the country, and providing a protected zone for agricultural and cultural amenities, helped create the sense of a town engulfed in greenery. Purdom began his text by describing the historic influence of cities, and then briefly discussed the effects on both town and country that resulted from the Industrial Revolution and large population migrations to industrial cities. Recognizing that there were a series of precedents for the Garden City he provided sketches of Robert Owen’s schemes, the Village Associations movement, Buckingham’s proposal for a model town, Richardson’s project for *Hygeia*, and various model industrial villages (New Lanark, Port Sunlight, and Bournville).

In the text Purdom described the origins of the Garden City, he noted that Howard’s publications and his ideas, were generally well received, and that very shortly after the publication of *To-Morrow: A Peaceful Path to Real Reform* an enthusiastic group of supporters came together to plan the development of a Garden City. Despite the formalism of his diagrams, Purdom argued that Howard was correct in focusing much of his writing on the logistics of creating an actual model Garden City. Ralph Neville, as chairman of the council, and Thomas Adams, as secretary, were appointed in 1901; both would be key figures in realizing Letchworth.
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and both would leave in 1906. Conferences were held, to develop support for the initiative, at Bournville in 1901, and Port Sunlight in 1902, and these attracted much attention. Purdom stated that three factors gave credibility to the movement: 1) that it was “a legitimate and proper undertaking for private enterprise,” 2) that it had a simple economic structure, and 3) the existence of model towns at Bournville and Port Sunlight were evidence of practical success. The prospectus of 1903 described the advantages of the site, and the ideals of the community, these included:

Firstly, the provision of hygienic conditions of life for a considerable working population. Secondly, the stimulation of agriculture by bringing a market to the farmer’s door. Thirdly, the relief of the tedium of agricultural life by accessibility to a large town. Fourthly, that the inhabitants will have the satisfaction of knowing the increment of value of the land created by themselves will be devoted to their own benefit.

The emphasis on health, the stimulation of local agriculture, and structuring of land rents are noteworthy. Purdom suggested that the lack of detail in Howard’s scheme, beyond its simple economic model, ended up being a strength of the concept, in that it attracted a wide range of people and ideologies. One shortcoming in Howard’s vision was the lack of attention paid to the development and growth of the community, instead he presented a fully developed vision of a town. Describing Howard’s vision, Purdom wrote, “Its formality, order, and completedness, its fearful up-to-datedness, its cold, clean, and new atmosphere, were, however desirable in theory, more than a little repellant in prospect.” Further, the concept was “elastic” and the resulting design for Letchworth, according to Purdom, avoided many of the limitations inherent to Howard’s diagrams.
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Addressing the architecture of the first Garden City, in 1904 the Garden City Company issued a document entitled “General Suggestions and Instructions Regarding Buildings Other than Factories on the Garden City Estate” which provided general guidelines for the design and construction of buildings; these would prove to be difficult to implement in a systematic way. Writing in 1913, Purdom questioned the architectural approach at Letchworth when he wrote:

The problem at Garden City is, then, the discovery of a new kind of town architecture. For this discovery endless experiment is necessary, but if each builder does the best that is in him, if thought and care be given to each separate piece of work, and if the general effect be not totally ignored, it is possible that in time the Garden City will get what it wants.  

Despite Purdom’s criticism of the conservative architectural approach used at Letchworth, the Garden City would always be a repository for more traditional kinds of architecture. Purdom was particularly critical of the use of a Georgian architecture of the public buildings, and the often cheap and poorly executed houses. He railed against the speculative housing that was common to Britain at the time, arguing instead for home ownership and houses built by the owners; this, he argued, would allow for houses that met the specifics of a site, including sun, and the requirements of the owner. Regardless, he did support the residential architecture of the Garden City, and championed the good furniture of the time. A number of houses in Letchworth were designed by such prominent Arts and Crafts architects such as M.H. Baillie Scott, Halsey Ricardo, and C. Harrison Townsend, while many of the more ordinary houses were designed by Parker and Unwin (who had their office in Letchworth), and various other local architects. The houses tended to be efficient and drew from British vernacular traditions. There were also experiments in co-operative housing, which eliminated the private kitchen in favour of a communal dining room. Despite efforts by Howard, and the architects, to develop this form of housing, this did not succeed in the face of financial and practical realities, and only one such development, a quadrangle arrangement called Homesgarth, was attempted.  As an aside, the New Towns that followed from 1946, and which drew many of its ideas from the Garden City, would embrace modernism to a large extent, particularly at Harlow New Town.
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Purdom addressed the role of gardens, green space, the rural (or agricultural) belt, and buildings in his account, and he described the cultural and recreational amenities available during the early years of Letchworth. Letchworth was successful in attracting a number of industries during the first decade, including printing works and a variety of manufacturers, these were usually attracted by low rents, proximity to London, and the healthy living conditions for workers.\textsuperscript{98} Further, Purdom tackled the question of housing for workers; at Letchworth this was typically cottages that strove to meet the needs of the working class in an economical manner. The new cottages in Letchworth often had to compete with less expensive housing in surrounding towns.\textsuperscript{99} A major objective of the movement was to provide good living conditions for inhabitants, discussing infant mortality Purdom cited statistics that indicate that the rate at Letchworth was about half the national average, demonstrating that by 1913 the objective of a healthy community was achieved. On these issues he wrote:

Instead of fifty to eighty houses to the acre, in Garden City we have a maximum of twelve; instead of insanitary, inconvenient, and sunless dwellings, we have cottages with gardens; instead of crowded streets to play in, the children have the fields. In Garden City the home gets a chance of fulfilling its highest functions, of becoming a centre for refreshment, education and social life. All that is squalid and mean is abolished...\textsuperscript{100}

This underscores the idea that good education and general health were essential aspects of the Garden City, and that the inexpensive land obtained for the development of the town, allowed for better quality housing and amenities. In the concluding chapter to his book Purdom expressed optimism about what had been accomplished by 1913, and for the future development of Letchworth. In the Appendices various key figures in the early development of Letchworth provided essays, including Unwin and Howard. In his essay “How Far Have the Original Garden City Ideals Been Realised,” Howard suggested only “to a small degree,”\textsuperscript{101} and he expressed disappointment with the financing, the rent system, the shopping precinct, and the relatively few industries located in Letchworth at the time. In his contribution, H.D. Pearsall, the Chairman of

\textsuperscript{98} Purdom, \textit{The Garden City}, pp. 140-153.
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the Howard Cotttage Society, Ltd., addressed the state of worker’s cottages, and noted that a minimum set of standards had been determined and met for each house.\(^2\) Finally, one of the important results during the early development of Letchworth was the establishment of the Garden Cities and Town Planning Association, which would inaugurate the field of town planning in Britain.

As Miller notes, the first decade of Letchworth was marked by a strong spirit of pioneering which is reflected in the design of the town and the type of people drawn to it, many of whom were free thinkers searching for an alternative life.\(^3\) By the end of the first decade Letchworth supported a diverse population, the census of 1911 indicated a population of 5,324, with that number nearly doubling by 1921; even by 1961 the census indicates that the population was 25,515, below the designed number.\(^4\) The town continued to struggle financially. As foreseen by Howard land rents were paid to the company, but shareholders were to receive their first small dividends in 1913, and the enterprise would never be financially successful.\(^5\) By 1913 the structure of the town was established, and a core of businesses had located there. However, the outbreak of World War I would lead to decades of slow and difficult growth. In 1962 the Letchworth Garden City Corporation Act was passed by the British parliament, resulting in the transference of the town from a private enterprise, to one under public jurisdiction.\(^6\)

The experimental nature of the initiative would be reflected in the desire for a self-sustaining community for both work and leisure. Green spaces, ranging from private gardens to the surrounding green belt, were to be used for the production of suitable food. Efforts to use the agricultural belt for farms and small holdings that would provide food to the town largely failed due the lack of capitalization; private gardens and allotments proved to be much more successful at growing food.\(^7\) Nevertheless, the development of the agricultural belt, what has become widely known as the “greenbelt,” would result in the development of new kinds of urban green space typologies, distinct from the isolated urban park. The Garden City placed particular emphasis on gardening and the gardener, and on revitalizing an integrated role for farming and the farmer. Therefore, the gardener and the farmer became two vital urban figures in the Garden

\(^{102}\) Ibid., pp. 262-265.
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City movement, figures not typically associated with urbanization. This section has provided a brief review of the precedents for the Garden City, Howard’s text, and the history of the first decade of Letchworth Garden City. Understanding the Letchworth experiment as an assemblage of elements and a kind of ecology, particularly the role of territoriality (the structure of the plan) and agency (organizations) is the focus of this study.
3. ASSEMBLAGE THEORY

The theoretical aspect of this study is informed by Deleuze and Guattari’s concept of “assemblage,” and complementary ideas drawn from the discipline of landscape ecology, which will be examined in subsequent sections. The conjunction of assemblage theory and landscape ecology provides a way of examining a number of ideas associated with the early Garden City movement. The concept of assemblage is central to Deleuze and Guattari’s text *A Thousand Plateaus: Capitalism and Schizophrenia*, and is the English equivalent of the French word *agencement*, or the “process of arranging, organizing, fitting together.”¹ According to Deleuze and Guattari there is both a horizontal and a vertical axis associated with assemblages. The horizontal axis deals with “*machinic assemblages* of bodies, actions and passions” and a “*collective assemblage of enunciation*, of acts and statements, of incorporeal transformations of

bodies.” The vertical axis has both “territorial sides, or reterritorialized sides, which stabilize it, and cutting edges of deterritorialization, which carry it away.” Further, they write “an assemblage, in its multiplicity, necessarily acts on semiotic flows, material flows, and social flows simultaneously.” They provide a relatively precise definition when they write:

We will call an assemblage every constellation of singularities and traits deducted from the flow—selected, organized, stratified—in such a way as to converge (consistency) artificially and naturally; an assemblage, in this sense, is a veritable invention.

Assemblages are produced from larger contexts, by bringing together sets of forces, bodies, languages, and territories; assemblages are “diverse things brought together in particular relations.” Beyond things, assemblages include qualities, actions, emotions, languages, and territorialities. Assemblages include machinic and semiotic systems, or systems of bodies and signs; moving between technology and language, they produce new ways of speaking and meaning. Assemblages create, and operate with, territories that are in constant processes of deterritorializing and reterritorializing. The territorial aspect of assemblages has particular importance for human strategies of engagement with the land, whether nomadic or settled. An assemblage brings together a set of structures, expressions, and territories in an arrangement.

Deleuze and Guattari’s concept of assemblages applies to all structures, from the performance of objects, the behavioural patterns of an individual, the organization of societies, to the functioning of ecologies. The assemblage is destined to produce a ‘new reality,’ by making numerous, often unexpected, connections; an assemblage emerges when a function emerges. Ultimately, they are functional, in that they create new ways of speaking or behaving, new organizations or expressions, new spaces or structures. This reinforces the notion advanced by critical theorist J. Macgregor Wise that “we do not know what an assemblage is until we can find out what it can do….Assemblages select elements from the milieus (the surroundings, the
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context, the mediums in which the assemblages work) and bring them together in a particular way.”

Therefore, we can understand assemblages as machinic, enunciative, and territorial. Assemblages are compositions of desire and speech, they operate through constellations of objects, bodies, events, languages, and territories. Assemblages operate for varying periods of time to create new functions. An assemblage can be defined by a “diagram” that codifies its operations and defines the relationships between a particular set of forces that are brought into play; the assemblage diagram is, according to Deleuze, the “map of destiny.” Effectively, the diagram is the arrangement of forces by which an assemblage operates, it is a map of the function of an assemblage. In his book on Michel Foucault, Deleuze provides a brief description of the diagram, which he equates with his own concept of the “abstract machine,” he writes:

every diagram is intersocial and constantly evolving. It never functions in order to represent a persisting world but produces a new reality, a new model of truth. It is neither the subject of history, nor does it survey history. It makes history by unmaking preceding realities and significations, constituting hundreds of points of emergence or creativity, unexpected conjunctions or improbable continuums. It doubles history with a sense of continual evolution.

As Deleuze notes “every society has its diagram(s),” or social and political systems that function for particular ends, these can be enduring or temporary, State organized or community based. Ideally, an assemblage is innovative and productive, as the diagram structures “the space of possibilities associated with the assemblage.” The diagram describes the forces that have created an assemblage, and the function, or active aspect, of the arrangement. Tom Conley suggests that the diagram provides the agent or agency of an assemblage, it is the arrangement that results in action or production. Conley notes that the diagram “bears resemblance to a digital operation comprised of given codes, turns into a modulating agent, thanks to the work of
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the unconscious in creative speculation and action, that creates new and multiple forms and colors.” The diagram is the arrangement of elements in the assemblage, the relative interaction that leads to a production.

According to Deleuze and Guattari, assemblages operate through desire as abstract machines. An assemblage transpires as a set of forces coalesce, these can be triggered or abetted by human or non-human agents, or they can emerge from a self-organizing system. The role of agency in assemblages will be examined in further detail below, as well as the notion that an assemblage has an agency. Deleuze and Guattari place an emphasis on innovation or creativity, what they call the search for that which has not yet been defined. Assemblages emerge from the arrangement of heterogeneous elements into a productive (or machinic) entity that can be diagrammed, at least temporarily, and often has the ability to provide an agencing quality. Assemblage theory focuses on objects, bodies, expressions, and territories that come together in productive and/or innovative arrangements.

### Content, Expression and Territoriality

The horizontal axis identified by Deleuze and Guattari includes content and expression, which involve “bodies reacting to one another,” and actions and statements. Assemblages formalize content and expression, and function “has only “traits,” of content and expression.” As Deleuze and Guattari stress an assemblage, as an abstract machine, is diagrammatic, it “operates by matter, not by substance; by function, not by form.” This aspect of assemblages includes bodies, materiality, and culturally determined factors such as language. The content of an assemblage involves both objects (such as furniture, architecture, and other human constructs) and organisms (and the actions and passions contained within bodies), or as Deleuze and Guattari state machines with “intermingled pieces, gears, processes, and bodies.”
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Protevi note that the content of an assemblage is “that which is put to work...that is, arrangements of bodies that provoke and regulate a matter-energy flow and hence provide the concrete circumstances of an event or hacceity.”[^21] The content of an assemblage includes bodies and materiality, and the many factors that motivate these, including various energies.

There is also a powerful social and political dimension to the assemblage machine. As Deleuze and Guattari write the “material or machinic aspect of an assemblage relates...to a precise state of intermingling of bodies in society, including all the attractions and repulsions, sympathies and antipathies, alterations, amalgamations, penetrations, and expansions that affect bodies of all kinds in their relations to one another.”[^22] The machinic qualities of assemblages involves both the bringing together of a very diverse range of bodies, structures, qualities, spaces, etc., and a productive, or creative, dimension. Addressing the machinic aspect of assemblages Claire Colebrook writes: “Because a machine has no subjectivity or organising centre it is nothing more than the connections and productions it makes; it is what it does. It therefore has no home or ground; it is a constant process of deterritorialisation, or becoming other than itself.”[^23] This introduces a vital interconnectedness between elements in an assemblage and is the content of the assemblage, or the tangible factors and their functionings. Manuel DeLanda states that the material (content) role of assemblages “is performed by the bodily mechanisms behind the production of sense impressions, those underlying the body’s dispositions towards the wide range of human passions and emotions....”[^24] Deleuze and Guattari do not address the social and political aspects of societies in conventional terms, although they recognize that there are distinct modes of social and political organization, for example nomadic versus State systems which comprise the interactions of interactions of individuals and groups; as assemblages these are comprised of changing sets of forces. State systems tend to be hierarchical and static, whereas nomadic systems tend to be more horizontally organized and fluid, which evokes the notion of boundaries in organizations and environments, a topic which will be addressed below.

[^22]: Deleuze and Guattari, A Thousand Plateaus, p. 90.
[^24]: DeLanda, A New Philosophy of Society, p. 49.
Regarding the expressive role of assemblages DeLanda suggests that it “is played both by linguistic and nonlinguistic components.” Bonta and Protevi write that it is “that which triggers productive change in bodies...that is, a social framework of habits and institutions within which order-words effectuate their corporeal transformations, the shifting of bodies from one region of their state space to another (from one pattern of behavior to another).” With respect to Deleuze and Guattari’s definition of the body, they write that at “a lower level of analysis, a body is an assemblage of organs; at higher levels, a body may itself be an organ in a social body.” The expressive aspect involves linguistic and regulatory systems, such as symbols, laws, codes, and the like, which relates “to regimes of signs, to a machine of expression whose variables determine the usage of language elements.”

Deleuze and Guattari give primacy to bodies over objects, and enunciation over language, they also champion the social, or collective relations, over individualism and formalism. They write that expression “becomes a semiotic system, a regime of signs, and content becomes a pragmatic system, actions and passions,” assemblages are also “simultaneously and inseparably” machinic assemblages and assemblages of enunciation. As they state expression is independent from content. For Deleuze and Guattari, expression is about the creation of new concepts, or new relations, it is the vital and innovative (or creative) aspect of their thinking, expression is “the power of life to unfold itself differently.” They write:

Expression then constitutes indexes, icons, or symbols that enter regimes or semiotic systems. Content then constitutes bodies, things, or objects that enter physical systems, organisms, and organizations. The deeper movement for conjugating matter and function...appears only in the form of respective territories, negative or relative deterritorializations, and complementary reterritorializations.
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The enunciative aspect addresses the linguistic, or semiotic, aspects of assemblages, it is the expressive function, or “regime of signs.”

This, as Deleuze and Guattari propose, operates within the machinic assemblages. Further, enunciation “implies collective assemblages.”

Therefore, the horizontal axis of assemblages contains a complex set of elements, which are essential to functionality, creativity, and productivity. The content and expressive aspects of assemblages are related to the forces of deterritorialization and reterritorialization, recognizing that assemblages are always participating in spatial systems.

* * *

The vertical axis of assemblages addresses territoriality. Conventionally territories are defined by lines, or boundaries, drawn on the earth or inscribed in maps, however, for Deleuze and Guattari the concept of the territory is primarily defined by modes of movement. A territory is not a homebase. Territories are resistant to precise definition, territoriality is created through continuous processes of deterritorialization and reterritorialization, or the unmaking and making of territories. A territory is a “malleable site of passage,” that while it is in a constant process of change, maintains an “internal organization.” In defining a territory, Deleuze and Guattari state that functionality is a product of a territory, rather than the more conventional inverse, they write that a territory effects “a reorganization of functions and a regrouping of forces.” The processes of deterritorialization are vital for reterritorializing, and the notion of immanent change. This is a non-dualistic and creative operation, that allows an assemblage to continually recontextualize its relations to territories whether it moves or not.

In A Thousand Plateaus, Deleuze and Guattari put forward theorems of deterritorialization that establish basic operations and relationships, the first three are as follows:
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First theorem: One never deterritorializes alone; there are at least two terms, hand-use object, mouth-breast, face-landscape. And each of the two terms reterritorializes on the other.

Second theorem: The fastest of two elements or movements of deterritorialization is not necessarily the most intense or deterritorialized.

Third theorem: It can even be concluded from this that the least deterritorialized reterritorializes on the most deterritorialized. ⁴¹

From these theorems we can propose that the processes of deterritorialization and reterritorialization operate through continuous interactions that constitute any assemblage. The speed, intensity, and direction of this territorial action depends on the structures at play and is not necessarily predictable. Deterritorialization can occur “when an event of becoming escapes or detaches from its original territory,” ⁴² through “pure affect,” ⁴³ or as “a capacity to take any actual thing and translate it into a movement of flow....a deterritorialising tendency to open any system on to exchange and interaction.” ⁴⁴ In ever-shifting territorialities, the forces of deterritorialization occur before a new territory can emerge.

A key aspect of territoriality, for Deleuze and Guattari, is the “line of flight,” they that territorialities “are shot through with lines of flight testifying to the presence within them of movements of deterritorialization and reterritorialization.” ⁴⁵ Territorialities both contain and are subject to nomadic lines of flight that create deterritorialization, territories are deterritorialized and reterritorialized by lines of flight. Here, the nomadic concept of smooth space is proposed as a more creative (or productive) means of territorializing, than the rigid structures of striated space. ⁴⁶ A striated space attempts to fix territories, and limit deterritorialization and reterritorialization, through the subdivision of land, infrastructure systems, bureaucracies, social and political organizations, etc. In other words, striated space tries to provide a delimited context for action, language, affect, etc. The nomadic, or smooth space, concept of territoriality does not seek this notion of context or territory, territories are not the ground or context for action, they
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are another aspect of the productive or creative relationship that bodies can have with land. Striated space, particularly in cities, can be deterritorialized and reterritorialized by lines of flight. For Deleuze and Guattari, life is a production of lines of flight, where “mutations and differences produce not just the progression of history but disruptions, breaks, new beginnings, and ‘monstrous’ births. This is also the event: not another moment within time, but something that allows time to take off on a new path.”

The line of flight is defined by nomads “who escape all…territorialisation and sow deterritorialisation everywhere they go….” Deleuze and Guattari emphasize the vitality of nomadicism, and hence the continual potential for territories (or assemblages) to deterritorialize. However, they also stress that all territories can oscillate between smooth and striated, that they contain a mixture of the two. This underscores the notion that an assemblage is the totality of forces in play, and that it has emergent properties that can invert an established condition. The transformative aspects of an assemblage’s diagram can be triggered by any number of external and internal factors.

**Agency and Assemblage**

Agency is embedded in Deleuze and Guattari’s concept of assemblage, this is evident in the original French term *agencement*. According to Ronald Bogue an assemblage is “an arrangement of things and the act of arranging those things…also a process of “agencing….”” Like assemblages, agencies focus on function and action. Conventionally, agency is an intermediate condition, it can be an instrumentality, organization, spatiality, or personification. An agency, which encompasses agents, tends to seek the shortest path through a system in order to effect a change, solution, or project; agents produce effects. However, many other conditions provide faculties or facilities for action, or for the activities of agents. The diagram of an assemblage in effect describes the kind of agency that may be at play, typically based on a desiring function. Desire is, according to Deleuze and Guattari, circulating energy that produces connections, the
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connections between the components of a given assemblage. The operations of power in systems are driven by desire, Deleuze and Guattari describe individuals as “desiring-machines” that in social groups create “social-machines.” The agencing properties of assemblages depend on the ability of a given assemblage to be productive and is a key aspect of an assemblage’s diagram. In ecological terms this could mean that human interventions contribute, rather than detract, from environments.

Manuel DeLanda uses assemblage theory to examine various types and sizes of social structures from persons to nations. DeLanda, discussing assemblages and social institutions, notes that while the intentional actions of individuals can result in the creation of new institutions, these are as likely to emerge as the “unintended consequence” of intentional action, or as a result of forces at play within assemblages. The conscious actions of specific agents or agencies can lead to change, however, these are dependent on those individuals or organizations that have unique abilities to shape forces in productive ways. Transformations driven by incremental changes over time within a structure or organization, these can be small or significant, are typically based on the inherent activities of an assemblage. However, revolutionary or catastrophic change can occur either from external pressures or events, or because a system “tips” over; a combination of these can occur as a result of shifting alliances between organizations. As DeLanda also points out, assemblages, as defined by Deleuze and Guattari, are both autonomous entities, and are also related to other assemblages to form complex and shifting alliances. Out of these emerge new organizations, concepts, behaviours, structures, and the like. The agencing properties within a structure, or assemblage, are numerous. Changes within social, political, and physical structures, such as cities, can happen in many ways.

There are two categories of agency that will be primarily examined here. First, are individual agents able to seize upon and shape the complex forces at play in an environment and effect change. Second, are the bureaucratic, or organizational, structures that are mandated to design and manage urban environments. There is a third category, that will be touched upon, that involves forces inherent within a system that decode or destabilize a structure, these are the
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forces of self-organization and deterritorialization that shift boundaries in organizations or on the ground.

Deleuze and Guattari suggest that certain figures, mainly artists, writers, and philosophers, can act as agents shaping and directing forces, altering boundaries, and causing disturbance. These are individuals operating in fields of forces who look for new diagrams, or new maps of possibilities. Deleuze and Guattari also acknowledge that art, philosophy and science each have particular modes of operation or agency: art creates affects, philosophy creates concepts, and science creates functions. In their text *Kafka: Toward a Minor Literature* they address the unique work of a Czech Jewish author who wrote in German. Kafka, who himself was a minor functionary, often addressed the seemingly nonsensical nature of bureaucratic and judicial systems. As one would expect, Deleuze and Guattari read Kafka against conventional interpretations. Claire Colebrook notes that their reading of *The Trial*, rather than being understood as an allegory of the law, can be read as the law “exposed as an effect of action, not as some ultimate goal or origin that drives action.” In other words, K’s labyrinthian movements through the corridors of power creates a new kind of law, or a new form of agency. This is consistent with nomadicism, where movement in space causes constant territorial reorganizations. K operates in a way that exposes the fallacies of a legal system, and yet proposes an alternative course, he is a nomadic or destabilizing force. In Kafka’s novels K takes on differing roles as an agent: “he is an engineer or a mechanic who deals with the gears of a machine; he is a jurist or a legal investigator who follows the statements of the assemblage....” In a similar manner, Deleuze and Guattari describe Henry Miller’s traverses through Brooklyn as being like the nomadic reorganization of striated space.

In his text on the British painter Francis Bacon, Deleuze addresses issues of creativity, action, and authorship. Commenting on the work of Bacon, Cezanne, and the abstract expressionists, among others, he writes: “They [painters] say that the painter is already in the canvas, where he or she encounters all the figurative and probabilistic givens that occupy and preoccupy the canvas. An entire battle takes place on the canvas between the painter and these
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Bacon renders visible a set of forces as they play themselves out against the human figure. In the work of Bacon, which deforms space, objects and figures, the diagram “introduced or distributed formless forces throughout the painting,” a painting by Bacon has a “scrambling” function that results in new arrangements and affects. Here, the actions or activities of an individual can under certain conditions provide a new diagram, a new alignment of forces, a new agency; the diagram is successful if something new emerges from it. Forces are in play that are rendered visible or verbal by the artist, in effect these are lines of flight. This can be extended to the actions of all individuals that are operating, almost blindly, in a field of forces. However, except under unusual circumstances the individual as an agent of change is downplayed in the work of Deleuze and Guattari, which is consistent with their ontology of universal becoming and interconnection in which individuals are caught up in large fields of forces. Individuals, communities, and organizations have singular qualities, but they are also assemblages, these dovetail with a multitude of other assemblages, each is distinct and yet participates in larger wholes. The individual as an agent of change, can and does occur, but relatively rarely. In theory these can be leaders, community activists, and the like, who occupy specific positions and can shape fields of forces, or destabilize boundaries that prevent systems from reorganizing.

When individuals, or singularities, gather into groups they create social machines, as assemblages these can be productive or destructive. The governing of cities and nations involves organizations that have content, expressive regimes, and are necessarily territorial in their functioning. One such example is the state, or the “transcendent imperial machine” which, according to Deleuze and Guattari in *Anti-Oedipus: Capitalism and Schizophrenia*, has a primary role to “overcode.” The overcoding by states is a result of highly centred and hierarchical governing systems, leading to the control of territory, the regulation of production, and the striation of space. The role of “decoded flows” is to act as a countervailing force, typically flows that operate outside of established channels, or manipulate weaknesses within established
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Deleuze and Guattari identify other social machines at play, including the “territorial machine” which “consists in coding the flows on the full body of the earth,” and the “modern immanent machine” which is driven by the decoding flows of capital. The operations of the state and of capital perform deterritorializing functions. Each of these machinic entities has diagrams that describe its operational tendencies. The territorial machine most closely resembles a well-functioning ecology, however, the interventions of state and urban systems operate against this. Inherent to states are the many bureaucratic systems or agencies that manage everything including land, transportation, banking, education, medicine, etc. These agencies perpetuate the tendencies of the state, with the appearance of being responsive to public need, what were originally decoding flows becomes the new coding system. Bureaucratic and regulatory agencies, are each an assemblage inter-relating with other assemblages, and each has a coded diagram that largely determines how it will act or function. Following Deleuze and Guattari’s writings we can briefly describe that capitalism, beyond creating abstract flows of money, production, and consumption, erodes previous forms of control to establish new ones. According to Reidar Due the “profound ambivalence of capitalism and desire makes it difficult to articulate any such space of agency or creation.” As Due suggests capitalism is self-serving, it decoded previous forms of state control, resulting in deterritorializations, or boundary shifting, and the creation of new forms of enslavement. Deleuze and Guattari cite the forces of privatization and the creation of abstract wealth as examples of deterritorialization, as capitalism operates based on the abstract flow of capital.

The diagrams that govern the multitude of assemblages that comprise a city tend to mimic the operations of the state, in particular the striation of space; this pertains to both to territories and organizations. As ecologies, cities tend to be highly segregated and inefficient, whereas, smooth space systems tend to be closer to effectively functioning ecologies. To create more ecologically effective cities requires modifying boundary systems within bureaucratic and territorial assemblages, or to move towards smooth space functioning with stronger connectivity and innovation. Generally, Deleuze and Guattari champion the nomadic condition of smooth space, where the nomad continuously makes and remakes boundaries, the nomad is an agent of
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destabilization. The question arises as to whether agencies and agents that are coded by a particular system, bureaucratic, capitalist, or otherwise, can transform the same system? In the case of contemporary cities, facing a wide range of environmental issues, the re-structuring of boundaries may be possible, however, governmental agencies tend to act to protect the existing system. Inevitably, there are faults in every system, and systems can undergo incremental (evolutionary) change and/or sudden (revolutionary) change. There are forces both internal to and external to a system that can trigger these inversions:

State societies, far from being the monolithic entities they purport to be, are fissured by nomadic trajectories of various sorts, including those of diverse peripatetic groups….the peripatetic populations that roam state societies and escape their regulation are functional components of those societies, not extrinsic exceptions to their control.69

Assemblages contain social, structural, and territorial elements. Socially, these include groups that are resistant to assimilation, or operate against the tendencies of states and capitalism: aboriginals (former nomads), the homeless, gypsies, drop-outs, counter-culture groups, the insane, the impoverished, groups forming any potential countervailing force, etc. For Deleuze and Guattari, an organization or individual tends to lie at the intersection of many forces, and behaviour is the result of a complex of inter-relationships. However, they recognize that there are figures, organizations, and forces that do carry the potential to provide a destabilizing or creative force.

Like the physical structure of a city, many social and bureaucratic assemblages are clearly bounded. The stability or instability of a territory or organization, depends on a complex set of arrangements. As DeLanda notes, any process “either destabilizes boundaries or increases internal heterogeneity is considered deterritorializing.”70 He also writes: “One and the same assemblage can have components working to stabilize its identity as well as components forcing it to change or even transforming it into a different assemblage. In fact, one and the same component may participate in both processes by exercising different sets of capacities.”71 The modifying or blurring of boundaries is an act of deterritorialization, it is an agencing that can
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lead to new arrangements, for example, converting a striated territory to a smooth space. Various kinds of agency, attuned to the complex forces at work in a system, have the potential to make change, such as the ecological transformation of contemporary cities.

Whether urban ecologies are operationalized by the actions of individuals, bureaucracies, or the system itself depends on the diagrams of all the assemblages at play. Ultimately, the ecology of cities will depend upon all types of agency outlined above. The stability of a landscape, and the numerous boundary systems within a landscape, is dependent on many factors, including resistance and the ability to recover from change. Landscapes tend to oscillate between stable and unstable conditions, but ultimately move towards a dynamic stability, or seeking an ecological balance.\(^7\) Cities, as complex ecologies, operate across a wide range of scales. Like ever-changing weather patterns, cities, are constantly shifting forces, many of which are self-directing, or emerge from a coalescing or collapsing of forces. The territorial machine provides a surface upon which the operations of the state, capital, and the like unfold. It is also the ground of nomadicism which operates in a fundamentally different way from the State. Territoriality in nomadic societies, or smooth space, functions more like an effective ecological system, whereas the operations of the state tend to stabilize and commodify land, to subject land to extensive geometrical subdivision, resulting in poor ecological flows.

The diagrams that define urban assemblages range from stable to unstable, from progressive to conservative, and these will determine the ability of a city to evolve its ecological performance. As Conley states the diagram is the “modulating agent” in an assemblage that ultimately leads to a productive, or ecological, functionality. The arrangement of forces, organisms, territorialities, and languages that constitute an assemblage can be shaped or triggered by human agents. Ideally, these would operate in a nomadic mode, largely unconstrained by the bounded conditions of state systems, able to smoothly operate across the regulatory regimes of bureaucracies. For example, following the Garden City model, the gardener provides a potential model as an individual agent. At a larger scale, urban bureaucracies require dynamic models and the ability to radically modify urban boundaries. Depending upon cities to benefit from self-organization may occur in heavily blighted, or abandoned, cities but cannot be relied on in highly striated urban environments. It may be the case that systemic forces and the actions of individual
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can challenge or complement urban bureaucracies. Ecologically effective cities can be developed by activating the inherent patchwork structures that cities employ, in other words moving them towards smooth space through the modification, shifting, or removal of boundaries.

Whether a complex assemblage system, like a city, can effectively reorganize, or whether the intervention of agents and agencies is required, nevertheless, suggests that complex models must come into practice. These will only be effective if boundaries are modified, moved, or eliminated both within the city itself and within the agencies that manage cities. As John Rajchman notes the assemblage theories of Deleuze and Guattari are most effective when they make “visible problems for which there exists no program, no plan, no “collective agency,” problems that therefore call for new groups, not yet defined, who must invent themselves in the process…”73 The agencing properties of assemblages depend on the ability of a given assemblage to be productive, in ecological terms this could mean that human interventions contribute, rather than detract, from environments.

Assemblages and Environments

The concept of assemblage employed by Deleuze and Guattari, with its machinic union of material, expressive, and territorial functions provides a model for further examining the role and function of boundaries in landscapes and organizations. Destabilizing or modifying the boundaries of a territory or organization, is an act of deterritorialization. The resulting, and inevitable, reterritorialization produces a new configuration (arrangement) with a new diagram, and new productive (machinic) potential. These can involve the blurring of spatial and organizational boundaries, leading to a more effective ecological alignment, or can lead towards the hardening of boundaries, or even structural collapse. The interrelationship between a territory, however defined, and as an aspect of an assemblage, and the forces of deterritorialization and reterritorialization are necessary for the spatial definition of the earth, or land. Forces, both internal and external that create these transformations, do so as a special function of the territory, or as a refocusing of a territory. Specific actions, or agents, can find, define and “assemble” territories, and the forces of deterritorialization and reterritorialization

themselves develop new territories.\textsuperscript{74} Further, behaviours, interactions, modes of dress, languages, gestural systems, and rituals effect or affect territorialization.\textsuperscript{75}

While territories can be limited and relatively fixed (striated), or mobile and unstable (smooth), they can also intermingle, grow or shrink, change shape, be repurposed, be eliminated, or subject to capture. Minor territories, within a larger territorial structure, can appear as countervailing conditions, moments of smooth space in a striated land, or they can be a disease-like force, or guerrilla space, that invades, exploits, reverses, or implodes a larger territory, or assemblage; a system that appears stable, or has been for a long time, can suddenly collapse, or transform. Deleuze and Guattari note that striated and smooth spaces can interchange, or can reverse into each other; a striated system can display smooth space tendencies, and a smooth space can become striated.\textsuperscript{76} The inversion, or reversal, of a territory, or the emergence of a new assembly, with new machinic-expressive and territorial properties, means that new modes of living can occur and new territories emerge. Deleuze and Guattari write, “we therefore distinguish between serial, itinerant, or territorial assemblages (which operate by codes) and sedentary, global, or Land assemblages (which operate by overcoding).”\textsuperscript{77} Here again they refer to the radically different operational tendencies between smooth and striated territorial systems. However, physical structure is only one aspect of an assemblage (or system of events).\textsuperscript{78}

Ultimately, the production of territories is an affirmation of becoming, and the interconnectivity of all events. Territories are fluid organizations participating in forces that shift and transform the structure of a territory. The changing of territories through the processes of deterritorialization and reterritorialization occurs through the interaction of bodies, affects, language, song, and the nomadic line of flight. Nomadicism is also a powerful force that counteracts, disrupts, or destroys territories, it is the agent of deterritorialization; rather than a destabilizing force, it is a productive force, against more rigid, or striated, structures. These forces are stronger or weaker depending on the assemblage, and the degree of smoothness or striation in the context. When an assemblage reaches a threshold, it deterritorializes and
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reterritorializes which creates new functions, patterns of behaviour, machinic potential, species, spaces, codes, etc.

Within highly fragmented environments, such as those created by humans (both urban and agricultural), there exists a plethora of boundaries, both on the surface of the earth and in human organizations. These create highly rigid and striated territories that typically are inefficient and highly disrupted. To introduce smoother flows, or to move to a smooth space condition, requires they operationalizing of territorial and boundary systems in new ways. Within the dynamics of these systems, there are many opportunities for modification, to allow for more effective flows. Deleuze and Guattari argue that smooth and striated space coexist, and that productive relationships emerge when for those that exist in-between:

On one side, we have the rigid segmentarity of the Roman Empire, with its center of resonance and periphery, its State, its *pax romana*, its geometry, its camps, its *limes* (boundary lines). Then, on the horizon, there is an entirely different kind of line, the line of the nomads who come in off the steppes, venture a fluid and active escape, sow deterritorialization everywhere, launch flows whose quanta heat up and are swept along by a Stateless war machine. The migrant barbarians are indeed between the two: they come and go, cross and recross frontiers, pillage and ransom, but also integrate and reterritorialize.79

Here, Deleuze and Guattari describe the rigid and imposed boundary systems of state run urban and agricultural societies, the fluid and shifting boundary systems of nomadic cultures focused on the journey, and the hybrid actions of barbaric migrants who act as agents of reterritorialization. They imply that there is a close functional and ecological relationship between the structure of human organizations and the structure of spatial territorial systems.

Assemblages create and operate with territories that are in constant processes of change: we do not know what an assemblage is until we know how it functions. Functional transformation is characteristic of assemblages, and this aspect has particular importance for buildings and cities. Further, the concept of assemblage suggests that a city can be conceived of as a complex and continuously changing set of interlocking and overlapping assemblages. In highly striated urban and rural landscapes, territories are typically defined by functionalities, and by lines, or
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boundaries, defined on the earth or inscribed on maps. However, for Deleuze and Guattari, drawing from nomadicism, territory is not necessarily a home, or a stable and bounded space.\textsuperscript{80} Striated space, particularly in cities, can be deterritorialized and reterritorialized by lines of flight, or forces that are comparable. In other words there are latent forces internal and external to any system that can result in dramatic change, in a city these often occur as a result of bureaucratic action or inaction.

Ideally, territories are resistant to precise definition, as territoriality is created through continuous processes of deterritorialization and reterritorialization.\textsuperscript{81} As Deleuze and Guattari note, the smooth “always possesses a greater power of deterritorialization than the striated.”\textsuperscript{82} Augmenting this, DeLanda suggests that any process “which either destabilizes spatial boundaries or increases internal heterogeneity is considered deterritorializing.”\textsuperscript{83} Therefore, the interrelationship between a territory and the forces of transformation is inherent to the spatial definition of land. This complex concept of a territoriality suggests that striated, or subdivided land, can move towards a smooth space condition under particular circumstances; this refers to the functioning of linear systems, such as boundaries and infrastructure, in a landscape, as smooth space “is a field without conduits or channels.”\textsuperscript{84} Highly rigid and impenetrable boundaries resist deterritorialization, whereas permeable or shifting boundaries can allow for territorial or spatial reorganization. Deleuze and Guattari refer to the patchwork as an example of a striated system that also can function like a smooth space, patchwork systems are a strong characteristic of agricultural and urban landscapes.\textsuperscript{85}

The urbanite tends to live a striated condition or a system of relatively stable territories, these are continuously subjected to territorial forces that belong to individuals, collectives, agencies, bureaucracies, trades, professions, clubs, etc. Territories are also effected-affected by structures, intensities of incorporeal forces, weather patterns, geological forces, infestations, etc. The ability to transform an urban territory meets resistance due to the striated structure of land. However, there are special agents and/or intensities in the system that open up the potential for territorial transformation. The agents of deterritorialization may forge through a territory
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encountering significant resistance or a path of least resistance in the structure; a coalescing of determined or undetermined forces may create the same effective or affective potential. The systems that can perform the processes of deterritorialization and reterritorialization include a whole host of forces that can come together to create an assemblage, these forces can be human actions (typically bureaucratic and community organizations), modes of movement, ecological factors, infrastructure, architecture, communications technologies, and linguistic systems. In other words, there are numerous factors both internal and external to a landscape that can initiate transformations or structural organizations. These can be abetted by human and non-human agents, or can emerge from the system as a whole.
Cities are comprised of numerous interlocking and overlapping ecologies, they are also located within larger ecological systems, including surrounding agricultural lands. Cities have always been major consumers of resources and producers of waste, contributing significantly to environmental degradation. Historically, urban centers have been locations for all kinds of innovation, and have depended upon extensive support networks of goods, people, and information.\(^1\) The networks that cities draw upon have been determined linear systems such as distribution and communications systems (roads, shipping routes, aqueducts, waste removal networks, etc.), these tend to segregate materials from larger environmental interactions. As contemporary cities struggle to become more sustainable, and to use their creative and

productive capacities in more effective ways, they will need to become better interconnected and more multi-functional, and they will need to engender more effective flows outside of established channels; in other words cities will need to become better functioning ecologies. There is no doubt, that in order to address these challenges, urban areas must change the ways in which they operate, by developing renewable energy sources, becoming denser, reducing consumption, eliminating waste, restoring ecosystems, and generally managing themselves in a more environmentally appropriate manner. The early Garden City addressed many of these ecological issues, both directly and indirectly. This section will introduce some of the broad concepts of urban ecology, by drawing from theories developed in landscape ecology. This will include the structure of territories and boundaries in cities and organizations, the concept of the flows that all cities accommodate, and, the ecological potential of gardens, and farms.

Ecological Structure of Territories

Landscape ecology emerged as an independent field of study during the last several decades, drawing from disciplines such as ecology, geography, biology, zoology, forestry, and landscape architecture; landscape ecology involves the study of complex behaviours of organisms in environments. The analytical techniques developed in landscape ecology initially addressed the “single elements of the network, such as patches and nodes, buffer areas, corridors and linkages; or with the dynamics of the network, such as movements, flows, migration, dispersal, fragmentation and connectivity.” This approach has since evolved into integrated and comprehensive frameworks for ecological analysis, which have typically been employed in examining the performance, or ecological effectiveness, of non-urban environments, and to a lesser extent in urban contexts. Landscape ecology provides powerful theories and techniques for studying the ecological performance of cities.
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structures; these being the basic spatial types employed in landscape ecology. Patches are defined surfaces and areas that differ from their surroundings, however, they vary widely in their defining characteristics. As a defined piece of land, a patch has a distinctive composition and spatial quality and is produced typically by an intervention in a landscape, either natural or from human action. Several types of patches are identified by Forman and Godron, these include the “disturbance patch” which is created by a localized disruption in a landscape, an example of this would be damage caused by a storm in an urban forest or a clear cut patch caused by logging. The “remnant patch” is the inverse of a disturbance patch, it occurs where a piece of a previous landscape survives. The “environmental resource patch” tends to be an anomalous patch in a landscape, or a repeating patchy condition in a more general landscape; these are often a multitude of stable patches in a system that provides nutrients and other resources. The “introduced” or “planted” patch, such as those found extensively in agricultural and urban landscapes, is the typical result of human activity. Agricultural landscapes made up of fields of differing crops, and urban landscapes made up of blocks of land determined by function are examples of highly “patchy” landscapes made from introduced activities. Finally, the “ephemeral” patch, or those caused by temporary social interactions, or changes in the environment, is another factor in landscape dynamics. Normally, the human habitation of a landscape results in a highly patchy landscape due to the functional designation of land and the preponderance of infrastructure, this results in a patchwork landscape; this has been reinforced in modern cities by the development of urban zoning in the nineteenth century. Within a patchwork system there are many factors that determine the diversity and healthiness of an individual patch. In particular the type of boundaries or edges, the size and shape of a patch, and the larger landscape matrix are vital functional characteristics of a patch; further factors such as composition, age, heterogeneity, and type are also vital to the way patches and landscapes operate. Each of these determines the function of a patch, and also how it interacts with adjacent land and an overall system, such as found in cities.

A second basic typology, identified by Forman and Godron, is the corridor. Corridors both connect and divide landscapes, and are found in landscapes most effected by human
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interventions. Like patches, they fall into various types: disturbance corridors, remnant corridors, environmental resource corridors, planted corridors, and regenerated corridors. As Forman and Godron stress, the nature of a corridor depends upon its width, its continuity, nodes or intersections, curvilinearity, connectivity, and other factors. Like a patchwork system, a corridor system, or network, has a functional effectiveness based on the structure of the system. A mesh of corridor elements creates a network, in which the mesh size and the types of nodes (intersections) define the functioning of the system. The functioning of a network operates both independently of the landscape it defines, and in participation with it; there are strong similarities between the functioning of a network, particularly if it is open-ended, and Deleuze and Guattari’s concept of the “rhizome.” A corridor can either be a linear strip removed from a surrounding landscape (such as road through a forest), or a remnant (such as a strip of surviving forest in an agricultural landscape), or it can be a planted condition. In agricultural landscapes, a common corridor typology is the hedgerow or shelterbelt, which modulate wind and energy flows, and can support a diverse range of plant and animal life. As the width of a corridor increases, so does the diversity and complexity of its ecology, this is termed “width effect.” The four functions of corridors are: 1) to act as a habitat for various species; 2) to be a conduit for movement; 3) to be a barrier or filter between areas; and 4) to be “a source of environmental or biotic effects on the surrounding matrix.” The corridor typology plays a dominant role in defining both the structure and functioning of cities, particularly as conduits of movement, such as found in street systems. As barriers between adjacent parcels of land corridors function in ways that are very similar to boundaries, a concept that will be examined below.

Thirdly, Forman and Godron identify the existence of a matrix as where one type of landscape element (forest, agricultural fields, urban development, etc.) covers more than half of a landscape, although other factors, such as connectivity, may come into play. The matrix is the most extensive spatial system and, where present, has the greatest influence on the ecology of a landscape. A landscape matrix has a variety of characteristics, which typically influence
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connectivity and resistance across a landscape; these determine ecological flows of elements such as energy, water, waste, and organisms. In an urban or suburban landscape, the matrix may be comprised largely of a network system of corridors and a heterogeneous patchwork of varying landscape types.

When it comes to examining the productivity of a given landscape, or eco-system, landscape ecologists measure in terms of Net Ecosystem Productivity (NEP), or a measure of the overall activities of producers, consumers, and decomposers in a system. For example, humans tend to produce waste, whereas a functioning eco-system does not. An eco-system produces bio-mass, which is then broken down by decomposers in a “dynamically stable” system. In unbalanced eco-systems, such as an aggrading system where more biomass is produced than can be decomposed, or in a degrading system where there is the inverse, eventually the system will readjust and to move towards stability. An effective system is dynamically stable over time, such that while there is continual transformation the overall system does not become unbalanced, or aspects of the system dominate disproportionately to others. In landscape ecology the functioning of a complex landscape is determined by the interactions of patches, corridors and matrices as spatial and structural elements. Landscapes can transform quickly, as in the case of a natural disaster, or relatively slowly, as in the case of a city. The stability of a landscape is dependent on many factors, including resistances in the system and the ability to recover from change; blockages, porosities, adjacencies, and shape are some of the factors examined in determining a landscape’s health and efficiency. Over time landscapes tend to oscillate between stable and unstable conditions, but ultimately move towards a dynamic stability, or an ecological balance.

The continuous transformation of a landscape by urbanization results in new ecologies. The ecological productivity of a landscape depends upon the integrated interconnectedness of all the elements in a system. In cities, many aspects of a complex urban ecology are engineered, rarely allowing for the comprehensive integration of flows. Developments in civil engineering in the nineteenth century resulted in the modern engineered city by the end of the nineteenth century replete with roads, railways, sewers, communication networks, and the like; these had dramatic
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11 Ibid., pp. 404-411
12 Ibid., p. 264.
effect on the ecology of urban environments. In contemporary terms, for cities to become more ecologically sustainable, they must begin to induce flows across their entireties, in other words, across patch, corridor, and matrix systems. An example of this is the handling of storm water run-off in many urban environments in which rainwater is channeled into storm sewers, which lead into rivers and oceans, bypassing a wealth of ecological opportunities. As a result of continuous developments in infrastructure cities segregate urban elements physically and functionally. In a preliminary way, we can suggest that cities need to become more multi-functional and spatially dynamic, or the patches that tend to comprise a city (city blocks, parks, recreational facilities, malls, office parks, transportation systems, institutions, etc.) need to be better interconnected to be more sustainable. In theory, this means that the impact of requirements for resources and energy, and the production of waste, could be mitigated at the local level, by creating environments that are better integrated with local ecological systems. The patchwork structure, typical of urban environments, provides both the challenges and opportunities for contemporary urban environments.

Patches vary widely in their inherent characteristics and can form matrices or mosaics where the overall system is a patchwork of defined parcels of land. Cities, as complex ecologies or landscapes, are in constant flux, and are therefore also subject to the various periodicities of daily, seasonal, and annual change. Heterogeneity, diversity, flexibility, flow, and evolution within a landscape are key indicators of ecological functioning. Often the activities of people have the greatest influence on inter-landscape flows, in particular the consumption of energy and non-renewable resources, and the resulting emissions and waste produced, and the effects these have on ecologies. Urbanization has always been about the human management of landscapes, often with little or no understanding of the many and various impacts settlements can have on ecologies, the structure of a given landscape or the elements present, the nature of the flows within the landscape, and changes over time. Ultimately, cities will become more sustainable if the ecological flows across elements in an urban landscape can become more effective, where the management of resources and wastes can be handled in a more integrated, or functionally complex, manner. Examining in detail the landscape ecology of a city, particularly the operation of patch and corridor systems, is one method for understanding the ecological complexities of urban environments and their associated territories. As highly patchy environments,

contemporary cities, aspiring to be more sustainable, will need to activate the inter-relationship between patches. In his book, *Landscape Mosaics: The Ecology of Landscapes and Regions*, Forman argues that working at the regional level is the best for achieving a sustainable system. He writes:

A large area in equilibrium that contains many patches in various successional stages has been called a *shifting mosaic*. Although the total area remains in a steady state, over time patches in different places appear and disappear. In addition to considering shifting mosaic change, *patch dynamics* focuses on the event or agent causing a patch, and the species changes within it over time. A near-instantaneous disturbance typically is followed by a successional sequence. Each patch exhibits directionality, proceeding from initiation toward ‘climax.’ The balance between the rate of initiation of patches by disturbance, and the rate of succession within them, determines both the rate and direction of change of the whole mosaic. Hence, the mosaic may be degrading or aggrading, slowly or rapidly, or may be in steady state.\(^\text{15}\)

This introduces the concept of “patch dynamics” which is used in landscape ecology as a means for understanding the functioning of landscapes. In highly patchy environments, such as cities, a patchwork system is established which creates a continuously reorganizing matrix or mosaic. It is evident that in urban and suburban environments patch and corridor systems are fully interrelated, or one defines the other. While a given patch in a larger urban system is provided its location in a larger corridor network, and is serviced by that network, the interrelationship between the two tends to be rigid and mechanical. The functioning of the overall system depends upon the composition of individual patches, the structure of boundaries (often corridors), and the patterns of flows operating within and across the landscape. Large patches support a more diverse ecology than small ones, however, a sequence or mosaic of small patches can operate in a similar manner to a single large patch. Patches come in many shapes and sizes, and are caused by a wide range of factors, these include: 1) compact patch shapes, such as a square, conserve energy, whereas patches with convoluted edges enhance interconnections (or

flows) with adjacent ecologies; 2) patches function better when they are interconnected with other patches, or they have permeable edges; 3) the relative size of patches and the length of edges (or boundaries), determine how resistant a landscape is to the flow of species, energy, and material.\(^{16}\) Typically, the edges of a patch support a different ecosystem than its interior. The functioning of a specific patch depends also on its location in an overall system, its immediate adjacencies, and its local context. Therefore, a variety of scales, and the overall aspects of the background matrix influence the behavior of a specific patch. Within a landscape, particularly dominated by patches, configurations emerge as flows are established across a system and can take on various patterns.

A patchwork system is a continuously shifting set of alliances, forces, degradations, and aggradations. For example, several patches could form an alignment, or a larger patch. This is similar to the effects created by a patchwork quilt, where patches of cloth sewn together join to make shapes and patterns. Each piece in a patchwork quilt has its own place and characteristics, and can exist as a defined area in a larger system, or can blend into larger patterns.\(^{17}\) As Forman and others imply, there are numerous factors both internal and external to a landscape, particularly a patchwork system that can initiate transformations or structural organizations. These can be abetted by human and non-human agents, or can emerge from the system as a whole. For example, individual patches, within a larger patchwork structure, can act as countervailing conditions, or they can be a disease-like force that invades, exploits, reverses, or implodes a larger system; this corresponds with the notion of disturbance or planted patches identified by Forman and Godron. A system that appears stable, or has been for a long time, can suddenly collapse, or transform. In the contemporary patchwork city, one that is seeking to move towards an environment where ecological flows can be fully integrated, the pattern of the of the patchwork will be the determining factor; the size, shape, location, edge conditions, and composition of patches in the larger landscape will be crucial to defining a system that is dynamically stable. This suggests that patterns within an urban patchwork system would be determined by ecological factors, including the specific structure of a neighbourhood or city, and the various flows involved (energy, water, organisms, etc.).

\(^{16}\) Ibid., pp. 113-141.
\(^{17}\) See Deleuze and Guattari, *A Thousand Plateaus*, pp. 476-477, for a brief discussion of patchworks and quilts. They suggest that while a patchwork is highly striated, it can also shift to operate as a smooth space, depending on the alliances between individual patches.
Therefore, a city, as a system primarily comprised of patches and corridors, can consist of specific patches or corridors (for example, a park or street), or as a patchwork system of interacting elements, that are constantly realigning themselves as edges open and close. A given patch within the overall structure of a city contains a particular set of organisms, elements, and spaces that are coded according to systems of use and administration. Depending on the interactions within the patch, and its interrelation with a larger system of patches, a given patch will either stand alone from larger systems or be active in shifting patterns of performance within the greater patchwork. If a patch is disconnected and mono-functional, as is so often the case in urban environments, then the ecological potential, or its ability to inter-connect, is low. In order for a patch to operate effectively in a larger ecological matrix, the edges must be porous, or a re-functioning of the territory or patch must occur. This is consistent with landscape ecology, which notes that the operations of a patch, and a patchwork, are determined by many factors including size, shape, diversity, and edge conditions. The breaking down of edges in cities is vital to ecological functionality, as is the creation of movements of flow outside, or against, organized corridors or channels. In the contemporary city, if the background matrix becomes a functioning patchwork with the ability to continuously reorganize itself, then it will begin to behave like a continuous space system with a potential for a high degree of flow of materials, organisms, energy, and waste. Integrated with the urban patch, or patchwork system, is the functioning of the edges or boundaries within a given system.

In cities corridors function as both channels for movement, distribution, and communication and barriers between adjacent parcels of land. Cities, which are typically highly patchy, are often prevented from supporting fluid ecological flows by their extensive corridor networks. One strategy for activating a patchwork system is to selectively reduce or modify the edges in the system, this includes transportation networks, property divisions, zoning regimes, and infrastructure systems. In effect this has been the case in contemporary suburban subdivisions, where there has been a departure from dense street networks often found in inner cities, in favour of a looser fabric. Like all complex organizations, cities are subjected to continuous processes of transformation that can modify edges and activate patchworks, these include forces of expansion, collapse, shape changing, migration, etc. These processes of change can modify or divide an existing landscape, through the introduction of holes or cuts, or through fragmentation and decline. Other forces can result in an increased breakdown of a landscape, or the reduction in
size or outright loss of elements. As highly patchy landscapes, cities are also highly fragmented. Many landscapes, particularly urban and suburban, have been subjected to radical fragmentation, which leads to habitat loss, isolation, and ecological breakdown. Ultimately, patch size, connectivity, and boundary length are determining factors in defining the spatial composition of a landscape.\textsuperscript{18} Urban landscapes, as artificial landscapes, once established, transform relatively slowly. Ultimately, cities comprise many types of patch ecologies ranging from small patches of green space, parking lots, buildings, to large urban parks.

**Boundary Functioning in Territories and Organizations**

With the extensive use of corridor systems and divisions (property lines, zoning, infrastructure, etc.) in urban environments, the result is inordinate lengths of edges. Forman writes: “…in sustainability issues, humans are edge species…by carving up the land and increasing edges enormously, we eliminate the key values of large patches, thus degrading our landscapes.”\textsuperscript{19} In other words, when humans settle a landscape they create an infinitude of abrupt and precise edge conditions between landscape elements (blocks, streets, parks, fields, etc.). The porosity of edges between landscape elements and the structure of the boundaries or edges (sharp, blurred, or overlapping) are critical to the overall functioning and interconnectedness of a landscape. The boundary between elements determines the amount of flow between adjacent patches of land. The more complicated the boundary, the greater the likelihood of complex interchange.\textsuperscript{20} In every eco-system, there is a direct relationship between the structure of a landscape and the way flows operate within it. Landscapes that are more homogeneous tend to support more continuous flows due to the relative lack of interruptions, whereas flows within landscapes with a multitude of boundaries will depend on the permeability of the boundaries. Edges are influenced by a wide variety of activities, they are habitats in and of themselves, and ecologically different from the adjacent ecologies, as edges often contain a high degree of diversity. Microclimatic conditions, influenced by sun, precipitation, and wind, are very different in edge conditions than from the interior environment of a patch. Through their actions, humans have an enormous impact on the creation and maintenance of edges in a landscape, whether

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{enumerate}
\item Ibid., p. 81.
\end{enumerate}
\end{footnotesize}
rural, suburban, or urban, humans tend to aggressively maintain edges in the environments they create; these edges are often barriers to ecological flows. The control of the movements and flows across edges or boundaries are determined by flows of wind and water, or by locomotion (animal, human, and machine), as all edges are filters that contain some degree of permeability.\textsuperscript{21} Ecologists, in determining the effectiveness of a landscape examine the resistance to flows inherent to that landscape. According to Forman, landscape resistance is described “as the effect of structural characteristics of a landscape impeding the flow of objects (species, energy, and material). Since boundaries separating spatial elements are locations where objects usually accelerate or slow down, it has been suggested that that \textit{boundary-crossing frequency}, i.e, the number of boundaries per unit length of route, is a useful measure of resistance.”\textsuperscript{22} Resistance is a way of understanding flows in a system and where flows move in an integrated manner, or where they are blocked by impervious barriers.

Humans have always employed boundary systems in their efforts to survive on the planet, both in the structuring of human societies and in organizing land. In the smooth space systems of nomadic hunter-gatherer cultures, these would have been fluid and shifting boundary systems as groups moved through a landscape, continuously adjusting to topography, sources of food, the seasons, the supernatural, and competing groups. The anthropologist Hugh Brody notes that there is a high degree of porosity in the boundary systems that define nomadic cultures, between the natural and supernatural worlds, and between animals and humans, which are crossed freely.\textsuperscript{23} The notion of porosity, as in the movement of material through a membrane, is also a vital concept in the study of boundary systems in human ecologies, or between social organizations and environments. As Forman writes, there are “no absolute barriers or boundaries in nature, only filters.”\textsuperscript{24} And yet, since the establishment of cities and agriculture, or striated systems, human societies have extensively employed boundary systems as a way of controlling the function of land and organizations, primarily with respect to operations of complex systems.

Boundaries typically are narrowly defined linear elements in a landscape or organizational system. Boundaries have a discernible thickness, however, regardless of how wide a boundary is

\textsuperscript{20} Forman and Godron, \textit{Landscape Ecology}, p. 177.
\textsuperscript{21} Forman, \textit{Land Mosaics}, p. 100.
\textsuperscript{22} Ibid., p. 279.
\textsuperscript{24} Forman, \textit{Land Mosaics}, p. 100.
it is situated between two (or more) adjoining entities. Boundaries define a figure against a field, subdivide systems, and delineate organizational and spatial entities. Boundaries establish directionality and territorialities, and can generate competition and conflict. A boundary also creates a zone or borderland, typically a narrow territory that blends the characteristics of the adjacent entities. According to the theories of Friedrich Ratzel, “a border consists of three zones, two of which were the periphery of the adjoining states, and the third a central zone where there is a mingling of the two states.”\(^{25}\) Ratzel stresses that there is a strong functional relationship between the centre of a territory and its fringes, or boundaries, and that as relations between adjacent territories change so do the boundaries.\(^{26}\) This same borderland condition occurs in ecological systems and is called an “ecotone.” The spatial and systemic aspects of boundaries are a key aspect in the overall functioning of complex organizations, ecologies, landscapes, and the like; the structure of boundaries in territorial and organizational systems affect flows and the overall functioning of the system.\(^{27}\) The porosity, or permeability of a boundary, or how closed or open it is, depends on factors such as pattern, shape, composition, and adjacencies. In an effort to determine porosity, landscape ecologists measure “landscape resistance,” or the crossing frequency, discreteness, hospitableness, and/or length of a boundary.\(^{28}\) The boundary, or edge, of a territory or organization plays a vital role in the functioning of larger systems.

Forman identifies five functions of boundary: filter, conduit, habitat, source, and sink.\(^{29}\) Boundaries, acting as filters, are like membranes, they operate with varying degrees of permeability, or porosity: some materials and organisms may cross, and others may be blocked, or partially blocked, depending on many factors.\(^{30}\) The structure of the boundary is vital as there are elements in any boundary (or membrane) that can inhibit, facilitate, channel, deflect, or block movements and flows.\(^{31}\) Further, while a boundary may block one kind of flow, it may be completely permeable to numerous other flows.\(^{32}\) Boundaries play a role in defining the limits of functional territories, and in regulating the flows of materials, organisms, energy, information,
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\(^{26}\) Ibid., p. 11.
\(^{28}\) Ibid., p. 405.
\(^{29}\) Forman, *Land Mosaics*, p. 96.
\(^{30}\) Ibid., p. 96.
\(^{31}\) Ibid., p. 97.
and the like, much of which depends on either “mass flows” or “locomotion.” Mass flows refer to movement along an energy gradient, while locomotion involves the transportation of material by animals and vehicles. As a filter a boundary can be defined as “any device or arrangement that removes or separates out constituents.” There are holes in boundaries, either constructed or inherent, that allow for the passage of materials and organisms. In constructed environments, such as cities and buildings, these include gates, doors, windows, checkpoints, and the like, all of which modulate flows and movements. The filtering effect of a boundary pertains to the structure of the boundary and the entity supporting it. Beyond the structure of the boundary, there are also active agents that can participate in the filtering of various flows across a boundary. The filtering function is the primary role of boundaries, this function has the greatest effect on how adjacent territories and organizations interact.

While a boundary as a filter involves flows that cross, or attempt to cross, a boundary can also function as a channel along its length, often becoming part of a corridor or network system. That which flows along a boundary plays a particular function in a larger territorial system. As Forman and Moore note, boundaries function just like corridors, they write: “Corridors serve as conduits for movement along the corridors, filters of movement across them, sources of effects on their surroundings, sinks for objects in the matrix, and habitats for edge species.” A difference between boundaries and corridors, is that the filtering function is primary in boundary systems, whereas corridors function more actively as conduits, or channels, for the movement of materials, information, organisms, energy, and the like. In urban environments, where transportation systems act as a primary element in defining the structure and functioning of cities, they act primarily as networked corridor systems, but they also rigidly subdivide the environment, acting often as impenetrable boundaries to many types of flow. In this case the intersections, or nodes, are also vital parts of the system, with a distinctive intensity. This discussion of boundaries as channels of movement and complex interactive networks, invokes Deleuze and Guattari’s concept of the “rhizome.” This also underscores the notion that boundaries are part of extensive networks, and continuities in boundary systems are necessary for them to function. Corridor systems, such as road networks, oscillate between operating as
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boundaries and preventing cross flows, and acting as conduits for flows; while blocking flows, boundary networks also facilitate rhizomatic flows and interconnectivity.

The notion that a boundary is a habitat, underscores the territorial functions of boundaries. As a habitat, boundary conditions can support organisms that are similar to those inhabiting the surrounding areas (patches), but in differing concentrations. This suggests, as noted above, that the boundary is a zone that can support a variety of inhabitants. Organisms that can occupy the boundary, while belonging to the adjacent territory, can also have distinct characteristics. In some cases the boundary habitat supports those not found elsewhere in the system, there are a wide range of boundary dwellers that act as part of larger territories or on their own. These marginal members of a society, have a special role to play in systems. In human societies boundary dwellers include the “edgewalker” who appears in some aboriginal cultures, \(^{36}\) and more contemporary figures as custom agents, marketers, lobbyists, sales people, envoys, mediators, smugglers and spies. Often, these act as go-betweens, protectors, outcasts, drop-outs, refugees, monsters, or subversives. Further, Deleuze and Guattari suggest that the figures such as the leader of a pack or the sorcerer can occupy the borderline or fringe condition. \(^{37}\) When a boundary is moving outwards, then it is considered a frontier. Those frontier people living on this edge act as an “avant-garde,” or a force of expansion, or colonization.

Despite the apparent thinness of boundary territories, boundary habitats often support weeds, those organisms that are usually eliminated from the more central areas of a territory. Many weedy organisms are rhizomatic, occupying the margins, acting as an infiltrating, or invasive, force in contemporary urban-rural landscapes. Weeds are often found in ditches and along fence lines, and in the indeterminate green spaces of contemporary cities. Deleuze and Guattari celebrate rhizomatic species, over the more common seed based species; writing about their preoccupation with the rhizome, T. Toadvine writes:

It is, rather, faith in the multiple, in the duplication of possibilities, which situates the rhizome always at the boundary, at the “in between.” The contrast with the order of the seed, then, is the creative flight of the rhizome, of a nonhierarchical, nonteleological multiplicity,


\(^{36}\) See Judi Neal, Edgewalkers (Westport, Ct.: Praeger Publishers, 2006).
or, in other words, the order of the weed. Western thought and culture have been haunted by the weed in many forms: rats, criminals, subversives, terrorists, cockroaches, crabgrass.\textsuperscript{38}

These weedy species found in boundary habitats, can be part of the movement of materials, nutrients, and the like, across and along borderlands.

The final two functions of boundaries, are the concepts of source and sink; a source gives off things and a sink absorbs things.\textsuperscript{39} As a source, a boundary is the location from where something emanates, originates, or flows. This reflects the idea, that the edge or boundary of a territory or organization impacts on both the entire system, but also directly on the adjacent territories directly. Within the structure of a cell, all elements have a function, the same applies to territories and organizations. The edge, or boundary is the zone that interacts with other adjacent structures, it is the point of resistance, conflict, or exchange. If enough accumulates in the boundary zone, then it will eventually give off its own flows, it may become a new territory with its own defined boundaries. According to Forman and Moore, the sink effect “refers to the absorption or accumulation of objects by the boundary.”\textsuperscript{40} In other words, materials, energy, organisms, and /or information can be purposefully or inadvertently trapped, or stored, in a boundary condition. In physics, a sink is “a place where, or a process by which, energy or some specific component leaves a system.”\textsuperscript{41} Flows that do not pass through or are not reflected by a boundary, can be blocked or trapped by the boundary, hence material can accumulate in a sink condition. These can become a significant factor in the composition of a boundary, resulting in its modification, or transformation. In extreme cases these can negate the boundary altogether. As a sink, however, they can also participate in the reorganization of a system. A sink might also provide a means for ameliorating situations elsewhere in a system. When the component that has been removed from the system reenters the system, then the sink switches to a source. As a distinct element in a landscape, or territorial system, boundaries will inevitably both add and subtract components from a larger system. This may be the temporary storage, and release, of

\textsuperscript{37} Deleuze and Guattari, \textit{A Thousand Plateaus}, pp. 245-246.
\textsuperscript{39} Forman and Godron, \textit{Landscape Ecology}, p. 315.
\textsuperscript{40} Forman and Moore, “Theoretical Foundations for Understanding Boundaries in Landscape Mosaics,” p. 247.
\textsuperscript{41} \textit{Shorter Oxford English Dictionary}, p. 2845.
solar energy, or the holding of migrants at a border station. The total amount of resources in an environment determines the amount of boundary activity and/or conflict.\(^\text{42}\)

The structure and location of a boundary determines how it functions; many factors (including various “disturbance” factors) can cause destabilization of a boundary. Like other landscape and organizational elements, boundaries can be formed suddenly or slowly, they can migrate or shift, and they can be breached or erased. Boundaries define territories and organizations, and the type and degree of interaction between entities. Boundaries regulate, or modulate, the flows and exchanges (materials, energy, organisms, or information) in a landscape or between organizations.\(^\text{43}\) According to Cadenasso and Pickett, the amount of flow and exchange depends on the type of exchange, the composition of the territories, and the structure of the boundary.\(^\text{44}\) Boundaries operate as filter mechanisms regulating flows, as part of a boundary network, as habitats supporting organisms, and as a vital source and/or sink for elements in the larger system. In a dynamically balanced system, such as an eco-system or bureaucracy, boundaries play a vital role, and perform all these functions.

The types of edges, particularly within a patchwork or matrix system, are crucial; edges can either be simple or complex in the way that they interact with a larger system. Edges, or boundary conditions, can act as a spatial order that supports an eco-system as a part of the management of resources, wastes, and organisms. The differentials in permeability caused by varying edge conditions within a patchwork, or matrix, determines the degree and types of flow.\(^\text{45}\) There is a direct inter-relationship between the composition of edges and the functioning of a particular patch; edges have different characteristics and thicknesses based on the size and shape of a patch, orientation and climate, the relative age of elements in the system, the activity of organisms, the overall composition of the patch, and the structure of various adjacencies.

Boundaries can advance and retreat over time depending on the forces at play, although human created and maintained boundaries in landscapes are typically quite stable.\(^\text{46}\)


\(^{\text{44}}\) Ibid., p. 120-121.

\(^{\text{45}}\) Forman, Land Mosaics, p. 96.

\(^{\text{46}}\) Ibid., pp. 104-111.
In geopolitical terms a primary function of a state, or a city, is to define and maintain its territory, or territories, this it does through the administration of boundaries. This can involve disputes with adjacent territories, or states, over the specific location of boundaries, or in extreme cases can involve actions of force, which may involve the relocation of boundaries. Prescott has identified three kinds: territorial disputes, positional disputes, and functional disputes. Territorial disputes typically arise when there is a desire on the part of one territory to gain part or all of an adjacent territory for strategic or wealth reasons, positional disputes have to do with the actual location of a boundary, and functional disputes arise when shared resources are disputed.47

Maintaining boundaries involves elaborate structures of law, policing, and customs services. The use of border crossings, or checkpoints, is an essential part of a state system. The existence of borders creates smuggling regimes (people, goods, illegal substances, etc.) that often operate in collusion with those charged with preventing cross-border flows. As Donnan and Wilson note, borders “are instruments of state policy” and “markers of identity,” they write that this “has made borders, and their related narratives of frontiers, indispensable elements in the construction of national cultures.”48 There are those trans-nationals who readily attempt to cross boundaries against the rules, they note that “Refugees, migrants, workers, criminals, soldiers, merchants and nomads cross and create many boundaries in their movements through their and other people’s spaces and places.”49 Borders, and boundaries, are part of the system of state power structures. Explaining the work of the geographer Ladis Kristof, regarding the distinction between frontier and boundary, Donnan and Wilson write:

For Kristof frontiers are outer-oriented, with their attention directed to those areas of friendship and danger which exist beyond the state. Boundaries on the other hand are inner-oriented. They neither denote or connote relationships....The frontier is the product as well as the agent of centrifugal forces, while the boundary is the manifestation of centripetal forces. Frontiers are integrating factors because they are zones and ways of life which allow outsiders to adapt to the behavioural patterns of the state, and enable people within the state to have an orderly transition to the people and places beyond the boundary. The boundary,

49 Ibid., p. 10.
however, is a *separating factor*. It does not exist to enable assimilation or integration; it is there to divide populations and political bodies.\(^{50}\)

Within a city, an individual exists within a plethora of boundary conditions, those more tangible ones that define a residence, a neighbourhood, a district, the city itself, the province or state, the nation, the continent. Further, there are less tangible boundaries that delineate the economic, geographical, ethnic, religious, educational, and political behaviours of inhabitants. Traditionally, the walls of historic cities provided defense or protection, an existential limit for citizens, a barrier separating citizens and foreigners (including farmers), and a means for collecting taxes. However, the idea that the walls were an impenetrable divide between city and country goes against the history of functioning urban/agricultural assemblages. Historians and urbanists, often point to the medieval European city as the paradigm of coherent and human-scaled urban settlement, but, as Mumford suggests, the medieval city existed in unity with surrounding lands and connecting trading routes.\(^{51}\) The fortifications of cities did provide defense from attacking forces, however, these could not withstand major breaches in the walls or long-term siege warfare. While the walls provided a political and economic boundary between town and country, the fortifications did not prevent flows of goods, capital, information, and waste through the gates, nor did they hinder the many ecological flows that would have been born by water, wind, and energy movements. The encircling city walls acted more as a symbolic and political device, or mechanism, in a regional landscape. Ultimately in the traditional city, larger forces could not be so easily controlled, the town created the surrounding countryside, the two were mutually dependent, and fortification walls only regulated certain flows. Fortification systems changed radically at the end of the fifteenth century with the advent of the bastion system and the development of accurate and mobile cannons. Eventually fortification walls were rendered entirely obsolete, leading to more complex forms of urban definition. This resulted in edges that are more difficult to manage, and define, often shifting as cities steadily expanded. The ragged edges of many contemporary cities, often includes a hinterland that is steadily been urbanized as it waits full development, resulting in both modified boundary conditions and

\(^{50}\) Ibid., p. 48.
territorial relationships.\textsuperscript{52} As suggested above, this complex condition creates an ecotone, and the potential for ecological enhanced exchange.

Cities typically are subject to many sharp, and often impermeable, boundaries that prevent flows outside of predetermined channels. This leads to flows that are “saltatory,” or subject to numerous interruptions. The interaction between flows and a landscape depends are dependent on many factors, however, saltatory flows do involve more interactions between a landscape and the ecological flows.\textsuperscript{53} In natural landscapes edges tend to be curvilinear and complex, comprising soft concave or convex surfaces, with a high degree of interdigitation or interaction, and therefore, flows across the boundary. In landscapes significantly modified by human intervention, boundaries tend to by hard, straight, and sharp, hindering flows of organisms, energy, materials, etc.\textsuperscript{54} Therefore, ecological flows across a landscape are a function of the patches, and corridors, but also the types of edges. As noted above, the edge between two ecologies creates a blended condition, or ecotone, which acts as an inter-system; this occurs extensively in natural landscapes as a transition between eco-systems. In contemporary cities the functional separation of urban elements (patches, corridors, infrastructure, etc.) is reinforced by zoning and planning regimes, these often create abrupt adjacencies. The widespread use of the “buffer,” is used as a method of separating functions or elements, Forman writes:

The concept of a buffer, as an area that lessens or cushions the effect of one area on another, is common in land-use discussions. It relates to the juxtaposition of two areas with incompatible interactions. A buffer separating two areas is sometimes proposed to minimize negative interactions, or to reduce steep gradients in an edge. The buffer may repel, or may absorb, those flows. These are the same two functions accomplished by the many ways of sculpting and managing boundaries.\textsuperscript{55}

The buffer technique used in many contemporary cities functionally separates urban elements, and has a theoretical similarity to an ecotone, however, typically does not perform the same role, acting more like an independent element, rather than a thick edge or boundary. In fact, the use of
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functional city zoning is designed to prevent flows between pieces of land. The softening of buffer systems in contemporary cities is another way that crossflows could be encouraged. The rigid, and often impermeable boundaries, created by the static settlement patterns of urban-agricultural societies tend to be the opposite to the smooth space systems employed in nomadic societies. In nomadic cultures, which seek different forms of stability from urban-agricultural societies, movement across territories is a vital aspect of living, and while there are seasonal patterns and boundaries at play, the journey tends to be primary. The French historian Jean-Pierre Vernant describes the opposing qualities in terms of gender, space, and function of the paired Greek gods Hestia and Hermes, which represent the difference between centre and edge, and stasis and movement.56

* * *

The qualities of boundaries, both in terms of their relationship to entities and as entities themselves, are a vital aspect of the functioning of an organization. Like all spatial conditions, these are in a constant state of change as forces and flows across and along the boundary vary. The edge of a territory or organization, or the space influenced by a boundary, denotes a zone of influence. This is true of both the boundary as a habitat condition, but also for political, geographical, and organizational boundaries. State systems, corporations, and other societal organizations are governed by codes, authority figures, structural dynamics, and jurisdiction, these determine to a large extent the functioning of boundaries. Writing about jurisdiction and boundaries, Manuel DeLanda states:

56 Hestia is the goddess of the hearth, and her function operates at the level of the house and the city; from a centre (the hearth) bounded space emanates. Hestia is countered by the god Hermes who is a messenger, traveler, and is associated with external space and boundaries. The two gods, who capture the spatial structures of the Greek city state, also reflect the traditional gendering of space in which women control the domestic (internal) realm and men the external; this division of space and function is similar to that found in nomadic hunter-gatherer cultures. Hermes is the “wall piercer,” the one who cannot be enclosed. While these two mythical figures exist as a dialectical duo, and capture both striated (Hestia) and smooth space (Hermes), it is the elusive figure of Hermes that provides an example of a figure who crosses spatial systems. Hestia is consistent with the tradition of urban settlement, and the establishment of the camp, Hermes is the restless thief (hunter) who dwells at the boundary, and also transgresses boundaries with ease. Jean-Pierre Vernant, *Myth and Thought Among the Greeks* (New York: Zone Books, 2006), p. 159.
Any process that calls into question the extent of legitimate authority, such as a clash between organizations with overlapping jurisdictions, can destabilize their boundaries, and if the conflict is not resolved, compromise their identity.  

As DeLanda also points out, conflict can result in the sharpening of boundaries, or differences between insiders and outsiders (e.g. citizens versus foreigners). Thus occurs in urban communities, cultural organizations, and religious groups where certain narratives are used to maintain and extend boundaries. Border skirmishes occur when one group wants to test the boundaries of another group. Various “practices of inclusion and exclusion” define the boundaries of groups, which in turn lead to enforcement systems (boundary definition) that include codes, policing systems, territorial marking, and the like. As examined above, boundaries play a vital function in ecologies and the arrangement of land. This is consistent with the territorial aspect of an assemblage, and the forces that cause deterritorialization and reterritorialization.

Many factors can trigger changes within boundary and territorial systems. Humans, as a social and political species, have always created organizations, these are defined as “boundary-maintaining systems of human interaction.” Organizations are often preoccupied with determining membership, or who belongs and who does not, this is managed by systems of authority and/or governance, this in turn leads to the control of behaviour. In other words, the boundary systems employed in defining physical territories, are very similar to those employed in the organization of human societies; these also effect the function, or agency, of a social, political, or administrative entity. The management of organizational boundaries, which are often shifting, addresses cross border movements (entry and exit), and interactions with internal and external agencies. The nature of boundary systems in organizations and cultures has a vital role in their functioning, Brody writes, for nomadic cultures a “fluidity of boundaries, a porousness of divisions, can be seen as useful and normal.”

---
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Organizations control their boundaries to differing degrees, depending on the function and structure of the organization. When organizations face internal and external challenges or conflicts they can either, constrict boundaries and impose strict rules, particularly on members, or they can expand and loosen boundary structures. Attempts to control dissenting factors can be done with coercion, by appealing to loyalty, or by absorption, co-option, or rejection.\textsuperscript{63} As Aldrich notes: “Control over exit is also a defining characteristic of an organization’s authority. Authorities have the power to sanction deviants or remove undesirables, and the ultimate sanction they wield is the expulsion from the organization.”\textsuperscript{64} This suggests that those who are deemed not to belong can be banished, or exiled, or placed in marginal situations such as detention centres. For example, the control of criminal behaviour is a major role of the state, much of criminal activity attempts to cross various kinds of boundaries illegally. Organizations that restrict movement across boundaries tend to follow hierarchical control models, as opposed to those that allow for free movement. Every organization or territory has agents who take on the role of crossing or spanning boundaries. These agents ensure that the entity is interconnected to other entities this is often necessary for survival. Boundary personnel gather information and materials, and also represent the organization to others. They control or filter the flows in and out of an organization or territory, can create lateral structures, occupy the boundaries of the entity, and store and give off information as required. As “gatekeepers” these personnel or species can hold more power in the overall organization or territory than many of those occupying more central positions; they are also more open to corruption.\textsuperscript{65} Therefore, we can suggest that there are various agents involved in the destabilization, transgression, or erasure of boundaries.

Organizations and agencies, particularly bureaucratic ones, are continuously being reorganized, usually to address changing circumstances. As well, new agencies emerge, and old ones disappear, or are collapsed into other units; the boundaries of these entities are continuously changing. Like geographical territories, organizational boundaries abut or overlap one another. As these are organizations, boundaries can be very fluid and are constantly shifting to adjust for new markets, competition, priorities, and the like. Organizations can be subject to the same territorial challenges that operate between adjoining states, jurisdictional ambiguities are a common problem, often resulting in inefficiency and conflict. Organizations are typically
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charged with functional and societal responsibilities, agencies are subject to conflicting pressures from all sides, and often struggle to coordinate activities with other organizations. Bureaucracies and administrative systems tend to be clumsy and inefficient, often responding to the entity with the most power (often economic). Governmental agencies are often caught between citizens, and large economic forces (corporations); regulatory regimes are susceptible to being out-dated and out-moded, unable to address changing circumstances.

In management theory, the boundaries of organizations are also examined. Some of the most important players in the functioning of organizations (bureaucracies, corporations, etc.) are the boundary personnel (purchasing, marketing, shipping, receiving, etc.), or those who play a vital role in interfacing and providing a linkage to other organizations. As Aldrich and Herker write:

Innovation and structural change are often alleged to result from information brought into the organization by boundary personnel. All complex organizations have a tendency to move towards an internal state of compatibility and compromise between units and individuals within the organization, with a resultant isolation from external influences. This trend can jeopardize the effectiveness and perhaps the survival of the organization, unless the organization is effectively linked to the environment through active boundary personnel.

This reflects the inherent tendency in many organizations to look from a centre outwards, first to the boundaries of the organization and then to external agencies and territorialities. Without an effective two-way mechanism in play, and an ability to understand the broad landscape, an organization can become isolated and obsolete. The diligent protection of boundary systems normally found in contemporary organizations, provides coherence, but is a movement towards systems with softer boundaries, shifting boundaries, or no boundaries at all, a way to a more effective, and productive, management of territories, cities, bureaucracies, and organizations?

The stronger the boundaries are in a system, the less integration between bounded entities. Boundary systems tend to be penetrated by holes that create leaks and linkages, however,

---

numerous elements are used to modulate boundary systems. Nick Marshall presents alternative models for organizations and their approaches to boundary management, he opposes these to classical models that support clearly defined boundaries that provided containment. In discussing the notion of boundaries as permeable membranes, he writes:

Rather than being closed off and self-sufficient entities, organizations are envisaged as open systems which can not be insulated from the outside world because their boundaries are necessarily and continuously crossed by inputs and outputs, the character of which impose constraints and contingencies relative to the technological and task environments of the organization. In this sense, the outward-facing boundaries of organization are considered less like the solid walls of a container and more like a permeable membrane or zone of interaction.

Marshall examines socio-cultural construction of boundaries, and the move towards boundaryless, or highly networked, systems. In a world of continuously changing boundaries, he suggests that “alternative and overlapping boundaries are produced, reproduced, enforced, merged, or transcended.”

In their analysis of the boundaryless organization, Ashkenas, Ulrich, Jick, and Kerr argue that while you cannot completely eliminate all boundaries in organizations, effective organizations can make vertical, horizontal, external, and geographic boundaries much more fluid and permeable. This is necessary for organizations to have speed, flexibility, integration, and innovation. Post World War II organizations (and territorial systems) have tended to proliferate division, through the creation of numerous departments, or internal boundaries; this was led by increasing specialization, but could result in problems such as slow organizational
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operations, protectionism (turf disputes), and lack of integration. However, as Ashkenas, Ulrich, Jick, and Kerr state,

by making specific external boundaries more permeable, you can dramatically increase speed, flexibility, integration, and innovation. In addition, the more that strategy, technology, management practices, resources, and values flow back and forth naturally, the less necessity there is for crisis-generated breaches of the outer wall. By concentrating on the value chain and the process by which organizations link together to create products and services that have more value combined than separate, you can find a reasonable level of permeability.

In developing organizations that are boundaryless, or have introduced permeability in all boundary situations, it is necessary to work with complexity, ambiguity, continually changing circumstances, and new modes of functioning; older models of corporate control have become obsolete. Successful contemporary organizations are nimble, and able to work with permeable boundaries that are constantly reorganizing, they are not based on top down hierarchical structures with numerous internal divisions. This conception of the boundaryless organization is reminiscent of those employed in nomadic cultures, or in a dynamically balanced ecosystem.

**Flows and Turbulence**

Ecologies are defined by the interaction between organisms and environments, and on the many flows that these encompass. As noted above, the structure of an environment (including the organization of land) ultimately determines its performance in terms of overall ecological effectiveness, as flows move across, below, and above the surface of the earth. As highly artificial ecologies cities have always depended on flows for existence, as Deleuze and Guattari state, the “town is the correlate of the road. The town exists only as a function of circulation, and of circuits; it is a remarkable point on the circuits that create it, and which it creates. It is defined
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by entries and exits; something must enter it and exit it."76 A primary function of towns and cities is to regulate flows, as flows from the immediate region, and from far afield, merge in the city where they are then re-distributed. Urban flow patterns rely on networks of infrastructure systems, and as has been demonstrated by recent development in Materials Flow Analysis, tend to be uni-directional, not integrated, and highly wasteful.77 This includes flow inefficiencies in channel systems (roads, aqueducts, communications systems, etc.), which result in leakages of energy and material (hidden or unaccounted flows), and an inherent inability to mesh human created flow systems with “natural” flow systems. The extraction of resources from the earth, and human settlement and production patterns are disruptive of many vital flows, while creating their own flow systems. The relative homogeneity or heterogeneity of a landscape will determine patterns for many types of flow. Human managed flows are often sourced from natural flows, or stored flows, and detoured through human systems, in theory being returned to the eco-system. This is the case with urban water supply which is extracted from regional water sources, primarily rivers and aquifers, processed, consumed, and sent into a sewage system, a storm water system, or the groundwater, waste water going into the sewage system may be processed, and then returned to the natural system. There is leakage or waste in the system, and the processing of water often leads to environmental degradation. In some cases large quantities of water, for example, do not return to the eco-system, as is the case for water used in underground oil and gas recovery.

Numerous flows occur as part of the “natural” systems of the planet (weather patterns, hydrology, solar energy distribution, etc.), beyond the technical networks created by humans (shipping systems, roads, communications networks, etc.). Ecologies combine both smooth, or laminar, flows, but also accommodate interrupted and inefficient flows, or turbulence. The latter is typically created by unexpected events or blockages in a system. Flows are associated with liquids and gases, which show fluidity and change shape according to that which contains them (a vessel or an indeterminate material). As Bauman states: “Fluids travel easily. They ‘flow’, ‘spill’, ‘run out’, ‘splash’, ‘pour over’, ‘leak’, ‘flood’, ‘spray’, ‘drip’, ‘seep’, ‘ooze’; unlike solids, they are not easily stopped—they pass around some obstacles, dissolve some others and
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bore or soak their way through others still.” Flows are studied in disciplines such as fluid mechanics (or dynamics), thermodynamics (the flows of heat and work), meteorology (weather patterns), and hydrodynamics (and hydrology). The behaviour of liquids is effected by properties such as density, specific weight, viscosity, velocity (rate of flow), depth, turbulence, compressibility, pressure, consistency, surface tension, and degree of confinement. Flows behave in various ways depending on composition and medium, these can be open or channelized, and depending on the factors at play can be smooth or subject to varying degrees of turbulence. The viscosity of fluid depends on its internal resistance to flow, and is a measure of “thickness” or internal friction; this also addresses velocities between layers in a flow. The overall speed of a particular flow involves the characteristics of the flow itself, and the medium within which a substance is flowing. When there is a disturbance in a flow, typically turbulence is created, or a chaotic type of flow. Turbulence creates eddies, vortices, whorls, whirlpools, and the like. A smooth flow is a laminar flow in which the streamlines are even and predictable, whereas turbulent flows contain numerous eddies, or “regions of swirling flow;” this is generated by “infinitesimal disturbances to the flow” that can grow exponentially. A river typically has both smooth and turbulent flows over the course of its length. Within any system there is loss, or leakage. A leak refers to the escape of flows through a hole or break, often a breach or defect in a system resulting in the loss of material. Typically this involves a boundary, barrier, or wall, which has been perforated, it can be a leaking vessel or pipe, the uncontrolled flow of refugees across a border, or waste in a system.

In a natural ecosystem, which is typically dynamically balanced, many flows are operating; these, like the movement of water in a river, are subject to blockages, disruptions, varying depths and widths, and changing course. These effect the smoothness or turbulence of the flow, and how a particular flow interacts with other flowing elements, and with static factors as well. The degree to which a particular flow interacts with other flows and elements, is a function of its composition, velocity, volume, etc. In examining flows in landscape systems, Forman and Godron identify three types: airborne (supersurface), overland (surface), and soil (or

subsurface). The various vectors (forces) that drive flows (energy, materials, pollutants, etc.) are wind, water, and various organisms (including humans). For example, airflows have much to do with distribution of solar energy. At a local scale, animals often move between ecosystems, participating in flows across boundaries that involve the transport of waste, energy, and organisms including seeds and parasites. Subsurface flows are usually driven by water movements, many of the toxins produced by humans are moved across surfaces or underground by water flows. The forces moving flows in a system are mainly determined by energy systems, which involve diffusion, mass flow, or locomotion. Diffusion involves dissolved or suspended materials moving from an area of higher concentration to one of lower concentration, mass flows involves “the movement of matter along an energy gradient,” and locomotion involves transportation by animals and humans. Flows within a system are many and varied, and can be operating in opposite directions and at different levels. Further, flows can be non-directional and dispersed, or highly directed or channelized. Channelized systems include natural corridor systems such as rivers, and human constructed systems such as pipes and cables, all of which carry flows, usually in one direction. The flows over, across, or under a landscape are measured by the “resistance” of the landscape, which is determined by boundary structures, the “hospitalableness” of a landscape to a particular flow, and the length of landscape elements at play.

The flows of liquids, including the movements of gaseous elements, are highly complex and difficult to predict, and is evident in the complex global and seasonal wind patterns that effect climate and weather. In air movements energy, sound, gases, organisms, and particulates are moved about from environment to environment. In wind flows, the boundary layer, or that layer closest to the surface of the earth is greatly modified by topography, vegetation (including windbreaks), and structures such as buildings. In core urban environments tall buildings can dramatically influence wind effects, including velocity, intensity, and direction. Another vital flow involves large global cycles of water movement that includes evaporation, precipitation, and various supersurface, surface, and subsurface flows. Much of this water, whether from
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precipitation directly and surface runoff, from interflows just below the surface, or from groundwater, eventually flows into streams and rivers, where it then moves to oceans. There are many factors that effect the flows of water towards a stream or river, and within the stream or river itself. These include interruptions and breaks, and the system also provides temporary storage (in plants, lakes, groundwater, man-made reservoirs, etc.) that effect overall flows. Underground water flows carry many substances and are driven by gravity, constantly moving downwards, flow rates are determined by the volume of flow, the porosity and structure of the soil, and the “filtration effect” of the soil. Surface flows of water can be highly erosive depending on the surface composition and the volume of water flow.

Human constructed environments, including cities and farmlands, significantly change pre-existing ecologies by adding layers of infrastructure. Crowds, vehicles, water, air, energy, capital, and goods all operate in flows, or like fluids. Infrastructure typically channels flows in systems that are much less interactive than natural ecologies, these tend to be mono-functional networks that are relatively segregated from other environmental elements. There are also flows, such as electronic information, that operate largely independent of human or natural environments. In contemporary cities, as heavily modified ecologies, the numerous edges and boundaries between elements and systems significantly impede effective flows. Effective flow patterns between natural and human constructed systems can be negligible as human infrastructure tends to operate according to independent flow patterns. Typically a resource is extracted from a natural environment, processed, used, and then the waste is dumped back into the natural system with little or no regard for how this effects overall ecologies. Environments modified by humans often result in a separation between natural and human managed flows leading to ecological stress; for example, high intensity agriculture stresses local resources, the transportation of produce is expensive and wasteful, and the dumping of food remains can create ecological challenges. The many human constructed disruptions and blockages in ecologies can lead to ineffectiveness, inefficiency, and ultimately ecological collapse. Well-managed flows in urban, and surrounding agricultural, environments are vital to supporting effective ecologies. Functioning, or dynamically balanced, ecological systems integrate the complex flows of numerous elements across, under, and above the surface of the earth. Drawing from landscape ecology, environmental elements can act as a habitats, filters, conduits, sources, and/or sinks.
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Flows can act as habitats for those organisms that either exist within a flow, or for those transported by a flow. The filter and conduit function refer to the degree to which a flow passes through an environment, and how interactions are made. This has to do with containment (open or channelized), and boundary systems that either prevent or control flows (degree of leakage). Flows typically cross landscape elements, transporting energy, nutrients, organisms, and waste between eco-systems; these can be vital to the functioning of differing eco-systems, or can be harmful if it is an invasive flow. An environment will also act as a source for flows, and be a sink for the storage of flow elements.

John Urry raises the concept of global fluids, operating in networks and across “scapes.” He writes that global fluids “travel along these various scapes, but they may escape, rather like white blood corpuscles, through the ‘wall’ into surrounding matter and effect unpredictable consequences upon that matter. Fluids move according to certain novel shapes and temporalities as they break free from the linear, clock time of existing scapes....” Urry’s fluidic model addresses contemporary complexity, and the diverse behaviours of the numerous flows that interact in environments today: people flows, information flows, material flows, monetary flows, climate flows, oceanic flows, etc. Flow systems include the extensive global transportation, pipe, cable, and duct systems that move people, goods, water, air, heat, waste, information, etc. For example, in Los Angeles the freeway system handles thousands of vehicles a day in relatively smooth flows, interrupted regularly by accidents, blockages, construction delays, etc. The drivers involved in this fluidic system obey both written and unwritten rules that allow for continuous self-regulation of the system. The freeways, like the streets of traditional cities, handle flows of people, goods, information, and waste and are vital to the overall functioning of the urban ecology. These local systems are harmonized to global flow systems that both supply and are supplied by a particular city.

In his book The Informational City, Manuel Castells examines the impact of information technologies on urban and regional structures leading to his concept of the “space of flows.”

---

With its focus on innovation and process, information technologies have reshaped the world in the last few decades. Discussing organizational structures Castells writes:

The space of flows among units of the organization and among different organizational units is the most significant space for the functioning, the performance, and ultimately, the very existence of every organization. The space of organizations in the informational economy is increasingly a space of flows.⁹²

Castells argues that the space of flows, which has its own structure, created by the explosion of information technologies in the last few years has radically changed modes of production, economic and capital systems, organizational structures, spatialities, and ways of communicating. This system of flows is multi-directional, it is also placeless, challenging the social importance of cities and their regions.⁹³ Like flows through an eco-system, effectiveness is vital. And while there can be blockages and disruptions in the flow patterns, these eventually are smoothed out. This position corresponds to the concept, outlined above, of the boundaryless organization, which moves towards open flow systems.

Production and economic systems have attempted to develop methods of analysis to make flows more efficient and effective. The famous Toyota Production System (TPS), developed by Taiichi Ohno, was designed to optimize the production of automobiles, by reducing waste in overproduction, time lost, transportation, manufacturing processes, stock, movement, and defects.⁹⁴ By reorganizing its production systems and implementing flow mechanisms Toyota developed a more efficient and effective manufacturing model with higher quality, productivity, flexibility, and worker morale.⁹⁵ This lean system aims at “just-in-time” delivery, by creating a flow model that is reminiscent of ecologies. This is consistent with Materials Flow Analysis as a method used to examine flow systems, and which attempts to track the use of resources, from extraction, through manufacture, consumption, use, and disposal (life cycle analysis). This method both examines material flows as part of economic performance, but also looks for
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wastage in particular aspects of an economy. As McDonough and Braungart point out the conventional methods of industrial production tend to be linear and very wasteful. There are significant efficiencies that can be achieved in the flows of materials through the systematic elimination of waste. This is also defined as “hidden flows,” those aspects of economic production that include inefficient extraction, manufacturing, and distribution procedures, this also includes processes that are environmentally detrimental. Many contemporary industrial processes, like cities, tend to rely on out-dated flow methods, as demonstrated by the relative success of Toyota against its competitors.

Capitalism is heavily reliant on the continuous and open flow of capital. In Anti-Oedipus: Capitalism and Schizophrenia Deleuze and Guattari address questions of capitalism and flow. Elsewhere, Deleuze states, capitalism “has always been, and still is a remarkable desiring-machine. Flows of money, flows of the means of production, flows of man-power, flows of new markets: it’s all desire in flux.” In Deleuze and Guattari’s work, their concept of flow is related to their concept of coding, decoding (deterritorialization), recoding (reterritorialization), and overcoding. In other words, it is integral to their concept of the assemblage. As Deleuze notes capitalism decodes all flows, and is continuously expanding. It cannot create codes, beyond primitive accounting methods, and it ignores limits. According to Eugene Holland,”decoding is linked to axiomatization, the process central to capitalism, whereby streams of quantified factors of production (such as raw materials, skills and knowledges) are conjoined in order to extract a differential surplus; decoding both supports and results from axiomatization, transforming meaningful quantities into calculable quantities.” But, as Deleuze says, the “system is leaking all over the place.” Capitalism, as it overcodes creates surpluses, or leakages. This is evident in efforts to regulate worldwide capital flows. This is also evident in the infrastructure, whether it is leaking pipes, leaking boundaries and borders, information leaks, etc. Inefficiencies in a system are a form of leakage. But, while “hidden flows,” like the “black market,” are costly in a production or distribution system, they can be productive in an ecology or economy. As Henri Lefebvre states:
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The economy may be defined, practically speaking, as the linkage between flows and networks, a linkage guaranteed in a more or less rational way by institutions and programmed to work within the spatial framework where these institutions exercise operational influence. Each flow is of course defined by its origin, its endpoint, and its path. But, while it may thus be defined separately, a flow is only effective to the extent that it enters into relationship with others; the use of energy flow, for instance, is meaningless without a corresponding flow of raw materials. The coordination of such flows occurs within a space.101

Lefebvre underscores the complex question regarding the inter-relationship between broad flow systems and network systems. The conflicts that arise between flows and networks are central to the ecology of cities. As fluidic, flows are dynamic and are subject to various internal and external factors that determine movement patterns. Inevitably, flows are subject to blockages or disruptions, this can be bends in a pipe, changes in geological structure, depth differences in a river, or changing heat effects in weather patterns. The fluidity of flows, and the interactions that a flow will have with an environment, including other flow systems, is vital to ecologies whether natural or human designed, inevitably, flows transport a wide range of elements that depend upon connectivity and interaction. Leakages and turbulence are inherent to flow systems, and are part of the continuous striving for dynamic balance in any flow system.

* * *

In all flow systems there is bound to be turbulence, it is virtually impossible to have a system where all flows are laminar or smooth. Ecologies depend on a wide range of interflows, some of which move distinct from other flows, interacting only with the medium in which they flow, but, more typically, flows mix, or at least interact with other flows. Turbulence indicates an instability in a system, whether created by an obstacle, a change in direction, an encounter with another flow, or an unexpected velocity change; often turbulence is produced by drag.

---

Turbulence acts as an indicator, often it indicates inefficiency, typically leading to energy loss. On the other hand, turbulence is a necessary part of a flow system, as it strives for balance. Turbulence occurs in a flowing system, when elements or particles in that system become unstable, a smooth flow becomes disrupted by flows that are vortical, eddying, and flowing in directions different to the prevailing flow. Turbulence implies disorderly, or chaotic, disturbance in a system of flows. However, turbulence is not necessarily a negative factor in a flow system, it can be harnessed for beneficial effects. Viscosity determines how easily a liquid flows, how prone it is to break up into vortices, and “how steep will be the velocity gradients.” Vogel contrasts laminar flow in which “all fluid articles move more or less parallel to each other in smooth paths,” against turbulent flow in which “fluid particles move in a highly irregular manner even if the fluid as a whole is traveling in a single direction.”

Predicting the behaviour of turbulent forces is one of most difficult aspects of fluid mechanics. Turbulent flows are defined by randomness, they involve “rapid mixing and increased rates of momentum, heat, and mass transfer,” they typically originate from instability between laminar layers in a flow, and are “characterized by high levels of fluctuating vorticity,” further, turbulence involves dissipation, continuum, and flows. As Tennekes and Lumley write: “The outstanding characteristic of turbulent motion is the ability to transport or mix momentum, kinetic energy, and contaminants such as heat, particles, and moisture.” Mathieu and Scott note that “turbulence flow is rotational, that is, it contains vorticity.” Turbulence dissipates energy, through a cascading of energy loss from larger scale turbulence (vortices) to smaller scale. Turbulence often occurs as a result of boundary interactions, the surface of wing, channel, or the earth; it occurs at a limit, often between the stable and unstable, for example, this occurs when there are “erratic fluctuations” in the limits of organizations. This implies that turbulent forces can be a productive element in a system of flows. Further, instability
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or chaos in a system, do not necessarily indicate the presence of turbulence, as there are other kinds of inefficiencies in flow systems.

As noted above, turbulence in a flow system can be generated by factors within the flow, such as volume, speed, and viscosity, or factors outside of the flow such as the shape of the channel, changes in direction, and obstacles, this is very evident in the flow of a river. This leads to an examination of the relationship between turbulent environments and habitats for organisms that adapt to such conditions (eddies, whirlpools, backflows, etc.), and the cascading and dispersive effects from turbulence. In a flow system habitats are created, including in those parts of the flow defined by turbulence. Depending on the temporal stability of the turbulent condition, organisms that occupy the habitat can become adaptive the vortical, swirling, and cascading aspect of the habitat, or if it is more temporary, then typically an expenditure of energy is required to negotiate the turbulence. Turbulence is also created in the wake of an obstacle in a flow, or by an object moving through a fluid. Many organisms live in flow systems, creating habitats that require negotiating with both laminar and turbulent flows. For example, as Vogel demonstrates, various organisms have adapted to the boundary layer, the slower moving layer between a liquid flow and its container, as “a hiding place from drag.”

These are typically organisms with a flattened profile, and an ability to cling to a surface with suckers, friction pads, claws, hooks, and grapples. However, other organisms, such as humans, are also able to exist in turbulent flows.

If we examine the behaviour of an organism within a turbulent flow system, such as a trout in a river, we can make the following observations. Turbulence in a river is produced by both the flow of water in the river channel, changes in the shape, depth, and direction of the channel, and obstacles in the river. River fish, such as trout, are adapted to exist symbiotically in these environments and, therefore, are able to use turbulence to their benefit. There is a tendency for river fish to avoid extremely turbulent conditions, to operate as much as possible in the non-turbulent areas of a river. The relationship between turbulent flow and an organism in that flow is typically an exchange of energy, it is a loss of energy in a flow system through cascading vortical flows. Further, for an organism to exist within turbulent flows energy must often be expended. However, organisms that have adapted to turbulent conditions employ the effect called “vortex capture,” where energy is harnessed by the organism from the turbulent flows in

order to maintain stability. This occurs, for example, when a trout is seeking refuge from the
general flow system, by swimming in the slower turbulence behind a rock ("station holding"). Fish that live in these environments are adapted through shape, fin performance, and swimming mechanics to live in turbulent flows; they also involve processes of continuous adjustment to general flow patterns, and to constant changes in those patterns. By capturing the energy from turbulent flows, and continuously adjusting to the flows in the environment, organisms are able to achieve a dynamic balance with a habitat. If vortex capture is the harnessing of energy being lost from a flow system through turbulence, then there are other examples of how this energy transfer might occur.

Turbulence has been used to describe the flows of migrants to and across borders, and has been defined as "the unsettling effect of an unexpected force that alters your course of movement." Here, a multitude of people flows often create turbulence, or chaotic flows at borders and entry points, such as in situations where a flow of refugees may be blocked at a border, creating a turbulence condition that might result in a camp. Within the structure of a city this is reflected in settlement patterns employed by the homeless, or transient; many peoples have adapted to turbulent habitats. James N. Rosenau, who has addressed turbulence and world politics, has produced a useful definition of turbulent activity that crosses disciplines, when he writes that turbulence "sets in when numerous micro actions culminate in macro outcomes that lie outside the system’s normal functioning." Rosenau notes:

When the system’s boundaries no longer contain the fluctuations of the variables, however, anomalies arise and irregularities set in as structures waver, new processes evolve, outcomes become transitory, and the system enters a period of prolonged disequilibrium.

This statement suggests the productive potential in turbulence. Turbulence in a flow system, can signal changes in the flow structure, outputs, and how a particular flow interacts with its
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supporting environment. This occurs when a river changes its course. Disequilibrium can result in new patterns, behaviours, structures, processes, etc.

The presence of turbulence in a system can lead to the erosion of the environment, or channel, within which the flow occurs. This can lead to overall modifications to the velocity and behaviour of the flow system, and eventually can result in the course of the overall flow changing, or the flow dividing into subflows. In cities, this kind of erosionary turbulence leads to ruptures or leakages in the flow system, resulting in uncontrolled flow patterns. These breaks can be repaired, and the slow system restored, or it can produce new flows. Leaks are an indication of an inefficiency in a system, and are normally considered to be a failure of the system, but leakage, as suggested above, is not necessarily negative; leakages can have unexpected benefits, often supporting marginal elements in a system, or carving out new territorial arrangements. Due to the energy loss inherent to turbulence in flow systems, it must be considered as a leakage. Ronald Bogue equates Deleuze and Guattari’s concept of the “line of flight” with the line of leakage.\(^{115}\) In smooth space there are greater opportunities for a leakage of generalized flows, whereas in a striated system the leakages tend to be failures in the system. The cascading nature of turbulence across vortical scales is evident in the common, but unpredictable, shapes found turbulent flow. The cascading effect can be seen in political situations where an event triggers larger and larger actions, Rosenau writes:

The importance of distinguishing cascades in terms of their scope, intensity, and duration lies in the way issues are transformed as a cascade encounters collectivities in its flow. As a cascade gathers momentum and drags in wider circles of actors, the values it encompasses and the consequences it portends change, and each change adds further complexity and dynamism to the interdependent structures that link the actors.\(^{116}\)

Turbulence occurs in urban environments on many levels, from water flows in rivers and pipes, to the flows of people, and the wind effects. In turbulence fluid particles are moving directions counter to the general flow. In cities many materials flow in channels or conduits, including roads, pipes, rivers, and canals. These tend to be arborescent systems, where there is a


directional flow through progressively larger channels. To be efficient these systems rely on smooth flow, however, turbulence, or inefficiency, occurs when the volumes become too high, at intersections, when there are blockages in the system, or at sharp bends. In a rhizomatic, or network, system the same problems can occur, although the overall system tends to be non-directional and non-hierarchical. In cities, which are heavily reliant on the flows of people, information, goods, waste, elements, energy, etc. there are many moments in a system when blockages and inefficiencies occur, some of these approach turbulence, in that they generate movements that are random, or vortical.

In cities there are flows such as those of air and water. There are also flows of people, goods, and waste, that while not liquid in and of themselves, can behave like fluids. This also holds for the flows of information. Many of these are channelized flows, where turbulence occurs in bottlenecks in the system or in changes in velocity, viscosity, or direction. However, a traffic jam cannot be considered turbulent behaviour, although it might indicate instability in the system. The blockage does not result in rotational or vortical movements in the flow. This is more evident in rivers and pipe systems that move water. Turbulence is also an effect generated by the interaction of wind on urban environments, resulting in turbulent flows such as updrafts and downdrafts, increased velocities, and vortical flows. So what appears to be chaotic behaviour in a flow system, may not result in turbulent flows. The rotational, vortical, and cascading nature of turbulence results in dissipated energy loss. These swirling environments, created by turbulence, can be short-lived or more stable regions in a system. If they are more stable, then these environments can become habitats for certain species, for example, fish in streams often use the eddies and backflow areas created by turbulent currents.

Cities have always relied on the construction and management of systems that arrange flows, many of these are invisible, buried underground or, more recently, moving through air. These systems, as infrastructure, have become increasingly efficient. Nevertheless, as elements are removed from larger systems and subjected to channelization leakages and inefficiencies occur, as there are within the system, and when elements are finally discharged. Each of these conditions creates habitats. Urban dwellers continuously respond to changes in flows within urban environments, much of this has to do with the capture, storage, and expenditure of energy. Deleuze and Guattari argue that assemblages are deducted from flows,\textsuperscript{117} therefore, habitats as

\textsuperscript{117}Deleuze and Guattari, \textit{A Thousand Plateaus}, 406.
assemblages, including cities, involve the constant exchange between assemblages of living and flows, smooth and turbulent. J. Macgregor Wise suggests the arranging of objects, the organizing of space, and the presence of family and friends, is part of the identity making associated with home. As Wise states, the creation of home is a continuous activity that occurs everywhere we go, through “the arrangement of objects, practices, feelings and affects.” Habitat making is habitual, and always endures a certain degree of turbulence. As Jean Baudrillard points out in his book *The System of Objects*, objects employed in everyday life involve forms of energy; initially human, then animal, and now mechanical and electronic energies. Baudrillard writes, in traditional, or pre-industrial settings,

> Man’s profound gestural relationship to objects...epitomizes his integration into the world, into social structures....We cannot help but admire scythes, baskets, pitchers or ploughs, amalgams of gestures and forces, of symbols and functions, decorated and stylized by human energy and shaped by the forms of the human body, by the exertions they imply and by the matter they transform...

The objects we employ in the creation of habitat help negotiate our spatial and social relationships, these involve continuous energy transfers, much like that of a trout in a river. With the concept of vortex capture, there is a continuous transferring of energy between environment, objects, and humans in the creation of habitats. Nomads and transients occupying smooth space tend to employ human powered implements, whereas urbanized peoples have developed various labour-saving technologies that change energy usages. This has resulted in a less active relationship with objects that shape habitats. These new forms of energy and technologies have led to new gestures, operations, and functions. The homeless tend to employ nomadic, or traditional, technologies that engage the body, although they are typically involved in contemporary force fields that employ new forms of flow. Part of existing in turbulent environments is seeking those areas that are less turbulent, or free of turbulence. Therefore, we can suggest that to a large extent the creation of habitat involves transfers of energy between
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flow systems and the space of a habitat. For nomads, or the homeless, this involves continuous
movement and creation of territoriality, or negotiating turbulent flows such wind, animal
movements, climate, and encampments. For those living in cities, this is a more controlled
relationship, as urban societies attempt to effectively incorporate turbulence into habitats. As
cities move towards greater sustainability, the management of flows needs to be handled in more
complex ways, and efficiencies, or turbulence, need to be harnessed.

\[121\] Ibid., p. 50.
While the study of ecology has occurred since the nineteenth century, the specific focus on the ecology of cities is a more recent phenomenon.¹ The discipline, like landscape ecology, strives to integrate a diverse range of disciplines, including ecology, urban planning, architecture, geography, engineering, and the social sciences. Urban ecology tends to focus on issues such as the role of nature and wildlife in cities, urban heat island effects and climate, energy consumption, pollution, hydrology, biodiversity, and human health.² In this study the focus so far has been on the structure of urban environments using concepts such as patch and boundary dynamics drawn from landscape ecology, and the behaviour of flows in environments. In this section the ecology of the city will be addressed, along with the role of gardens and farms in urban environments.

Ecological Structure of Urban Environments

Human settlement typically leads to widespread disturbance in a landscape. This usually results in the replacement of indigenous, or local, ecologies by new, or imported, ecologies, often these are invasive, or not well suited to the specifics of indigenous ecologies. Further, the complex ecologies that existed prior to human settlement, or exist in adjacent untouched areas, are usually replaced by the relatively simple ecologies created by humans. As noted above, cities comprise a wide range of flows that are propelled in many ways, from wind to mechanized transportation, and can be contained or dispersed, guided, or randomly distributed. Historically, cities have been subject to highly channelized flows which means they are often ecologically unproductive, in that flows are highly controlled, usually prevented from integrating into broad ecologies. Cities are also very aggregated landscapes that comprise a high density of patches and corridor systems that have generally evolved over time. Further, inner cities tend to be patchy and rigid environments with a high degree of uniformity in the composition of individual parcels (patches) of land. The density of street systems in urban environments means that urban blocks are highly segregated from each other ecologically, in other words, corridor systems, while comprising communication and distribution networks, are also acting as boundaries.

Inner cities are dominated by buildings and hard landscapes that make transformation difficult, Forman and Godron note that suburban landscapes are more diverse, with relatively fewer corridor or matrix elements, where “patchiness” is at a maximum and vegetation diversity is relatively high. Most contemporary cities combine both urban and suburban landscapes, and landscapes in-between, which possess high degrees of patchiness, however suburban landscapes possess more opportunities as a result of their lower building densities and significant amounts of green space. Therefore, patchwork systems largely defined by transportation networks effectively become the background matrix for the contemporary city. The low or negative ecological productivity in contemporary cities results from a lack of connectivity across very patchy landscapes, where networks of corridor systems and sharp edges prevent cross-flows. It can be suggested that suburbia possesses a higher ecological potential due the broader range of patch types and relative openness of the fabric. This phenomena is reinforced by Brenda Case.
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Scheer who categorizes urban landscape typologies as “static,” “elastic,” or “campus.” The static typology generally reflects traditional inner city block systems. The elastic tissue is generally associated with unplanned and unstable suburban environments, which typically contain a high degree of indeterminate, or “virtually unseen and under-theorized” spaces. The campus typology belongs to planned developments such as airports, apartment developments, and institutions, and is a typology situated between static and elastic tissues. Here, the elastic and campus typologies, ironically the least urban or the least subjected to the subdivision of land likely hold the greatest ecological potential. The model of the Garden City, implemented following the establishment of Letchworth in 1903 provided both static and elastic structures. It has also proposed various solutions to the fundamental aspects of cities raised here, including the structure of land and the functional organization of a town, the layout of various network systems, the management of flows, and the construction of boundary systems; these are all part of the Garden City legacy as a set of evolving assemblages.

Typically, human settlement in a landscape increases the heterogeneity of the landscape, however, too much intervention leads to a homogenization of the ecology of a landscape. Cities depend on the functioning of numerous types of flows, mainly long predetermined routes and channels, examples include the road, the freeway, the flight path, the telephone cable, and the sewer line. If we consider a city as a very complex set of interlocking ecologies, or assemblages, we can further understand cities as a constellation of systems, spaces, elements, actions, affects, bodies, languages, structures, codes, etc. Cities also encompass a multiplicity of forces that can modify the ecological and spatial structures that are continuously at play. Currently, the heavy reliance on organized channels of movement, functional zoning, and property ownership, prevents the ecological harmonization of contemporary cities. The creation of greater interconnectivity through more complex boundaries is a necessary step to move cities towards sustainability; fully integrating patches and corridors will make contemporary cities more ecologically effective.

Deleuze and Guattari, in writings such as A Thousand Plateaus and What is Philosophy?, engage in geographical and territorial issues, what they label a “geophilosophy.” In these writings they have introduced concepts of smooth and striated space, which they use to examine
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the differences between nomadic and state (urban-agricultural) territorial systems. Ultimately, they advocate for smooth space systems that employ shifting boundaries, or are not bounded at all, those that more closely resemble ecological systems untouched or only lightly modified by humans. But, in the potential oscillation between striated and smooth space, the functioning of boundaries becomes a vital issue. As Deleuze and Guattari stress, cities represent highly striated environments, although they have strong rhizomatic functions as well. Smooth space, for Deleuze and Guattari, represents territorialities that are more strongly inter-connected, and, drawing from assemblage theory, more productive (and creative). Deleuze and Guattari’s theory of the assemblage addresses the functioning of organizations, or arrangements, of elements, expressions, materials and territories. They seek those arrangements that are productive and innovative, and that create new functionalities. They note that systems oscillate between striated and smooth space, so that it is possible to conclude, as in the analysis of the boundaryless organization, that it is not possible to achieve a fully boundaryless or bounded condition. In territorial and organizational structures (assemblages) functioning is more effective if boundary systems have permeability and flexibility. Boundaries, as they filter flows, support various boundary dwellers, and remove and add elements, are an essential aspect of systems; boundaries act in the deterritorialization and reterritorialization of human ecologies. This is evoked in the following statement by Michel Butor:

It is thus that the frontiers which for a long time were the most impenetrable slowly become transparent; the intermediary regions, the regions of passage, the doors, the interstices become new centers (Hong Kong, Singapore, the Rivieras) toward which crowds converge and from which they spread out, instructed in a new way to listen to things.

Territorial systems exist on a continuum, rather than representing a fixed condition, so it is possible for striated environments, such as cities, to become a form of smooth space. In ecological terms, this would represent more effective use of energy, waste, etc., or to be dynamically balanced. There are examples of smooth space conditions in cities, such as the
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faubourg (“false” city), which has always provided a smooth space condition within the overall striated condition of a region. Historically the faubourg was a shanty-town that developed around the gates of a walled town that transformed the inter-relationship between city and country; in many cases they would be eventually incorporated into the town with the erection of new and expanded fortifications. By the nineteenth century cities largely abandoned fortification walls altogether as warfare transformed again; toll gates (notoriously in Paris in the late eighteenth century), still attempted to regulate the flows of capital, goods, people, waste, and information. Cities have evolved in different ways; growth can be concentric, linear, radial, dispersed, non-centric (patchwork), and multi-nodal. Many cities have evolved in a concentric manner, underscoring the perceived division between city and country, by constantly moving and refashioning the boundary of the city. Since the Industrial Revolution the edges of the city lost their precision, moving towards the ragged (inter-digitated), or fractal-like, edges found in many contemporary cities. This condition actually provides a more ecologically integrated edge between urban and rural, one that establishes an ecotone, or blended ecology between inner city and farmland; this condition is actively developed in cities such as Helsinki.

Since World War II, the interface between urban and rural has become more complex, with the widespread emergence of suburbia and layers of low density urban development that have spread into former rural areas surrounding cities. The “false city” or suburbia, as opposed to the vrai, or “true” (inner-city) city, acts as one of the interzones between city and the agricultural hinterland. Contemporary suburbia acts as an essential mediator along a gradient running from wilderness, though farmland, various urban-rural fringe conditions, suburbia, and inner-city. Somewhat like a shantytown, suburbia and the shifting urban hinterland provide a key deterritorializing, or destabilizing, function within the urban and rural territorial system. The Garden City’s use of the agricultural belt, the precursor to the greenbelt, attempted to stabilize urban boundaries, however, in many cases where cities have used greenbelts, development has typically leapfrogged the belt or boundary. This involves various “fringe” conditions beyond the formal edges, or limits, of a city, and the urban “shadow” effect, which also includes all surrounding territories heavily influenced by the urban centre and land that is waiting for annexation (wholesale conversion of rural to urban land). Surrounding towns (often “bedroom”
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communities) play into these phenomena. More recently, urban functions are migrating into rural areas, what has been described as the “ruralization of industry”; this includes urbanites moving to the country and hobby farmers, industrial functions (manufacturing, resource extraction, infrastructural) relocating to cheap agricultural land, commercial development along major highways, the demands of recreational needs, and efforts on the part of societies to conserve land. This often creates a patchy landscape in the areas surrounding cities that combines both urban and rural uses. This tends to threaten available agricultural land (fragmenting farmlands), but also contributes to a smooth gradient from agricultural hinterland to inner city core. As efforts increase to restore agriculture to inner-city areas, eventually there will likely be a harmonized landscape with changing intensities of use, these shifting functionalities and territorialities approximate a smooth space effect, particularly with the patchwork nature of the system. Further, this transforming landscape, while it is difficult to manage between municipal and regional bureaucracies, has a potential to lead to better ecological functioning. Therefore, despite appearances boundaries are not static, as they belong to operational systems. They may be physical and appear arbitrary, as in the case of some national borders, or they may be relatively intangible, such as limits of personal space. Many boundaries are cultural constructs, they can be inadvertent and invisible. Territories are defined on many levels, and operate on different scales; they overlap, nest, conquer, eliminate, bond, adjoin, invade, etc. Boundaries in urban environments are being continuously made and remade, on varying time frames. Those that appear important at one point in time, can be eliminated, or erased, or softened, or strengthened. One type of flow, such as information, depends on various network and surface systems to function. Information systems will have boundary constructs that include barriers, sources, conduits, and sinks. Another flow type, passing through and across the same field, will have a different system of boundaries.

Boundary systems imply that there are territories, and territories are typically defined by centres. A system of boundaries (defining nations, ecological patchworks, organizational structures, etc.) is a continuously reorganizing network defining territories, patches, or entities. As relationships between territories in the system change, so does the overall balance in the system. In some places the boundaries are resistant to exchange, while in others they are on the verge of erasure. Flows of economic, social, political, and ecological factors are continuously
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being redirected. As a form of assemblage, or as a productive aspect of a territory or organization, the boundary functions as a habitat, filter, conduit, source, and sink. Ideally, it functions as all of these. It is the limit, or the edge. Boundaries create a zone that is either open or closed to cross movements of flows. Boundaries are also corridors of movement, and add and subtract elements from a system. There are particular species and people associated with borders. Humans create a multitude of boundary, or edge, conditions through urban and rural settlement patterns. The functioning of a boundary depends on the adjacent structures, territories, the properties of the boundary, and the type of flows that are moving across or along it, this in turn defines the habitat and what can occupy it. Some materials or species will encounter a boundary, and pass directly through it, others will become trapped in the boundary for some length of time (habitat or sink), while others will use the boundary as a secretive movement system. Those using it as a conduit may be using it as form of protection. All of these conditions employ transitional devices, or intermodal exchanges. It is evident that boundaries are an active part of ecological and organizational systems, and that boundaries function in complex ways. Recognizing that boundaries are porous and unstable can make entities function better.

The urbanite tends to live in a system that is relatively stable. However, cities are continuously subjected to forces that belong to material, social, and ecological flows, and are also effected by a wide range of structures, intensities, politcial and bureaucratic regimes, weather patterns, geological forces, natural disasters, infestations, etc. Herein lies the potential for urban and suburban environments to be rendered more ecologically connected, by allowing cities to accommodate the flows of energy, materials, information, and social systems more effectively. In other words, the entire field of operations can be activated rather than being reliant on independent networks poorly interconnected and unable to provide for the functioning of a total urban system. The patches of land that comprise suburban and urban environments can be reworked, as currently they tend to be inert or have a negative impact. The boundaries that define most urban patches are infrastructure systems that directionally channel flows, but tend to be significant barriers to cross-flows. The extreme length of edges and boundaries in urban landscapes runs counter to the development of effective urban ecologies, however, there are forces within and without a system that can coalesce to create a new alignment, arrangement, or configuration, or to make boundaries into assets.
In order to improve the connectivity across patchy landscapes, the patchwork needs to become activated, or a shifting system of patterns and changing arrangements must occur. The networks of corridor systems that define urban patchworks provide an important function in cities, however, these also function as edges and boundaries. In other words, corridor systems should also be read as edges, this would describe them as more complex urban structures. The ability for a patchwork to become active depends upon the structure of the edges between individual pieces and the structure of patches in play. To make patch and corridor landscapes of suburbs and cities more connected, the corridors must function as a system acting as part of a distribution network, but also as a system of permeable edges allowing for cross-flows, habitats, and sources/sinks. While both suburban and urban landscapes tend to be highly patchy, the suburb supports a functioning patchwork system more readily. The inner city is more resistant because of the relative impermeability of the patches and the high preponderance of rigid corridor networks. Unfortunately, urban patches tend to be inert, as they are functionally determined, and precisely bounded, they tend to exist as disconnected islands; they are the result of urban decision making, in particular the zoning of urban space. In order to generate flow and interconnectivity, the plethora of edges that subdivide cities must be softened, as every patch in a city has the potential to direct movement or flow. The control of flows has existed throughout the history of urbanization. Social structures have always operated through and against predetermined conduits, and electronic technologies are also able to operate in more diffused ways. The emergence of cross-flows, triggered by the reorganization of cities, will require the changing of boundaries, the harnessing of forces, and the operations of certain agents (such as urban governments, communities, design professionals, and individuals). As we expand the applicability of the powerful concepts of landscape ecology to contemporary cities, we embrace the notion that urban structures are both singular (in that they embrace spatial, temporal, social, affective, and material qualities) and infinitely complex. The ability to transform the existing structures of cities, will be briefly examined against the vital role of gardens and farms, as productive green space systems, in cities.
Gardens and Gardeners

The garden is traditionally, and fundamentally, a bounded piece of land devoted to the cultivation of plants, the garden is a place associated with fertility and since its inception has accumulated a broad set of meanings. The garden, and the gardener, emerged with the development of agricultural and urbanized cultures, as various pre-historic peoples abandoned, or were forced to abandon, hunter-gatherer modes of existence. For example, gardens were important in ancient Mesopotamian, Greek, Roman, and Aztec cities. The garden blends horticultural practices derived from farming, with the cultural or artistic aspirations of an urbanized society, often as a place of escape from the travails of the city. The garden is a complex place, it is a place of work, pleasure, recreation, entertainment, philosophy, art, science, love, education, and symbolism; the garden is often described as a paradise. Michel Foucault has described “heterotopic” spaces as those that are other, that lie “outside all places.” According to Foucault, heterotopias have a precise role in society, and various defining characteristics. One of these is the power of “juxtaposing in a single real place different spaces and locations that are incompatible with each other.” Foucault invokes the garden as representative of this quality.

The confluence of culture (city/urban) and agriculture (country/rural), that occurs in the garden, or the space of cultivation, underscores the fact that the garden is a product of urbanization, so it is paradoxical to describe urban gardens and parks as the antithesis of the city. Octavio Paz reminds us that there are direct links between cultivating the land and culture when he writes: “cultivating land means tilling it, working it to make it fruitful. Cultivating the mind or imparting culture to a people means improving them so they will bear fruit.” Paz’s statement affirms the fundamental relationship between gardens and cities, and the abiding connection to agriculture. Paz also suggests that it is the gardener who is the agent of this cultivation, the figure who plants, nourishes, and benefits from the garden, and that it is in the garden that the aspirations of an urbanized society are realized. As is evident from the long history of gardens, the garden unites town and country, the cultural and the earthly.
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Initially a garden was a private and defined space attached to a palace, monastery, or house. In ancient cities the garden was removed from the public realm, limited in its access and impact on the everyday life of the city. A rare exception occurred in ancient Athens where a sacred grove, the *Academus*, was the public place of philosophical discourse in the shade of trees. In the medieval city the garden was typically private, hidden behind walls, and yet the city was intimately connected to the country. The medieval city was a compact and dense urban form precisely related to its surroundings, a metaphorical garden, by the fortification walls. In some medieval cities there were common green spaces, such as the green in front of the cathedral at Wells in England, and the sporting grounds on the edge of London. Many utopian visions of the city since the Renaissance, have been based on, or incorporated gardens. By the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries large royal gardens and parks (a larger and simpler form of the garden) in European cities such as Paris and London were increasingly made public, folding the garden into the public space of the city. By the nineteenth century large urban parks, modeled after the English picturesque garden, became an essential aspect of cities throughout the world, following on from such famous parks as Central Park in New York City. In the urban park, which is in many ways a broader and simpler version of a garden, many aspects of the garden are lost, however, many new functions are also gained. There has been a very distinctive progression in the use and conception of urban parks, or green space systems, since the mid-nineteenth century. The development of the Garden City, as outlined above, is based on the concept of the garden.
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16 For example, Thomas More writes eloquently of a city, modeled after London, and defined by gardens, in his text *Utopia*: “They cultivate their gardens with great care, so that they have both vines, fruits, herbs, and flowers in them; and all is so well ordered, and so finely kept, that I never saw gardens anywhere that were so beautiful and fruitful as theirs. And this humour of ordering their gardens so well, is not only kept up with the pleasure they find in it, but also by emulation between the inhabitants of several streets, who vie with each other,” in F.R. White, ed., *Famous Utopias of the Renaissance* (New York: Hendricks House Inc., 1955), p. 46. See also C. Paul Christianson, *The Riverside Gardens of Thomas More’s London* (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2005); Christianson argues that More’s *Utopia* was effectively a depiction of London.
The history of the garden is a testimony to its enduring qualities. Many authors, since the early nineteenth century have written about both the practical aspects of the garden (and gardening), the cultural role that gardens have played, and the evolving design of gardens. An examination of some of the books written about gardening leads to a number of common themes. Gardening is typically portrayed as a solitary and reflective activity, and gardens are understood as places of craft, pleasure, contemplation, healing, celebration, and creativity. The gardener balances working in the garden, with an accumulating knowledge of horticultural practices, and a continuous struggle with nature representative of the human condition. Thomas C. Cooper notes that the “constitution of a gardener is a mercurial mixture of imagination and optimism.” Using the model of the seasons, so often found in texts on gardens, the following general observations can be made. During the dormant winter months gardeners tend both to celebrate the accomplishments of the past seasons, ensure the garden is well protected from the harshness of winter, and dream of the promises of the future. While for many, particularly in the northern climates, the winter months are quiet, a time of deep contemplation and maintenance, in warmer climates the garden lives year round. Many writers stress that gardeners are resilient, and that they are dreamers constantly re-imagining and planning for the spring months. Throughout the fitful spring months the cultivation of the earth is truly underway with the reemergence of greenery, and the planting of new vegetation; the spring also provides opportunities for reflection particularly during the periods of unstable weather common to this season. The mutability of the world is very evident during the spring months. Living with a degree of uncertainty, with the unfulfilled dreams of future possibilities, is something that all gardeners are familiar with. During the summer months, gardeners require both patience and presence. The sensual aspects of the garden are very strong during the summer months. The many fruits of a garden are very evident during this season, and a particular “mindfulness” is necessary as one begins to harvest a

19 Dreher, Inner Gardening, p. 5.
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21 Dreher, Inner Gardening, pp. 62-63.
22 Ibid., pp. 91-92.
Gardeners must be attuned to their plants in order to know when to properly harvest them. The changing seasons are underscored during the autumn months; this is the harvest season and the time for celebrating the harvest. It is a time of perseverance, a quality all gardeners possess. The harvests from a garden initiate various kinds of celebrations, from the personal to the shared. Throughout this season trees and shrubs are planted so that there are also new beginnings. It is also the time to clean up and protect the garden for the winter months.

In his book *Second Nature: A Gardener’s Education*, the contemporary American writer Michael Pollan provides a meditation on the relationship between humans and nature that is the basis for all gardens. He begins by stating that a garden is rooted in a specific place, he notes that gardeners accept contingency, and that they tend to the practical over the theoretical. Pollan notes that despite the anthropocentrism of gardening, gardeners tend to also be broadminded and enlightened, accepting wildness and unpredictability, and the interconnectedness of living organisms. Unlike the naturalist, gardeners are not romantic about nature. Pollan suggests that gardeners maintain a ‘quarrel’ with nature, and that this has been the basis for human urban cultures. He states:

The gardener in nature is that most artificial of creatures, a civilized human being: in control of his appetites, solicitous of nature, self-conscious and responsible, mindful of the past and the future, and at ease with the fundamental ambiguity of his predicament—which is that though he lives in nature, he is not strictly of nature. Further, he knows that neither his success nor his failure in this place is ordained. Nature is apparently indifferent to his fate, and this leaves him free—indeed, obliges him—to make his own way as best as he can.

Pollan argues that the anthropocentric nature of the garden means that as an operational structure the garden as a model has wide application. He argues that gardening can improve a piece of land, often creating diverse and rich eco-systems, that human interventions can be ecologically
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beneficial by imitating nature’s principles. The gardener is a creator of ecologies. In this sense the garden could provide a powerful paradigm of how urban cultures can operate, and how we can move forward as humans in addressing the many ecological challenges of contemporary globalism. This notion is underscored by the work of the British gardener Jennifer Owen who has studied the ecological aspects of a large suburban garden in Leicester, England over a fifteen-year period (1972-1986), and determined that such a garden can produce a diverse ecosystem. During the study she recorded 1782 species of animals, mainly insects, and 422 species of plants in the garden, she writes:

A typical garden is a complex mosaic of tall and low vegetation, of open spaces and shade, forming an intricately structured and extremely patchy environment. Contrived plant diversity and permanent succession are thus combined with extreme structural heterogeneity. Within a small area there are elements of meadow, woodland and other habitats, so closely juxtaposed that a garden can be considered as a system of ecotones....There are edges everywhere, between herbaceous borders and lawn, shrubbery ad path, vegetable patch and compost heap, and so on.

Owen underscores that gardens are complex artificial ecologies, and that even in a relatively small garden, it operates like larger ecologies influenced by the organization of the land, and the inherent boundaries contained within.

As the British ruralist H.J. Massingham, writing mainly in the 1930s and 1940s, pointed out, a garden is “the most fertile and productive place in the world,” and it is in the garden where true meaning of cultivation has been preserved, as this has been generally lost in farming. Gardens bring together a diverse range of elements and people into a creative endeavour. According to Massingham, and consistent with thinkers like Kropotkin and Carpenter, the true purpose of a garden is to produce a pleasurable kind of work, he wrote:
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Year in and year out it is nothing but work from morning to night. But it is work which continually sees the end in the means to achieve it. It satisfies the two primary needs of man, to nourish his body and delight his spirit. It is a perennial exercise of craftsmanship and freedom of choice and is the very base of reality.\textsuperscript{33}

Ultimately, Massingham saw gardening as a fusion of work and play. Further, he wrote that the gardener acts as a supervisor of a garden’s fertility, “the medium for this circulation between life and decay and renewal, nothing but an agent to secure its smooth functioning.”\textsuperscript{34} When a gardener takes his or her regular walk around their garden, it,

is something between a survey, a diurnal stocktaking, a strategical campaign, an examination paper and a ritual. His emotions, too, are a blend of satisfaction, anxiety, speculation, disappointment and pleased surprise. He is at once a paterfamilias, a purging dictator, a doctor going his rounds and a silent psalmist.\textsuperscript{35}

Describing the many kinds of disciplines inherently involved in gardening, Massingham wrote:

A garden is many things, a piece of man but also of nature, a text-book of economics, a stronghold of liberty, a means of safeguarding the principle of person, a vent of craftsmanship, a nurse of character, a condition of health and physical maintenance, a poem and a prayer: in brief a way of keeping body and soul together.\textsuperscript{36}

The nineteenth century American gardener Charles Dudley Warner, in his book \textit{My Summer in a Garden}, praised the soil and discussed the productive aspects and morality of gardening. He argued that the principal value of a garden is to teach the gardener “patience and philosophy, and the higher virtues…the garden thus becomes a moral agent, a test of character. As it was in the beginning.”\textsuperscript{37} The garden teaches the great lessons of life, along with giving pleasure, and being a place of production. Warner was enamoured with military metaphors, which are scattered
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throughout his book. In particular he described gardening as a battle with Nature, especially against weeds and pests. In his account of gardening the twentieth century Czech writer Karel Capek, like Warner, suggested that gardeners primarily cultivate the soil.\(^38\) Creating ideal soil involves digging, hoeing, and many other gardening tasks, along with creating the right mix of earth, compost, and the like. Capek wrote, using food metaphors:

> A good soil, like good food, must not be either too fat, or heavy, or cold, or wet, or dry, or greasy, or hard, or gritty, or raw; it ought to be like bread, like gingerbread, like a cake, like leavened dough; it should crumble, but not break into lumps; under the spade it ought to crack, but not to squelch; it must not make slabs, or blocks, or honeycombs, or dumplings; but, when you turn it over with a full spade, it ought to breathe with pleasure and fall into a fine and puffy tilth. That is a tasty and edible soil, cultured and noble, deep and moist, permeable, breathing and soft…\(^39\)

From this springs the garden. Capek also noted that along with the passion and eternal optimism of gardening, comes patience and a certain virtuousness.\(^40\) Like the farmer, the gardener, is intimately involved in cultivating a piece of the earth. The maintenance of a garden also involves watering, weeding, pruning, and controlling pests and disease. As S. Reynolds Hole stated, a garden brings something new everyday to the gardener, there “is always something worthy of his care and admiration, some new development of beauty, some fresh design to execute, some lesson to learn, some genial work to do”; the labour of gardening produces a gracious and healthy happiness.\(^41\)

Gardening is generally considered a morally pure activity, because through cultivation it provides instruction in productive labour, and instructs in the seasons and the cycles of life. It is an activity that attempts to manage a piece of land in a sustainable and ethical manner through disciplined hard work. Attuned to the weather and the seasons the gardener plants, nurtures, and reaps the benefits of his or her labour. All of the attributes of and actions associated with a garden anchor the gardener to a piece of land, to the rhythms of nature. The urban gardener
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contributes to a greater ecological awareness for those living in cities. The gardener, who occupies the middle ground between country and city, has been a vital figure throughout urban history, toiling to create and maintain islands and networks of greenery within the structure of cities. With the radical broadening of green space systems, since the mid-nineteenth century, we see that the gardener has had tremendous impact on the city. And yet, gardening is largely a solitary (although it can be performed in teams), or anonymous activity, and the gardener remains a mysterious, or shady, figure.

As an agent, the residential gardener typically operates in a small and enclosed space, or allotment, and tries to harmonize with the weather, the cycles of life, and the inevitable forces that conspire against him or her (storms, pests, drought, etc.). As an assemblage of elements, forces, organisms, spaces and agents, gardens have established a long history within certain constants. Following from assemblage theory, we can state that a garden is an evolving collection of organisms, practices, objects, effects, affects, expressions, responses, and the like. A garden is also a territoriality or set of territorialities. Gardens are part of a region, they depend upon local factors, but are also created, or artificial, ecologies. They bring together a complex set of forces (soil, water, climate, nutrients, organisms, spatialities, structures, etc.) under the careful management of a gardener. A garden requires a great deal of attention and labour, and can produce many things, often engendering a larger awareness of the operations of ecologies and societies. While gardening is often described in militaristic terms, as a battle against agents of destruction, it more resembles a contemplative activity involving the creation of artificial ecologies, or assemblages, of plantings, spaces, and temporalities. Gardens, are typically precisely bounded spaces, however there is always the potential to interconnect gardens into patchwork, or smooth space, matrices.

However, gardening, and agriculture, have over the last century become increasingly industrialized, heavily reliant on machinery and a wide variety of fertilizers, pesticides, and herbicides. The private gardener, so essential to the structure and ethos of the Garden City, has been effectively replaced by the landscaper, someone more concerned with maintaining a visually pleasing landscape. The typical suburbanite uses a plethora of techniques and services to create perfectly maintained landscapes. In particular the ubiquitous lawn, with its own distinct
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cultural history, now often signifies that there is merely a garden-like space. Suburban gardens have lost the many of the cultural qualities historically associated with gardens. While the pervasive sense of greenery, and the basic structural model found in the Garden City, has been retained, the ethos of the Garden City has been lost. The garden, actually and metaphorically, has been converted into a green space system that is more about appearance than any moral, civil, or existential potential, the ecological potential of the garden is largely negated. However, in recent years there has been a growing sense of the need for new ecologically responsible practices in cities. Ironically, the pervasive use of the garden as an urban model during the twentieth century has resulted in the loss of complexity historically associated with the garden.

Like the Garden City we can consider cities as either gardens, or complex ecologies, or as a tapestry of functions, only some of which are gardens and parks. Nevertheless, cities are ecologies of infrastructure, buildings, people and other organisms, social and political structures, and biological and environmental systems. All of these factors are found in the garden, cultivated through the actions of a gardener, shaping complex sets of forces and allowing for the element of chance; the gardener manages nature, does not control nature. Gardeners celebrate the vagaries of climate and weather, deriving a wide range of productive pleasures from their labours. Gardening demands responsibility. It is a continually evolving process as adjustments are continually made. But gardeners tend to be practical, they enjoy the constant cycle of labour associated with gardening, but change in the structure of a garden tends to be slow and incremental. And yet, an experienced gardener is able to create a relatively complex micro-ecology.

As an assemblage, the garden has material, expressive, and territorial roles that combine in continuously changing ways. The material aspect of assemblage theory according to Deleuze and Guattari, is expressed in machinic terms, and involves bodies, actions, passions, and technologies while the expressive aspect addresses language, actions, and statements involving the collective. Therefore, the material, or machinic, aspect of gardening organizes the physical and metaphysical labour that gardens require. All gardens are productive assemblages in that they are unpredictable, the gardener creatively operates within fields of continuously changing forces and
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processes, much like a painter. As an assemblage a garden unites a wide range of factors, players and spatialities into a changing set of intensities. As ecologies gardens are effective, and they are also strongly affective, describing the sounds emitted by various plants in the wind, Gertrude Jekyll wrote:

Nearly all trees in a gentle wind have a pleasant sound, but I confess to a distinct dislike to the noise of all the Poplars; feeling it to be painfully fussy, unrestful, and disturbing. On the other hand, how soothing and delightful is the murmur of Scotch Firs both near and far. And what pleasant muffled music is that of a wind-waved field of corn, and especially of ripe barley.\textsuperscript{44}

The sonic qualities of a garden are extended by the songs of birds; the presence of animals in a garden also provides vitality. The territorial aspects of gardens must be expanded to include greater ecological opportunities, and the continual spatial transformations in gardens produced by seasonal and designed change is a paradigm for generating more complex urban models. The many elements that factor into the creation and maintenance of a garden, likewise, are essential to what it produces in terms of ecological effects, colour affects, social and political opportunities, literary and aesthetic pleasures, food, interactions between a wide range of species, micro-climates, compost, etc. The gardener manages an infinitude of possibilities and draws great pleasure from his or her labour.

A garden tends to increase fertility, and ecological effectiveness, relative to surrounding urban, farm, or wilderness lands. While, resolutely local and regional, gardens have always engaged with imported species and techniques, part of their urban legacy. In urban environments where there is a high preponderance of gardens (suburbia, towns, some historic environments, etc.), then these help ameliorate general environmental conditions: heat dissipation, absorption of pollutants, support of other species, habitat for numerous organisms, etc. The garden as a model for the contemporary city, as a reinvestigation of the original Garden City, suggests that cities could be conceived as complex and evolving ecologies, richer than the land prior to urbanization. Gardens are productive and are able to manage waste, they are constantly modified to respond to

change. Gardens respond to seasonal and local factors, and can be spatially open. Parks, which are not as ecologically productive as small residential gardens, nevertheless, also help with overall urban ecologies. The heterotopic nature of the garden, a space that can unite the country with the city needs to be reinvested. The modernist open-space or green space system, as Galen Cranz notes, is now largely devoid of purpose. The urban park needs to be redefined as a garden for the collective, and the role of gardener also needs reconsideration. The public park is enjoyed by the society at large as an aesthetic experience, a moral territory, a recreational zone, a public space, or part of the biology of the city, all of which are part of what comprises a garden.

**Farms and Farmers**

William Conlogue defines agriculture as an activity that “bounds, arranges, and systematically transforms nature into something we can eat, wear, or otherwise utilize.” Conlogue recognizes that farming establishes boundaries on the land, and implies that it creates arrangements (assemblages) of practices, materials, agents, and land in order to produce. And yet, while farmers continuously confront uncertainty many of their practices are designed to overcome it. Describing agriculture as a process, J.A. Montmarquet has written:

Agriculture enhances certain basic processes or organic development through the deliberate manipulation of environmental variables. Through such manipulation, forms of plant and animal life are transformed into useable products for human life. The extent of this manipulation is more extensive than mere hunting or gathering, but cannot extend to the point that the farmer has become a mere technician or applied scientist.

Here, Montmarquet acknowledges the impact that agriculture has on the land, and that it establishes ecologies for the growing of food, and that this activity cannot be reduced to merely a technical exercise. However, since the nineteenth century farming has become increasingly industrialized in both the techniques used, and the way it is organized.
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Since the origins of agriculture, farming has been seen as promoting a set of basic virtues: “justice, honesty, independence, courage and a capacity for hard work.”\textsuperscript{48} There are various universal qualities associated with farming, which can be found in the writings of the noted American agrarianist Wendell Berry, and which will be drawn from in order to examine some of the operational aspects of agriculture. Berry defines a farmer in the following terms:

A competent farmer…has learned the disciplines necessary to go ahead on his own, as required by economic obligation, loyalty to his place, pride in his work. His workdays require the use of long experience and practiced judgment, for the failures of which he knows that he will suffer. His days do not begin and end by rule, but in response to necessity, interest, and obligation. They are not measured by the clock, but by the task and his endurance; they last as long as necessary or as long as he can work. He has mastered intricate formal patterns in ordering his work within the overlapping cycles—human and natural, controllable and uncontrollable—of the life a farm.\textsuperscript{49}

The rootedness to place is consistent with the history of urbanization, and the consequent striation of space. The dependence on experience and being able to respond to predictable and unpredictable forces are also inherent to cultivating land. Berry also makes intriguing observations about the gendered aspects of farming.\textsuperscript{50} The following statement by Berry is consistent with the Garden City tradition, and speaks of a certain kind of ecological agency: “the responsible consumer must also be in some way a producer. Out of his own resources and skills, he must be equal to some of his own needs.”\textsuperscript{51} This resonates with the emphasis at Letchworth on purchasing local agricultural produce and on making gardens places for growing food.

\textsuperscript{48} Ibid., p. 26.
\textsuperscript{49} W. Berry, \textit{The Unsettling of America: Culture and Agriculture} (San Francisco: Sierra Club Books, 1986), p. 44.
\textsuperscript{50} Berry writes: “The farmer, sometimes known as husbandman, is by definition half mother; the only question is how good a mother he or she is. And the land itself is not mother or father only, but both. Depending on crop and season, it is at one time receiver of seed, bearer and nurturer of young; at another, raiser of seed-stalk, bearer and shedder of seed. And in response to these changes, the farmer crosses back and forth from one zone of spousehood to another, first as planter and then as gatherer. Farmer and land are thus involved in a sort of dance in which the partners are always at opposite sexual poles, and the lead keeps changing: the farmer, as seed-bearer, causes growth; the land, as seed-bearer, causes the harvest.” Ibid., p. 8.
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As Berry states “food is a cultural product,” and that a healthy community “reveals the human necessities and human limits; the production of food clarifies our inescapable bonds to the earth and to each other.” He points out, by merely being consumers of food, as opposed to producers and consumers, we exist “as merely a conduit which channels the nutrients of the earth from the supermarket to the sewer.” This is an apt description of infrastructure systems, and how these bypass important ecological cycles. The production of waste, inherent to contemporary agriculture, has nothing to do with the original productive processes of agriculture. The sanitation, or “technological purification,” of the body has resulted in the general pollution of environments. Discussing the divide between urban and rural, Berry writes:

cities exist in competition with the country; they live upon a one-way movement of energies out of the countryside—food and fuel, manufacturing materials, human labor, intelligence, and talent. Very little of the energy is ever returned….Along with its glittering “consumer goods,” the modern city produces an equally characteristic outpouring of garbage and pollution….”

Berry’s late twentieth century writings on the state of agriculture resonate with issues surrounding cities and agriculture at the end of the nineteenth century, issues that the Garden City movement attempted to address. In his essay entitled “A Defense of the Family Farm,” which defends the role of the small farm, organized around the house and farmed by the inhabitants, Berry argues for the “responsible maintenance of the health and usability of the place.” Against the tendencies of industrial and corporate agriculture, the family farm depended on a long-term connection between the family and the land, it also demanded a commitment to labouring with the land, to produce a yield for both personal use and market. Farm living has provided, according to Berry, a healthiness and satisfaction for those family farmers, and ultimately a sensibility informed by sustainability; importantly the traditional family farm created a supportive, if dispersed, community. The writer and independent farmer David Mas
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Masumoto has written about the annual cycles of farming in an evocative manner. In his section on Spring he writes about the land and the importance of walking it:

the farmer walking his fields can feel the changing landscape beneath his boots, he can sense the temperature changes with the different densities of growth and smell the pollen of blooming clover or vetch or wildflowers. He appreciates the precarious character of nature. As if running your fingers over a finely crafted quilt, you can feel pattern upon pattern.\footnote{\textit{D. M. Masumoto, Epitaph for a Peach: Four Seasons on My Family Farm} (New York: Harper, 1995), p. 11.}

Like gardening, farming involves the manipulation, or “coaxing,” of nature, often on a large scale; it is an aspect of the striation of space that urban cultures construct. He suggests that traditional family farming, as opposed to corporate agriculture, is a contemplative activity attuned to the seasons. Historically a farm has been a working home. Writing about the seeming stability of farming, Masumoto states: “My world may seem unchanged to casual observers, but they are wrong. I now know this: if there’s a constant on these farms, it’s the constant of change.”\footnote{Ibid., p. 183.} Change is rapid for farmers and gardeners, particularly that brought on by changing weather, however, there are numerous other kinds of change that are often too subtle to be observed by those who do not farm or garden. The ability to react to change and uncertainty, and the construction of artificial ecologies, inherent to both farming and gardening, provides opportunities for moving towards more sustainable environments. The nature of agricultural labour, as described by Massingham, Berry, and Masumoto is virtually identical to the way that gardening has been typically described. These authors describe more traditional practices, that involved a direct and productive working relationship with the land, as opposed to the exploitive techniques often used in large scale agricultural operations. Unlike gardening, farming is a business that involves intense work and employment, with the production of food as its primary result. They both involve the continuous working of land; as in any artificial ecology it is about establishing a dynamic balance between all the forces at play. Unlike a typical garden, a farm tends to produce a simple ecology, based on fields planted with a single crop, often with a loss of indigenous species.

\footnote{Ibid., pp. 164-5.}
\footnote{Ibid., p. 47.}
Like gardening, many writers on agriculture stress the importance of productive labour. They also note that these activities involve accumulating knowledge, and a creative element; they are creative forms of production. Peter Hallward, discussing the creative impetus in the work of Deleuze, writes:

Deleuze presumes that being is creativity. Creativity is what there is and it creates all that there can be. Individual facets of being are differentiated as so many distinct acts of creation. Every biological or social configuration is a creation, and so is every sensation, statement or concept. All these things are creations in their own right, immediately, and not merely on account of their interactions with other things.⁶²

Farming and gardening can, therefore, be understood as creative forms of labour, participating in the continuous making of assemblages of planting, seasons, practices, and spaces. This affirms the role of farmers and gardeners as creative agents participating in the large ecological forces that shape environments. Implied in this, is a critique of industrialized forms of agriculture. The Garden City, with its emphasis on local farmers providing for local markets, is a testimony of this; the civic and creative aspect of productive labour was at the heart of the movement.

With the advent of industrialized farming in the late nineteenth century there has been a steady erosion of the family farm, replaced by increasingly larger corporate farms. David Orr argues that a “new agrarianism” will need to emerge if environmental challenges are going to be addressed. In a manner reminiscent of the Garden City movement he suggests that there will be a return to local marketing of produce, farms will become smaller and more diverse, and the “new agrarianism will be powered by sunlight, not fossil fuels, and agriculture will become part of a larger strategy aimed at conserving soil and storing carbon....the new agrarianism in some way will have to acknowledge that we remain hunter-gatherers by temperament.”⁶³ Orr suggests that farming needs to be promoted as a worthwhile and enjoyable way of living. The continuous expansion of cities has resulted in encroachment on agricultural lands, and a blurring of the divide between city and country. However, as more agriculture is established within city limits and peri-urban conditions grow, the result will be a landscape with a tapestry of uses including

residential, commercial, agricultural, industrial, and recreational uses, or a continuous patchwork of development that could result in effective ecologies, a condition reminiscent of Wright’s Broadacre City project. The Garden City attempted to address many of these issues with bounded urban development, the common ownership of land, and rejuvenated local agriculture. The city and the country reflect differences in the intensity and density of occupation and function; in the country there is a greater distance between people. The common connection between farming, gardening, and the concept for the Garden City is a unified notion regarding the productive role of labour, and a concerted effort to overcome the divide between city and country. Berry argues that contemporary society, driven by large economic interests, is “based on a series of radical disconnections between body and soul, husband and wife, marriage and community, community and earth.” He suggests that farming as a form of work, feeds the body in many healthy ways. Elsewhere, Berry discusses what he describes as “good” work, or work that is the “enactment of connections.” There is no doubt a traditionalist, or nostalgic, aspect to Berry’s critique, however, he has exposed some of the deeper operational problems in the urban-rural system. Berry raises a number of key points in his description, particularly with regard to the complex knowledge that farming requires, knowledge that is passed down through farming cultures. However, there are also some conventional ideas about farming that Berry propagates that can be challenged. Firstly, the famous independence of the farmer can be questioned, as farming has always operated within complex economic, social and ecological systems. The interdependence between cities and farms is an example, in that cities are the primary markets for produce, and cities tend to be where the innovations in farming practice occur. Secondly, Berry alludes to the constant struggle that farming (and gardening) entails, the battle against markets, pests, weather, etc. The militaristic references often employed in writings on gardening and farming seem to be worn out metaphors. The notion that gardening and farming are confrontational activities, involving continuous battle or struggle, negates the historic role of these activities. As writers like Pollan and Berry underscore, when practiced in an ethical manner, gardening and farming are inherently ecological activities, resulting in managed and complex landscapes. While farming has always been an integral aspect of urbanization, until the
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emergence of the Garden City, gardening played a minor role and occupied a small territory; the Garden City attempted to radicalize the role of gardening and the spatiality of the garden.
6. THE LEGACY OF LETCHWORTH GARDEN CITY

As a complex assemblage of assemblages, the Garden City drew together many ideas and forces that were operating in British society at the end of the nineteenth century. Factors as wide-ranging as labour improvement, land reform, housing design, gardening, agricultural practices, community development, infrastructure planning, site design, governance, development and financing, and technology. Many aspects of twentieth century urban planning were conceived or refined at Letchworth, many ideas that have been both developed and rejected in subsequent iterations of Garden City thinking. The first decade at Letchworth was an experiment in both the social and structural organization of a small town, some of the specific concepts employed at Letchworth include: the concept of the agricultural belt or greenbelt, architectural controls, the emphasis on relatively low density housing with gardens, the attempt to use gardening as a civic activity, the emphasis on improving the working conditions of agricultural and industrial workers, social and community planning, the development of distinct neighbourhoods, and the zoning of functions. Developed during a time of social, political and economic upheaval the Garden City produced new territorial arrangements, and attempted new forms of urban agency.

Despite the many social and political reforms contained in the model, it also represents a modern, and scientific approach to urban development.

The standard criticism of the Garden City movement, and the developments that would follow, is that there is no urban vitality in Garden Cities, and that like all small communities, social life is provincially dull and amateurish. In other words, there is no real intensity, or creativity, such as one would find in a large and dense city. The typical critique of the Garden City has also revolved around its low-density settlement patterns, which is seen as wasteful and inefficient. The Garden City is also directly linked to the explosion of urban sprawl after World War II, which remains controversial as the original model was intended to counter the uncontrolled expansion of cities. The Garden City stands in opposition to the contemporary focus on high density compact cities and traditional notions of the public realm. There is no doubt that The Garden City places emphasis on the commodious home and garden, over vital public space. The critique emerged as early as 1913 when A.T. Edwards argued that the Garden City was “a revolt against civilisation,”² and has been repeated many times since. And yet the ideals embodied in the model have been remarkably enduring. A community is, at any given time, an assemblage of bodies, structures, passions, actions, practices, expressions, and territories that results in some productive force. What does Letchworth innovate, through the particularities of its assemblages, particularly during the period 1903-1913?

**Innovation and the Early Garden City**

There is no doubt that the answer to this question is that the early Garden City was in many ways innovative. As noted above the legacy has had both positive and negative effects on subsequent urban development. As an assemblage, the Garden City functions as an abstract machine that involves content, expression, and territoriality. The efforts of the founders of the movement drew together many influences, as Howard so transparently demonstrated, resulting in many productive concepts. Letchworth was based on a set of ideas and diagrams drawn together by Howard, and implemented by others. As the historical record demonstrates the first decade involved much trial and error on the part of the founders. Howard’s model synthesized many
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factors into various diagrams that produced many outcomes, some short-lived and some longer
term. Fundamentally, the Garden City, as an assemblage, attempted to develop a new town, a
community that reconceived the inter-connection between town and country and many of the
commonly held assumptions about urban design. There is no doubt that Howard proposed
comprehensive social reform, however, as the Garden City movement developed, the focus
narrowed to that of physical planning, which remains a problem with urban planning and design
today. Further, the Garden City, even as manifested at Letchworth, was a total concept.

However, much of the enduring legacy of the movement has been ideas selected from the model,
and inappropriately applied. ³ This has included aspects such as the Garden suburb, the greenbelt
as a device for bounding cities, and the emphasis on the single-family house and garden. Each of
these concepts, when poorly applied, has often resulted in exacerbating urban problems.

A number of proponents and historians of the Garden City movement have attempted to
define the innovative aspects of the model. Describing the Garden City pattern, the advocate F.J.
Osborn summarized the Garden City in the following terms:

towns of limited size, of controlled density, on a background of safeguarded countryside;
towns where people live near work, with planned industrial zones; towns which are real
communities of all classes, fully equipped for social life; towns with gardens and open
space; towns in which architectural control aims at harmony in diversity. And as a means to
these ends, unified landownership of large areas, with leasehold control to maintain good
planning.⁴

This succinct description by a key proponent of the Garden City, sums up its essential
components. Complementing this description Osborn listed what he believed to be the main
innovations of Howard’s Garden City as: 1) planned dispersal, 2) limit of town-size, 3)
amenities, 4) town and country relationship, 5) planning control, 6) neighbourhoods, 7) unified
landownership, and 8) municipal and co-operative enterprise.⁵ All of these fall into general
categories of planning and administration, and underscore Howards’s key concepts. As Osborn

³ See S.V. Ward, “Ebenezer Howard: His Life and Times,” in K.C. Parsons and D. Schuyler, eds., From Garden
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stated, these include the commitment to relocating populations from both the city and the country to the Garden City, limiting the size of the community, providing a quality of living (including housing, open space, recreational and cultural opportunities) not found in either the city or country for those of modest means, addressing the historic rift between urban and rural areas, providing comprehensive mechanisms for the planning and management of towns and regions, conceiving of a community that functions from the micro (house and garden) to the macro (region) scale in a continuum, providing a common ownership of land that benefits all, and creating a local and shared form of governance. From Osborn’s list we can suggest that the comprehensive planning of a town remains an enduring legacy of the Garden City, an almost obsessive control of all aspects of the design from interior space design, architectural controls, careful infrastructure design, the design of vistas, to the functional organization of the town. These would become the hallmarks of twentieth century, often resulting in over-planned environments. It is worth noting that Osborn fails to mention the importance of green space in the design of Garden City.

Writing in 1949, Purdom discussed the successes and failures in the development of Letchworth. The location of the town presented challenges, and the financial structure of the development was always tenuous as Letchworth was a private venture. Purdom suggested that the board of directors was often fragmented and lacked a concerted direction, resulting in inertia and poor administrative mechanisms. Despite a lack of presence in the public imagination after World War I enough was realized at Letchworth in the first decade to demonstrate the fundamental concepts of the Garden City. Ward points to what he considers a series of failures in Howard’s vision, these include: the inability to establish a system of collective ownership of land, the lowering of density at Letchworth from Howard’s original proposal, the emphasis at Letchworth in planning over community building, the social hierarchies employed in the organization of Letchworth, and the functional zoning of the town. There is no doubt that while the original Garden City movement realized only two towns, Ward notes that the Garden City model had strong international influence on planning from the 1920s to the 1950s when it came under attack from figures such as Jane Jacobs. More recently it has come back into favour with the rise of New Urbanism on one hand, and the move to sustainable communities on the other.

After the initial decade the development of the town was interrupted by World War I, and difficulties in securing financing remained. Eventually the establishment of a second town at Welwyn Garden City in 1920 would also divert attention from Letchworth. Slowly, Letchworth became more conventional in its operation, although this is also due to the fact that many ideas developed at Letchworth became common practice. Mervyn Miller, who has extensively documented the history of Letchworth, suggests that the key innovations of the enterprise were simplicity and directness of Howard’s ideas, the broad appeal of the concepts, the use of existing techniques, the employment of professionals in its early execution, and the persistently pragmatic approach of the founders. Miller addresses the agencies required for the establishment of the community, including the early investors, designers, and pioneering settlers, and also underscores the notion that the pragmatic tone of Howard’s writings was an essential element in the enterprise; in other words, as an assemblage his book was highly successful.

The historian Walter L. Creese, in his detailed study of the Garden City and its influence, also identified a number of key ideas, including: using the village as a model for the town; implementing the picturesque design of townscapes; the density of the town; the careful design of road systems (for example, the use of cul-de-sacs); and the attention to site. Creese draws attention to a number of further innovations, including that the design of Letchworth “called attention to the ground as a distinct entity in itself” and “that the sequence of planning, from house to the community, to the region and thence the whole country could seem a more apposite process and that the planner’s skill ought to be increasingly needed as the units enlarged.” Creese notes that Unwin, in particular, used the village as a social and formal model for town design, was committed to understanding the past and championing the Middle Ages, and emphasized beauty in designing communities. Creese also identifies specific innovations for the Garden City movement, beyond Parker and Unwin’s concept of “twelve houses to the acre” and “nothing gained by overcrowding”; these include “the side path and internal circulation, the cul-de-sac, the superblock, the curving street, the tree-lined verge, the closing and opening vista, the varied setbacks, climatological and focal siting, and any number of other refinements in the
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disposition of houses and buildings within a given setting." He also identifies four general benefits of Garden City design:

(a) It called attention to the ground as a distinct entity in itself, not merely a quantity waiting to be “improved” by structures; (b) it meant that the sequence of planning, from house to the community, to the region and thence the whole country could seem a more apposite process and that the planner’s skill ought to be increasingly needed as the units enlarged; (c) it proved that the petty tyranny of the street over the home, or the opposite, as happened in early Leeds, could be restrained if other elements of urban composition could be better interpreted; (d) it indicated that visual planning was at its best when it was understood as an adjustment of solids, voids, edges, planes, and directions.

Creese’s assessment includes many of the visual factors that influenced the design of early Letchworth, but he also focuses on functional and structural aspects of the design. The emphasis on careful assessment of the site, the planning of infrastructure, the consideration of the relationship between house (individual) and town (collective), and between town and country, were all vital innovations. Creese underscores the aesthetic and site specific aspects of Letchworth’s design, the detailed attention paid by the designers to picturesque compositional affects, or the high degree of integration across scales.

Discussing the choice of architectural style by the various architects involved in early Letchworth, Creese writes that the town “was architecturally an event in the hunt for a more deeply rooted and authentic folk life.” Parker and Unwin’s house designs drew from the English cottage tradition, and focused on simple execution, strong connection to environment, and careful design of the living environment. The Parker and Unwin firm were very committed to the design of quality and healthy housing for the poor. This included a strong relationship to the outside. For example, Unwin discussed the value of gardening in an 1897 speech, when he stated that gardeners through the act of gardening often receive “more education than from many
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books.” The housing of the working classes in cottages (attached and detached), rather than in higher density forms of housing was integral to the entire design of Letchworth. The houses had to be inexpensive, functionally planned, minimum in area and volume, and undecorated. In their essay “The Art of Building a Home,” written by Parker and Unwin in 1901, they addressed functional planning, art and simplicity, practical details, and the harmonious clustering of groups of cottages. Both Unwin and M.H. Baillie Scott advocated for a single, simple, and flexible living space in the design of small cottages to accommodate family functions, with separated bedrooms. This is further testimony to the notion that Howard’s text was a starting point for an exercise that allowed various contributors to innovate, particularly the Parker and Unwin practice. There is also the question as to whether or not the Arts and Crafts vision employed at Letchworth, with its nostalgic overtones and picturesque qualities, was really consistent with Howard’s vision?

Among the many innovations developed at Letchworth, are those such as the agricultural belt (green belt) that have been widely discussed, and those that have not been as extensively examined, such as the role of gardening in the development of the model. The emphasis on a range of green space types was implied by Howard, but fully developed in the Parker and Unwin scheme. This meant that the gardener, always a presence in cities, was to take a central role. Some recent authors note that the Garden City is a precursor to contemporary interests in the sustainable, or ecological, city. Features such as the agricultural belt (growth boundary), compact size, good transit linkages, abundant green space and vegetation, agriculture, gardening, neighbourhood design, and site specific design are all consistent with current thinking. However, other factors, such as the low density of the overall development, have consistently linked the Garden City to the subsequent worldwide development in suburban environments. As many advocates have argued, the Garden City was intended to be a self-sufficient satellite community, not merely a bedroom community. At Letchworth this is clearly the case, however, in subsequent developments, such as Hampstead Garden Suburb and Welwyn Garden City, this no longer was upheld. However, like any urban model, and particularly one that has had such widespread
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influence on urban developments throughout the twentieth century, it is important to test some of
the original assumptions against contemporary ideas of innovative productivity (assemblage
theory) and urban ecology. The main innovations of the early Garden City movement can be
distilled down to those that involve agencies (including the roles of Howard, the designers, and
gardeners), and territoriality (zoning, open space, and continuities across scales).

**Agency: Administrators, Gardeners, and Farmers**

During the establishment of Letchworth a number of key agents were brought together
motivated by the ideas embedded in Howard’s text. This involved individuals on one hand, with
a wide range of skills, including figures such as the gardener and farmer who were considered
vital to the creation of the model. On the other hand, the establishment of a new town required
setting up various administrative agencies to implement the overall plan. Cities have always
employed complex administrative systems, these have tended to be hierarchical and
authoritative, organized by departments with clear boundaries and specific tasks. Nevertheless,
beyond individual and organizational actions, there is also the potential in urban structures for a
system to self-organize, or to generate unexpected arrangements or productions. The definition
of organizational systems, and the type of boundary mechanisms employed will determine how
effective a bureaucracy will be in managing the operations of a town. As DeLanda notes this has
to do with actual, and perceived, forms of jurisdiction\(^{18}\); jurisdiction has material (bureaucrats,
buildings, etc.), expressive (legal codes, procedures, record keeping, etc.), and territorial
components. These kind of organizational structures can result in conflicts between jurisdictions,
inefficiency, or inaction.

In his original text, Howard devoted much to the financing of the Garden City, to questions
of land ownership and rent, and to the administration of the town, throughout it is evident that he
was very suspicious of the role of the State in British society, as he went to great lengths to
describe a community that was collectively held, this was to be achieved through the charging of
land rents that would provide the financial means for building and maintaining the town. Howard
suggested that “progressive” organizations could likely rise above common aspirations, and that
it “is probable that the government of a community can never reach a higher tone or work on a

higher plane than the average sense of that community demands and enforces.”19 He further argued that communities would be well served by those with a higher sense of “social duty.”20 Howard believed that Communism and Socialism held many important values, however, he also championed the role of the Individual, so that idiosyncratically, he advocated for a system that was strong collectively and supported the individual; this reflected Howard’s strong pragmatism.21 Therefore, as a response to Howard’s own political views and the land nationalization movement the Garden City attempted to demonstrate that the common ownership of land (through a commonly held Garden City company which is the only landlord), and rents based on land, would result in a more egalitarian society. Rent would be collected by trustees who would manage any debts, and who would work with the Board of Management to undertake municipal works, and the like.

Out of necessity, the development of the administrative structures for Letchworth was based on contemporary business models; the Board of Management would consist of a Central Council and various Departments (Public Control, Engineering, and Social Purposes). Howard believed his model, although conventional in commercial terms, would be better at “carrying out the will of the people.”22 Howard described a clear hierarchy in the functioning of the various entities (council, departments, and groups). Describing Diagram No. 5 that laid out the organization, he wrote: “At the centre is the Central Council with its ample powers of co-ordination and financial control, upon which body sit the chief officers of all the public departments.”23 The organization had a conventional zoning of groups by function, with boundaries defined for each. Purdom provided a succinct description of the company and its structure:

19 E. Howard, To-Morrow: A Peaceful Path to Real Reform (London: Routledge, 2003), p. 82.
20 Ibid.
21 Ibid., pp. 94-101. Deleuze and Guattari’s concept of the assemblage is effectively apolitical, however, assemblages are often political in nature. Deleuze and Guattari, were typically considered to be leftist thinkers, however, Deleuze’s political position in particular is complex. Unlike Howard, they did not advocate for the concept of the individual, believing more in collective assemblages. However, like Howard, Deleuze and Guattari attacked the concept of the State, however, they supported the concept of nomadic organizations, and localized (micropolitical) systems. Focusing on the concept of “power,” in the context of Deleuze and Guattari’s political position, it can be described as being “conceived as the basic interaction of pluralistic, local, differential and productive forces that provide much more diverse and heterogeneous effects than those that could be identified along the conflictual, striated lines of institutionalised social actors and conflicts.” R. Krause and M. Rölli, “Micropolitical Associations,” in I. Buchanan and N. Thoburn, eds., Deleuze and Politics (Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press, 2008), p. 241.
22 Ibid. p. 68.
23 Ibid., p. 91.
The First Garden City, Ltd., which is the owner of the freehold of the land on which the town is built, as well as the organisation which has developed the place and provided its public services, is a joint-stock company registered under the Companies Acts. It is governed by a memorandum of association, which is practically unalterable, and by articles of association, which may be altered at any time by its members, and contain the regulations for the conduct of the company’s affairs.\(^\text{24}\)

All the financing for the venture was raised from private investors. There were chronic difficulties in raising capital, and limits were placed on returns on investment (dividends), which were intended to discourage speculation. Three committees (finance, building and letting, and engineering) managed the business of the company, these roughly equated to Howard’s original structure. The directors of the company met with the consultative committee of the shareholders (which in 1913 numbered 2400) three times a year. Through this structure, and its staff, the company undertook the following operations:

In addition to being the ground landlord, the company provides and manages the gas, water, electrical, sewage disposal works, has its own gravel and sand pits, constructs its own roads and buildings, manages farms, a hotel, a public omnibus, and swimming bath, and maintains open spaces. It also passes plans and inspects all new buildings.\(^\text{25}\)

Therefore, despite the many of the novel ideas contained in Howard’s vision, the town, as a private enterprise undertaking, followed business and municipal conventions of the day. The major difference being that it did so largely outside of the typical governmental support that similarly sized towns in Britain would have enjoyed; the town was eventually nationalized in the early 1960s.\(^\text{26}\) The years of struggle to secure adequate capital to finance the development, tended to compromise some of the key aspects of the scheme. Howard’s focus on land rents was one of the innovations of the vision, however, his financial model was quickly abandoned after the establishment of Letchworth and replaced with more typical forms of rent management.


Beyond the formal governance of the Garden City, Howard proposed various other kinds of agency including: the Semi-Municipal Group which included such enterprises as markets, the Pro-Municipal Group that included educational, medical, and financial organizations, and the Co-operative Financial Group that included businesses, farms, clubs, factories, and homes. Howard noted the vital role of philanthropic, charitable, religious, educational, and other agencies in the development of a town. When it came to building houses Howard stressed the importance of lenders, particularly co-operative societies, against the practices of speculative builders. The development of Letchworth as a private enterprise undertaking, is testimony to Howard’s distrust of government, to this end, the various companies were formed and managed by forward thinking industrialists, lawyers, members of Parliament, gentry, and the like. The various early figures that coalesced around Howard and the Garden City concept became the agents of the Garden City movement, a group very devoted to implementing the ideas set out in text.

However, Letchworth was not always well served by its administrative system, with key figures not completely committed to the development of Letchworth and its ideals, particularly Thomas Adams’ successor W.H. Gaunt, who was the estate manager from 1906 to 1917. This resulted in many compromises. Further, according to Purdom, the Board of Directors was disconnected from the day-to-day operations of the town, often resulting in poor, or highly conventional, decisions being made. Nevertheless, a number of individuals would be instrumental in establishing Letchworth. A vital figure in the implementation of Letchworth was Sir Ralph Neville (1848-1918), a prominent barrister, who was the first Chairman of the Garden City Pioneer Company, and the subsequent First Garden City, Ltd. It was he that turned many of Howard’s ideas into a practical reality, including establishing a more conventional approach to leasing land from that outlined by Howard. Various early members of the Board including Aneurin Williams, and the industrialist Edward Cadbury were also instrumental figures. Neville hired Adams, as the first full-time secretary, who also played a key role in both the early development of Letchworth, and subsequently in the dissemination of Garden City principles. Both Neville and Adams resigned from the initiative in 1906, which was a blow to the momentum of the project. Purdom, as noted above, was an early employee of the Garden City

company, and would also be a lifelong advocate. Other important figures included Parker and Unwin, whose firm produced the plan, and many building designs for Letchworth. These men were instrumental in establishing the first Garden City, as Howard’s role was effectively reduced to a symbolic one. During World War I a struggle for control of the Garden City movement occurred in which both Purdom and F.J. Osborn (1885-1978) were vital figures. It was during this period that Osborn joined the movement, initiating what became a lifelong devotion to the cause. Later on there would be many other key promoters, including Lewis Mumford.

Also essential to Letchworth’s viability were the many pioneering inhabitants who came to the town in the first decade, some attracted by its idealistic vision, and others out of necessity. This raises the question of the community as a complex set of assemblages, each with its own participants, organizational codes, and structures; do these play a productive role in a community, or merely propagate already established practices? The early pioneers at Letchworth brought with them ideals that influenced their modes of work, recreation, religion, and lifestyle, which led to the formation of societies, institutions, and organizations. The layout of the town also invoked the role of various activities such as gardening, farming, and recreation; these provided an important communal life for a town relatively devoid of cultural opportunities. What Letchworth lacked in urban vitality it tried to make up for in other ways. However, the highly regulated and planned nature of Letchworth tended, as much as possible, to eliminate the unexpected, or the spontaneous. Systems were carefully arranged to function efficiently, as was the functionally clear organization of the town. For example, despite the efforts of the founders, the working and middle classes were largely segregated in space and time. Further, the emphasis placed on the private realm of the home at Letchworth, what Sennett has called the “tyranny of intimacy,” was essential to the model. The careful design of residential and adjoining garden environments was primary, somewhat paradoxically the private realm, through labour, was to create a kind of community. However, as a self-organizing system, or productive set of assemblages, there is no doubt that there occurred at Letchworth during its first decade, many social and communal opportunities; these ranged from church groups, recreational and cultural organizations, to political associations. Like Howard’s text, the controlled infrastructure of the town, produced during Leetchworth’s first decade many experiments in community building.

With respect to the general question of agency, and finances at Letchworth, Hall and Ward write:

We have seen that, ever since Howard’s day, these interrelated questions have proved some of the most intractable: we [the British] have never been able to devise a solution that successfully combined public and private agencies and financing, and we have never, from Letchworth onward, come near Howard’s vision of a self-governing, self-financing commonwealth.\(^{30}\)

By avoiding, at least initially, the support of the British state, and operating as a private company, Letchworth tended to function as a commercial enterprise. The enterprise began as a company, however, this led to inevitable conflicts between those trying to uphold the vision of the Garden City movement, and financial realities. The company directors were often charged as being “paternalistic” towards residents.\(^{31}\) There were, no doubt, socialist and extremists among the population who conflicted with the business interests of both the company and some of the industries that moved to Letchworth; this was also reflected in attitudes displayed by some of the Garden City company staff towards more eccentric members of the community. As noted above, the Garden City emerged at a time when many social and political reforms were underway. Science was invoked in planning, and the professions, including planning, were becoming more authoritative and active.\(^{32}\) The Town Planning and Housing Act, passed in 1909 by the British parliament, institutionalized modern town planning, and the Garden City movement was an integral part of this. This led to the formation of the Garden Cities and Town Planning Association in the same year. Buder argues that the various pressures put on the movement caused it to lose direction, he also cites a memorandum written by Adams in 1904, foreshadowing this, urging the movement to become broader in its approach.\(^{33}\)

At Letchworth, the ideas of Howard, inspired the birth of a movement, which would attract many followers. Howard was not a particularly inspirational figure, however, his text, despite its pragmatic tone, galvanized action; by focusing on issues of land, financing, and the like, his
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“utopian” vision struck a chord in early twentieth century British society. Howard was able to perceptively draw together a diverse set of ideas into his model for the Garden City, leaving it open enough for interpretation and transformation. Howard shaped a vision, with a set of diagrams, plans, and codes that were translated into a constructed and social reality as an experiment in integrated living. The results at Letchworth were not always spectacular, nevertheless many of the concepts were enduring and would be applied both selectively and comprehensively across the world. Therefore, it may be claimed that Howard and his key supporters, were philosophers of the contemporary city, employing science, observation, and invention in their pursuit of higher standards of living for the working and middle classes. Harnessing philanthropic private enterprise, which was key to the establishment of Letchworth, turned out to have enormous impact on subsequent urban legislation. Balancing public and private enterprise, and ensuring that the administrative model employed by the pioneers of early Letchworth was not too radical, inevitably led to the compromises noted above.

* * *

When it comes to the role of specific agents in the establishment of Letchworth, the gardener figured as the most prominent, and potentially the most innovative. The gardener was fundamentally embedded in Parker and Unwin’s plan, and implicit in Howard’s text. The Garden City attempted to unite country and town through the garden, particularly the space of the private residential garden and the physical act of gardening. The socialist emphasis on meaningful manual labour, as outlined by thinkers such as Carpenter and Kropotkin, would be translated by the Garden City movement into an ideal for active and communal participation in gardening. It must be remembered that much of the effort of the Garden City movement was directed at improving working conditions for both the urban and rural poor, and that enlightened manufacturers were integrated into Letchworth from the beginning. The Garden City, consistent with nineteenth century socialist thinking, attempted to reverse the trends created by the Industrial Revolution. Therefore, beyond providing good working conditions in the various factories attracted to Letchworth, was the expectation that the entire community would enjoy the

33 Ibid., p. 98.
benefits of gardening. This was integral to the model, and its employment of quality housing and generous gardens attached to each residence.

What is particularly innovative about the Garden City model was that, based on a celebration of rural life, an urban model was proposed where gardening was worked into the structure of the development; this was consistent with a widespread interest in “amateur” gardening in great Britain during the nineteenth and twentieth centuries.\textsuperscript{34} As reinforced by Unwin in his essay “Nothing Gained by Over-crowding!” this resulted in a low-density urban fabric with an emphasis on single-family homes each with its own front and rear gardens.\textsuperscript{35} The lowering of density and the reconfiguring of the design of blocks resulted in larger private gardens, neighbourhood green spaces, and a reduction in the amount of road surface. In Unwin’s essay, there are two important diagrams that he provided: the first shows a comparison between a typical bylaw street pattern and the superblock pattern developed for Letchworth; the second compares the land allocated to gardens (including recreation ground), houses, and roadways in the two schemes. In the second scheme, as employed at Letchworth, there is a dramatic reduction in area devoted to houses and roadway, and a significant increase in space for gardens and community space. This clearly reflected the emphasis on gardening as a vital activity, and the figure of the gardener, in the plan of the Garden City.

At Letchworth Parker and Unwin took into account many factors in the design of the town, however, one of the strong guiding principles was the desire to achieve picturesque effects in the design of streets, plantings, and buildings. Unwin made the following statement regarding the interconnection between the individual and the community:

\begin{quote}
The gardener, like the architect, has fixed his eye too exclusively on the individual plot; he has thought too much of the bulbs in his own individual beds. We need to think of the street, the district, the town as larger wholes, and find a glorious function and a worthy guidance for the decorative treatment of each plot and each house in so designing them that they shall
\end{quote}

contribute to some total effect. For is it not a finer thing to be part of a great whole than to be merely a showy unit among a multitude of other units?\textsuperscript{36}

Unwin equated the gardener with the architect, and charged both with looking at the whole effect. While he tended to emphasize the visual and the picturesque, there is the implication of broader thinking, including the importance of site planning. In his chapter on this subject in his text, he argued for the careful survey of the site, and for the preservation of key features, including views and existing vegetation; he addressed in detail site and the orientation of buildings to the sun for best exposure. He also devoted much text to density, shape and size of plots, and the siting of buildings. He argued for the long narrow plot, as used at Letchworth, which allowed the garden to have ground “in the most valuable position; and having one long dimension, good vistas may be developed....”\textsuperscript{37} Unwin also advocated for the use of architectural controls to ensure both harmony of colours and materials, and to guide the overall composition of buildings for public effect. He concluded his book on town planning with a discussion of the strengths and weakness of by-laws. As an example of controlling environments he noted that the design of fences and entrance gates must be submitted to the company for approval, and if adjacent landowners mutually agreed then they could choose not to have a fence or hedge.\textsuperscript{38}

At the end of the nineteenth century there was not the ecological knowledge that we have today. Still, there was a belief that the city could be a garden, comprised of gardens, within a larger system of gardens (or farms). The gardener was put forward as an ideal urban figure by the Garden City movement, due to the vital labour involved. In the Garden City, gardening would provide a moral basis for a society, and reconcile the divide between country (agriculture) and the city. In his account of Letchworth’s first decade, Purdom gave further insight into the role that gardening was intended to play in the Garden City community. Gardening was promoted as an activity that was meant to involve the majority of citizens, and to be an activity that had moral and physical benefit. Purdom wrote that a garden is good for “exercise, for sleeping in, for lovers, for children, for cats, for the spending of money, and…gardening.”\textsuperscript{39} He recognized that the garden is a complex construct, able to support many activities and structures; a garden is

\textsuperscript{37} Ibid., p. 350.
\textsuperscript{38} See Purdom, \textit{The Garden City}, p. 305.
ornamental and useful, a place for repose and for growing food, it is the place of both poets and the cultivator. At Letchworth every house had a garden and the occupants of the house were required to keep the garden in order. If a garden was not properly maintained the Garden City company would put the garden in order, the cost charged to the lessee. Those who disliked gardening would have had to employ a gardener. However, according to Purdom a garden “is irresistible to the man of wholesome mind,” and provided both individual and civic pride, as the mark of a “complete citizen.” Gardening was understood as a vital leisure time activity, a relief from a hard day’s work, combining the best of the country and of the city. At Letchworth gardening was such an important civic duty that there were formal classes in gardening offered to children at the school. The town was understood by Garden City advocates as a “community of gardeners.” A community brought together by gardening,

and taught the virtues of patience and resourcefulness which come from the cultivation of nature, will, in the development of its social consciousness, acquire the strong qualities of mind and body which will fit it to experiment and adventure, without which our common life becomes stagnant. The occupations of the garden provide excellent training for the world and the government of affairs. They add to dignity and self-confidence, and cause men to think for themselves.

In other words, the lessons learned in the solitary act of gardening were transferable to entire community, as a set of shared values; it is this balance between individualism and community that Howard argued for. By 1913, H.D. Pearsall, Chairman of the Howard Cottage Society Ltd., reporting on the building of cottages at Letchworth affirmed that gardening was actively pursued by residents of the working-class cottages. He wrote:

All the cottages have gardens. Some are larger than others, to provide both for the enthusiastic gardeners (who are many) and for the few who dislike gardening. But the
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average size is one-twelfth of an acre, and in the large majority of cases they are well
cultivated and filled with flowers and vegetables, often yielding all the vegetables for the
need of the family.\textsuperscript{45}

Beyond providing a place for honest labour, gardens were also intended to provide working-class
families with a significant amount of their annual food.

The controlled size of Letchworth, and the widespread cultivation of greenery, in both
public and private spaces and at a variety of scales, led to the development of an environment
characterized by what Purdom has described as “open space,” a spatial system that is a refuge
from the “restrictions of the town.”\textsuperscript{46} Purdom argued that this was a comprehensive spatial idea
that pervaded the town, supported by the extensive role of green space, throughout the
community. At Letchworth, green space became generalized.\textsuperscript{47} The continuity of green space
from outlying farm through to private gardens in town was proposed as a unifying factor,
breaking down historic divisions and creating interconnectivity, and yet also providing legibility
between elements. The radical notion that the city could become a community of gardeners,
extended the idea of the rural village into a general model of urbanization. The preponderance of
greenery and green space, provided an ecological overlay to the engineered infrastructural
systems on and below the surface of the earth.

Beyond the private residential garden there are series of green space types that contribute the
openness of the Letchworth plan, and the continuities of greenery. The centre of the community
is occupied by a small town square (which has never been fully realized), formal green spaces
along the Broadway, and conventional “high” streets with shops. The centre is surrounded by
various neighbourhoods, areas for factory sites, and green spaces such as Norton Common. The
residential neighbourhoods (originally conceived by Howard as wards) support small public
green spaces and the private gardens, finally the entire town is encircled by an agricultural belt
(or greenbelt). All of this was intended to give the inhabitant the sense of living in the country,
and in an environment that is healthy and clean. Therefore, five types of green space can be
identified: 1) the agricultural belt which allows for the preservation of agricultural activities
adjacent to the town and acts as a thick green boundary, and includes some institutional and

\textsuperscript{45} Ibid., p. 262.
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recreational uses; 2) the central square and adjacent green spaces, which is not significantly
different from a traditional town centre; 3) public parks, such as Howard Park and Norton
Common; 4) neighbourhood common areas; and 5) private gardens modeled after the rural
cottage garden. The major green space innovations were the agricultural belt, and the emphasis
on private gardens and the act of gardening. Letchworth was conceived around the experience of
being in a garden, at both the intimate level of the private garden and at the communal level of
the town.

The various kinds of green space found at Letchworth tended to align with different kinds of
gardeners, although the residential gardener remained the most prominent. Historically, there
have been various types of gardeners involved in cities: 1) the gardener as a designer, someone
who conceives of a garden (who has evolved into the landscape architect) or urban landscape; 2)
the gardener as an administrator overseeing a park or green space system (the head gardener or
parks planner); 3) the menial gardener in the employ of someone else, typically tending a garden
or park for an aristocrat or a municipality; and 4) the private or individual gardener who looks
after their own small private garden or allotment, typically adjacent to a house, or who maintains
a communal garden such as found in a monastery. In Letchworth we find all of these, the
homeowner who gardened during “leisure” time, those who managed the municipal green
spaces, and the designers of the community. This emphasis placed on the gardener by the early
Garden City movement meant that the gardener emerged as an important urban figure, what was
intended to be a counter to the more obvious figures of the boulevardier and the flâneur
associated with the radical transformation of Paris during the latter half of nineteenth century, or
the subsequent emergence of figures such as the automobiliste and athlete associated with
various modernist visions of the city put forward during and after World War I, such as those
developed by the Futurists and Le Corbusier. These nineteenth century figures represented the
sophisticated urbanite occupying the traditional spaces of the city, such as the street and the
square, while the early twentieth century figures represented the romanticism associated with the
advent of mechanical technologies and the development of high volume transportation systems.
Beyond the international Garden City movement, the gardener (or cultivator) would be vital to
Le Corbusier’s Ville Contemporaine project of 1922, which, although it focused transportation
and athleticism, also included a Garden City element and provisions for gardening; Le Corbusier,
while critical of the traditionalism of the Garden City movement, clearly borrowed ideas from
Another, although unrelated, example, was Frank Lloyd Wright’s agrarian city vision captured in his Broadacres project of the 1930s where homeowners were expected to actively cultivate one acre parcels of land. More direct descendents of the Garden City such as the British New Towns developments after 1946, borrowed ideas but de-emphasized the role of gardening. The New Towns were in many ways closer to the post World War II suburbia, bedroom communities that lacked the integration and intended self-sufficiency of Garden Cities. The gardener, working in the relative isolation of a private plot, lacks the public presence associated with some of the urban figures noted here. The gardener remains in the background, in effect the missing figure in the development of the city in the twentieth century, which has derived so many ideas from the Garden City movement. Ultimately the gardener made a brief appearance and has been largely forgotten.

The garden was understood, by the advocates of the Garden City, as a complex space which integrated labour, country, town, pleasure, and moral and civil education. Gardening is a contemplative activity involving the creation of artificial ecologies, or assemblages, of plantings, spaces, and temporalities. As noted above gardens are reliant on labour, and produce many things. The garden assemblages at Letchworth operated closely with the house, to create a unit that varied in size, function, and economics, but were fundamentally the same, driven by the influential domestic design principles of the Arts and Crafts movement. These embraced a full vision of living that encompassed work and leisure, defining everything from furnishings, interior arrangements, morality, to the organization of plantings in the garden; these units aggregated into neighbourhoods, and the town as a whole. The residential gardens at Letchworth, tended to be strongly bounded, and were subject to a gendered and functional difference between front and rear gardens. Despite some of the social theories embraced by proponents of the early Garden City, the organization of both interior domestic and garden space followed traditional gender lines with the kitchen and rear garden clearly defined as a women’s realm, while men tended to the front garden.

As Kropotkin and Carpenter suggest the labour involved in gardening is a manual, intellectual, and creative activity; the creativity inherent to gardening is consistent with Deleuze and Guttari’s emphasis on innovation. To consider a Garden City, such as Letchworth, as a
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multitude of assemblages, refers to the machinic, linguistic, and territorial processes of the town, and the creative or productive aspect. The expressive aspect of the garden as an assemblage involves semiotic and linguistic factors, and in the case of Letchworth reflecting the collective aspirations of the community. These factors, along with the territorial innovations of the Garden City, had an innovative dimension that would inspire further experiments around the world. As the Garden City movement stressed, the lower densities and economics of land development were shaped to give all houses a garden. In order to reorganize the spatiality of gardens requires acts of deterritorialization, or destabilizing or shifting boundaries, and reterritorialization. Gardens are usually defined by fences, walls, or hedges, however, there is always the potential to interconnect gardens into larger ecological systems. To some extent this was achieved in that successions of gardens can link together to create an ecological matrix, which also participates with the various public green spaces in the town and the encircling agricultural belt. The agricultural belt has created an urban growth boundary, but did not fundamentally change the relationship of the town to the country as it was intended to do. Although many boundary systems were employed at Letchworth, these would have enhanced, impeded, and blocked a wide range of flows, including water, air, energy, nutrients, and organisms. A city or a town disturbs and modifies surface flows the most, having lesser effects on subsurface and supersurface flows; for example, the strict segregation of land was a hallmark of the Letchworth legacy, as will be examined below.

While the Garden City was premised on a rich understanding of the garden and gardening, subsequent models both affirm and deviate from this agenda. With the radical broadening of green space systems, during the twentieth century, we can suggest that the gardener has had tremendous impact on the development of the city. And yet, gardening is largely a solitary and anonymous activity, the gardener remains an under appreciated figure despite its long association with the history of cities. The Garden City concept that the city could become a community of gardeners, extended the idea of the rural village into a general model of urbanization, but it would also degenerate into a suburban condition where the garden is effectively no longer an essential element. To some extent this began with the design of the highly influential Hampstead Garden Suburb in London, founded in 1907, by Parker and Unwin, where the central role of gardening was abandoned. Further, the development of Garden Suburbs would undermine the
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self-sufficiency inherent in the Garden City model. Rather than cultivated landscapes, urban green spaces have become maintained landscapes. Ebenezer Howard's vision of the Garden City has produced a complex legacy. On the one hand are the many green space typologies that have emerged since the nineteenth century. On the other hand the notion of a community of gardeners has not been systematically developed as a concept. However, while the Garden City has often been linked to suburbia, as Lewis Mumford, and others, have argued the contemporary suburban model has fundamental differences from the ideals of the Garden City. The Garden City was always conceived of as a self-contained settlement with all the amenities, not merely an appendage to a central city.

The city as a garden, comprised of gardens, remains a powerful analogue for the ecological, or sustainable, city. The gardener could reappear as a real urban figure, not an anonymous member of the maintenance crew. The extensive provision of green space, both at the public and private level, in the Garden City model meant that gardening was given a general role in society not seen before in an urban, or quasi-urban, model. Ebenezer Howard's vision of the Garden City has produced a complex legacy. On the one hand are the many green space typologies that have emerged since the nineteenth century including greenbelts, greenwebs, and greenways. On the other hand the notion of a community of gardeners has been largely abandoned. If we consider the concepts presented above regarding agency against the operations of the early Garden City, we can make the following observations. The private garden is a complex and productive cultural and horticultural space, it is situated between the farm and the square and resonates with creativity, freedom, innovation, and cultivation. Conversely, urban gardens and parks blend individual, bureaucratic, and self-ordering types of agency. Since the nineteenth century cities globally have increasingly incorporated a range of green space typologies from the private garden, comprehensive park systems, to encircling greenbelts. Each typology captures some aspect of the primal garden, these spaces have become part of the complex ecologies of cities, and will increasingly need to be integrated as cities strive to find new ways of addressing the current environmental crisis.

The role of farming in the Garden City model was intended to be a vital one, a key part of the attempt to unite the country and the town. With similarities to gardening, farming focuses more on the production of food as it typically occurs at a larger scale and lacks, since the emergence of industrialization, the complex cultural associations linked to gardens. Nevertheless, farming requires specific methods, tools, and infrastructure, and has its own history. From 1880 until the outbreak of World War I, agriculture in Britain experienced a depression, as cheap produce was available from abroad, this resulted in fewer farms, a reduction in agricultural land, and the implementation of new practices. During this period of agricultural uncertainty the Garden City movement emerged. At Letchworth a concerted effort was made to involve (and reinvigorate) the agricultural community that was both displaced by the town, and surrounded the town. This was attempted at Letchworth by establishing a community that, through various mechanisms, including providing a local market for farm produce, was integrated with agriculture; however, this met with little success. Letchworth, while taking advantage of cheap agricultural land and depressed farms, was intended to provide a stable market for local agricultural producers, both those occupying the agricultural belt and paying rent to the Garden City company, and those farmers in surrounding areas. The agricultural belt encompassed land for farms and allotments under the ownership of the company, providing an inter-zone between town and country. While widely adopted during the twentieth century, the agricultural belt, or greenbelt, has not emerged as a strategy as agriculturally productive as originally envisaged. Beyond preserving agricultural and undeveloped land, and providing a green edge to cities it remains a rather static urban device.

Between 1700 and 1880 there were many significant developments in British agriculture, including the systematic enclosure of land, the advent of mechanized farming, developments in land reclamation, new crops, and new practices in land and livestock management that produced greater and more reliable yields. The advances in farming techniques during this period were consistent with the general technological advances of the Industrial Revolution. Before the
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enclosure of land in Britain beginning in 1760, agriculture was more flexible and open to those without significant capital, as Orwin notes:

The flexibility of farming in the open fields produced holdings of all sizes [and shapes] that could be broken up and reassembled to suit the changing capacities of the various members of the community.\(^{55}\)

As he points out, this pre-industrial system resulted in farmers highly knowledgeable in the manual aspects of farming, but less knowledgeable about the science and economics of agriculture.\(^{56}\) The application of both industrial and scientific methods to farming radically transformed agricultural practices during the nineteenth century. Further, forces arose during this period that transformed agriculture into a global system. The many continuing challenges faced by farmers tended to make them cautious as a group, averse to risk. The plight of rural workers, many of whom were driven into the cities seeking employment, was a central aspect of the Industrial Revolution, ameliorating the resulting living conditions in early industrial cities was a major preoccupation of the Garden City movement.

Among the major aims of the Garden City the revitalization of local agriculture, and improving the standards of living for farm workers (together with those of industrial workers). Orwin divides these into “servants” who typically lived on the farm and enjoyed a degree of employment security, and day labourers who were employed as required. This applied to both men and women, and resulted in different types of work between the two groups. The male servants were “the carters, waggoners or horseman, the shepherds and the cowmen” while male and female day labourers were involved “with field work of all kinds, hedging and ditching, hay-making and harvest...dung-spreading, and so on.”\(^{57}\) Female farm servants “were occupied mainly with work in the house or dairy, but milking in the fields and cowsheds, and tending calves, pigs and poultry, came also within their sphere.”\(^{58}\) As Orwin points out farm workers tended to be behind industrial workers with respect to employment standards, particularly day labourers.\(^{59}\) This led to the formation of the National Agricultural Labourers’ Union in 1872, however, it
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struggled to be an effective agent of reform. By the twentieth century this tradition of farm labouring had largely disappeared in Britain, replaced by the wage-earning farm worker.

In the Introduction to his text Howard acknowledged the challenges of restoring people to the land against the strong attraction of the city. Within the limits of the town various kinds of agricultural enterprise were expected to occur within the agricultural belt, including large farms, small-holdings, and allotments. He wrote:

the natural competition of these various methods of agriculture, tested by the willingness of occupiers to offer the highest rent to the municipality, tending to bring the about the best system of husbandry, or, what is probable, the best systems adapted for various purposes. Thus it is easily conceivable that it may prove advantageous to grow wheat in very large fields, involving united action under a capitalist farmer, or by a body of co-operators; while the cultivation of vegetables, fruits, and flowers, which requires closer and more personal care, and more of the artistic and inventive faculty, may be best dealt with by individuals...\textsuperscript{60}

As Howard noted, a primary purpose of the agricultural belt was to produce revenue for the town through the charging of rents. This would be higher than before the town was established due to the creation of a local market, and the provision of fertilizer in the form of treated sewage from the town; this would create a cycle of wealth that involved improving land and a captive market for produce. Howard believed that farm tenants in the agricultural belt would be prepared to pay a higher rent due to the amenities provided by the Garden City.

In 1903, the proponents of the first Garden City were able to assemble a group of adjoining parcels of land (estates) at a good price for the subsequent development of the town. The land acquisition was carried out in a discrete and quick manner. On October 9, 1903 a formal opening was held which included shareholders and various dignitaries. The estates that were purchased were occupied by various tenants, so that as the development of the town progressed these agreements were managed in order to minimize revenue losses.\textsuperscript{61} During the first years relations had to be established between the company (that had no public authority) and surrounding towns, and exiting local authorities. For example, the land that was purchased was part of three existing
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parishes (Letchworth, Norton, and Willian); in 1907 these were amalgamated into a single civic parish. Despite the best of intentions, the introduction of a new town into a quiet and undeveloped rural area, created tensions between the Garden City and local communities.\(^{62}\)

On September 10, 1904 a conference was held at Letchworth on the subject of the “Garden City in Relation to Agriculture,” at which Thomas Adams delivered a paper, and a number of key people were attendance, including Ebenezer Howard. Mr. Alderman Winifrey made remarks regarding experiments in putting people back onto the land in Lincolnshire, beginning in 1899. Those experiments involved farm labourers becoming tenants of small holdings, much as proposed at Letchworth, which had proved after five years to be very successful in retaining people on the land.\(^{63}\) The plan for Letchworth called for a variety of scales of agricultural operation; studies of practices in Denmark, by the Garden City group, affirmed the concept of small holdings, which were seen as a way for some citizens to be self-supporting.\(^{64}\) In his book *Garden City and Agriculture: How to Solve the Problem of Rural Depopulation* published in 1905, Adams outlined the issues surrounding rural depopulation, and defines the basic elements of the Garden City; he discussed how the Garden City would revive the local agriculture “by bringing a market to the door of the farmers, providing security of tenure, establishing small holdings, promoting co-operation, and giving the labourer accessibility to the social attractions of the town.”\(^{65}\) Adams argued that urban over-crowding is more a problem of poor planning, than of urbanization per se, he wrote: “The fact that people huddle together in slums is not a result of industrial concentration; it is due to the fact that the concentration has not been properly controlled or directed.”\(^{66}\) Further, Adams stated that the two primary causes of over-crowding in cities are “the lack of public control over the building of towns, the planning of streets, the provision of air space, etc.” and the “scarcity and dearness of land, due to the system of land tenure and the natural selfishness of the urban landlord.”\(^{67}\) Labourers leave the country for the town, because they want improvement for themselves and their children, the labourer “is educated above the petty tyranny of the village, the long unbroken hours of labour, the lack of
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opportunity, and the insanitary cottage.”

At the beginning of the twentieth century in Britain there were many factors that contributed to the agricultural depression, including the lack of capital, the lack of education in farming methods, the lack of good affordable housing, and the loss of traditional small rural industries.

Addressing Howard’s original text, and the concept of the “agricultural belt” Adams suggested that the belt would not effect a new relationship between the town and country in and of itself. Rather, the “really great advantage of the Garden City scheme is the opportunity it provides for establishing a just and equitable system of tenure, and for giving the labourer a personal interest in the land.”

According to Adams the agricultural belt, rather than the Garden City in general, was designed to:

1. To convert as much land as practicable into small holdings...
2. To encourage agricultural labourers to acquire small holdings, and the factory workers to cultivate allotments or gardens...
3. To promote co-operation among the tenants...
4. To promote technical education and provide advice...
5. To give long leases and equitable conditions of tenure, and to encourage tenants to invest capital in improvements and housing accommodation.
6. To establish credit banks in order to give small holders financial assistance.
7. To encourage the development of suitable small industries in the villages.
8. To provide up-to-date facilities such as water supply under pressure, siding accommodation, good roads, etc., for increasing the productiveness of the soil, and for promoting the rural industries.

This list of objectives for the agricultural belt was never realized in practice, however, it describes the union of land, labour, infrastructure, and community that was the basis of the Garden City. Further, the idea embedded in the Garden City that factory workers would devote themselves to gardening during their “spare time” was not fully realized. Adams argued that
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gardens and allotments can “produce wealth,” and that this is better than “dissipating both time and money in the public-house.” Consistent with the reformist agenda of the period, Adams wrote: “The marriage of town and country effected by Garden City will not only improve the physique of the factory worker, it will improve the intelligence and character of the rural labourer.” He cited examples of small holding and co-operative associations throughout England. Adams suggested, following Howard, that the agricultural estate (or belt) be divided between large farms, small holdings or allotments, rural residences (with over two acres of land), and public institutions. The most suitable types of agriculture would have been small dairy farms or market gardens. He discussed small holdings as both primary and secondary sources of income, and also describes the role of allotments. Adams wrote:

> It will generally be found that a factory worker or artisan who is engaged in a profitable industry cannot afford, and does not require from a health point of view, to cultivate more than an eighth of an acre. When ordinary farm land is first converted into garden land it requires patient, careful and skilful cultivation for two or three years.

However, as Michael Simpson points out in his biographical study of Thomas Adams, the rural policy of the Garden City struggled from the beginning in light of general living and working improvements in Britain, and the failure of the small holdings movement.

Beyond the production from residential gardens and allotments, Purdom described the produce from the agricultural belt in 1949 in the following terms:

> The chief products of the agricultural belt are fruit and dairy produce. A small amount of land is used for market gardening; but the land is not specifically suitable for this purpose, being, in the main, rather exposed and needing considerable ‘making.’ Apples, pears, and soft fruit are grown in quantity for the local market; it is not possible to tell to what precise
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extent the demands of the new town are met by the produce of the agricultural belt. That the area does not meet the needs of the town is certain.\textsuperscript{78}

Despite this, Purdom also suggested that the agricultural belt was an essential part of Letchworth’s economy and structure, and that by 1949 the original goals for the belt had been achieved, he wrote:

The effect of the garden city on agricultural life can already be seen at Letchworth, although the rural belt is the least developed part of the town. The agricultural population has been increased, the cultivation of the soil has enormously improved, wages are higher, and the condition of the farm worker, his outlook and interests, have been raised to the level of those of the town worker. On the other hand, the townsman and factory worker have been brought into immediate touch with the country.\textsuperscript{79}

The plan for Letchworth does not go as far as integrating farming into the structure of the town, although the growing of food was intended to occur in private gardens and in the agricultural belt. However, the presence of farming was evident in the compact size of the town, and the proximity of the surrounding farms to all parts of the town. This was particularly the case in the first decade as the town developed in a relatively haphazard way. By 1913 the agricultural belt, which originally comprised two thirds of the entire land area, supported 75 tenants working parcels of land of varying sizes; the rates of return and condition of the agriculture were deemed “satisfactory.”\textsuperscript{80} As Purdom stated the Garden City “does not, like other towns, destroy rural pursuits; it intensifies them.”\textsuperscript{81} Many of the original inhabitants came from cities, and had little or no knowledge of rural life, however, it was hoped that they would develop a country sensibility. An example of this was W.G. Furmston, the manager of the Skittles Inn, who left a factory job in London, and with his family, moved to Letchworth as one of the first tenants. He learned to manage a productive small holdings while maintaining his job, and would be
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considered an ideal example of the Letchworth social and economic experiment.82 In some cases, these early inhabitants attempted to express their opinions on farming practices and the like. While the agricultural belt supported a range of tenants and was strong in the production of dairy products, fruits, and vegetables, it did not truly integrate agriculture into the life of the town, nor provide the expected economic benefits that were hoped for in the original vision.

** * * *

Agency is inherent to the concept of assemblage (in French agencement), in that assemblages employ agents, both active and inactive, and the entire machinic construct should have agency, in that it has emergent properties. Here we have looked at both the role of specific agents in the development of the Garden City, and the agency inherent to various aspects of the model. When it comes to determining the most innovative agencing aspects of the early Garden City model we can look to Ebenezer Howard and his book, the role of the designers, and impact of the figure of the gardener. Ebenezer Howard by all accounts was a humble and rather unimpressive person, who was a good public speaker, but not well suited to the practicalities of developing a new town. Nevertheless, there is no denying the impact of his ideas, primarily through his famous book. As Deleuze and Guattari write, “an assemblage, in its multiplicity, necessarily acts on semiotic flows, material flows, and social flows simultaneously.”83 Ostensibly describing the writing of A Thousand Plateaus, they are also describing the role of a book as an assemblage. The neutrality in the writing and lack of detail in Howard’s text allowed it to be widely interpreted, the ideas embodied in Tomorrow: A Peaceful Path to Real Reform were realized by the architects and the team of specialists assembled to undertake the design and early development of Letchworth. It was the vision developed by Parker and Unwin, despite their relative lack of experience that galvanized the imaginations of town designers and builders around the world.

Beyond the designers who realized Howard’s ideas, were those who moved to Letchworth during the first years, pioneers who were often required to develop social systems and modes of
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practice. Notoriously, the original settlers who were involved in a frontier experiment, were often seen as radicals and eccentrics, however, as the town developed the population quickly normalized. During the first decade a hospital was built, churches and schools were established, businesses developed, and a wide range of cultural and recreational organizations emerged. Purdom noted that originally the principal arts of Letchworth were architecture and gardening, but these were quickly supplemented by other disciplines, particularly music, theatre, and the industrial arts, as inspired by the Arts and Crafts movement. The practice of the arts by “amateurs” was integral to the early life of the community, as was participation in sport. F.J. Osborn, who lived in Letchworth for five years, beginning in 1912, and for many years in Welwyn Garden City, has provided insights into the social and cultural life of the early Garden City. He noted that the population composition of the two towns was very similar to those in similarly sized towns in southern England. He further noted that the first pioneering years in both Garden Cities the social life was very active, although challenged by a lack of amenities. He addressed the common criticism of Garden Cities (and New Towns) that they are socially and culturally dull, by arguing that residents were nevertheless very active in a wide range of local activities from sports, cultural societies, political organizations, horticultural groups, etc. Osborn suggested that living in a small town demands more responsibility from those who are engaged in public life, and that the Garden Cities were generally tolerant places, not burdened with provincialism and parochialism; he acknowledged that some cultural amenities were lacking in both towns. Cities are managed by complex bureaucratic and political structures that provide systems of agency. As noted above, at Letchworth these tended to be relatively conventional, although they operated outside typical public systems of governance. The private nature of the enterprise was unique, although difficulties raising sufficient operating capital was endemic to the growth of Letchworth.

Traditionally we associate various figures as occupying the public realm, and others occupying the private. In the contemporary city these distinctions have become blurred, in particular as new urban figures have emerged. There is no doubt that while public spaces and amenities were provided at Letchworth, the emphasis was placed on the private house and
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garden. Traditionally, as Richard Sennett points out, the streets and squares of the city
represented all of society participating in a great public theatre, the “gathering of strangers,”
where everyone is both an actor and a spectator, performing roles based on their station in life.\textsuperscript{88}

Public space was a space of commerce, communication and movement. Prior to the twentieth
century, urban parks were places of leisure where one could see and be seen, be involved in
recreational activities, or merely enjoy nature.\textsuperscript{89} In the nineteenth century urban figures such as
the \textit{boulevardier} and the \textit{flâneur} were created. With the advent of the Garden City the gardener
became the dominant figure. In his scheme for the \textit{Ville Contemporaine} of 1922, Le Corbusier
promoted agricultural labour, or gardening, and athletic activities for the inhabitants, along with
automobile driving and café living; this occurred both in the terraces incorporated into the
residential units in the central areas, and on the ground in outlying “garden” communities. Frank
Lloyd Wright devised his Broadacres City project of the 1930s, where most of the inhabitants
were engaged in some sort of farming, a radicalization of Garden City ideals. In all of these
models traditional urban spaces have been largely abandoned as a way of addressing an
abhorrence for the ills of the nineteenth and early twentieth century industrialized city. From the
isolated park to the idea, expressed by Le Corbusier, that the “whole city is a park,” the radical
redefinition of cities and their relationships to the surrounding countryside had occurred. The
contemporary open space systems that cities have evolved extend from large formal parks, to
conservation areas, to a wide range of specific smaller types of park spaces. Beyond this are
many undefined open space types, including the green spaces that separate a wide range of urban
uses.

With respect to the concept of assemblage and agency, Letchworth activated the seeker of
alternative forms of living. Figures such as the gardener, the industrial worker, and the
agricultural worker, instead of the urbanite, were foregrounded. To varying degrees each of these
figures are the agents of striated space located in the garden, in the factory, on the farm, or on the
road. In an attempt to reduce the migration from rural areas to cities, Letchworth successfully
revitalized agriculture in the local area, and improved the lives of agricultural labourers by
providing better wages and social amenities.\textsuperscript{90} Letchworth was also designed to improve the lives
of industrial workers drawn to the community be either necessity or choice. Gardeners typically
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represent a rural, or pastoral, or even suburban, ideal; solitary figures toiling away in gardens or anonymously maintaining parks. And yet, the gardener and the garden can provide operational answers, as cities must increasingly face significant environmental challenges.

**Territoriality: Zoning, Boundaries, and Flows**

The structure of Letchworth as a planned town involved the careful organization of land by function, the employment of a wide range of boundary systems, and the management of flows through infrastructure. All of this was integrated and used advanced approaches for the day, and in a number of areas was pioneering. The idea of the “patch” as a defined piece of land, one that is bounded, and has a uniform structure is similar to concepts employed in modern urban zoning which define parcels of land by function, often resulting in urban environments that tend to be a patchwork of functionality, however, the overall patchiness of a system, and its latent structure as a patchwork, depends upon composition and scale. This is consistent with the history of urbanization, or as Deleuze and Guattari describe it, the striation of space, supported by hierarchical political, religious, and administrative organizations.91 Cities define territories by infrastructure (roads, canals, etc.), property, and topography in a manner that tends to be rigid, as opposed to the open and fluid territorial systems of nomadic cultures. Nevertheless, there has always been some kind of functional organization in cities, which separated religious, administrative, residential, and industrial functions, however, the systematic zoning of cities is a more recent phenomenon.

The early Garden City is associated with the development of functional zoning, implemented through the design of Letchworth which carefully organized the location of various uses (residential, industrial, commercial, institutional, etc.); these were then managed under the rent system that was employed. This approach controlled land use in a way that was intended to provide a rational method for organizing human settlements, and preserving the health of citizens. The notion of the regulation of city property began in France in the early nineteenth century, and became popular in Germany in the mid-nineteenth century. However, the advent of modern urban zoning occurred with the passing of the Town Planning Act in England in 1909, shortly after the establishment of Letchworth. By the early 1930s the United States and Germany

had embraced the concept of urban zoning to highest degree. As Adams wrote in 1932, the concept of zoning is,

the regulation by law of the uses of land (or) buildings, and of the height and density of buildings, in specific areas for the purpose of securing health, safety, convenience and general welfare. In practice the term “general welfare” includes regard for rights of property and economic considerations, and may also include aesthetic considerations when the public is prepared to support these as essential to its welfare.

According to Adams, zoning promotes the following “special values”: 1) “co-operation between local authorities and property owners,” 2) preventing “defective forms,” “excessive densities,” and “wrong uses of land,” 3) a basis for developing infrastructure, and 4) managing the quality of architectural design. The implementation of zoning, then leads to questions of how to address “non-conforming uses” and “relaxations.” Adams identified both “rigid” and “elastic” forms of zoning regimes. He suggested that North America has followed more rigid functional zoning of cities that tends to eliminate the historic blending of urban functions, whereas Britain, for example, evolved more flexible approaches, which has allowed for supplementary zoning measures. Adams recognized that elasticity in zoning had advantages, but he also noted that it is “particularly important that the boundaries of zones be fixed so as to prevent one area being developed to the injury of, or out of harmony with, an adjacent area.” This implies that urban boundaries are intended to be fixed and impermeable, a factor that tends to operate against elastic or flexible urban development. For example, a lack of elasticity in zoning practices is evident in “blighted” areas of cities, where zones that have become functionally or economically obsolete, often resulting in ineffective gaps in an urban fabric; this could be countered by more adaptive approaches to zoning change. As argued above, cities as artificial ecologies, require elasticity, both in the administration of regulations and in the structure of the land itself, however, this is often difficult to achieve in the face of land ownership issues and political challenges.

Unfortunately, the “scientific” approach to planning that was developed at Letchworth, and
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subsequently expanded upon with the establishment of the Garden Cities and Town Planning Association in 1909, resulted in a further striation of space, or the systematic segregation of urban functions. The increasing complexity of urban infrastructure and the development of modern industrial functions resulted in the widespread adoption of more systematic approaches to urban design and management. This created, in most cases, a rigid urban patchwork system, that is difficult to modify over time. The advent of modern zoning tends to create strong boundaries between urban functions, often resulting in urban zones that are mono-functional and disconnected.

At Letchworth the Parker and Unwin firm was supported by various engineers and employees of the company (reflecting the resources and expertise available), whereas, the implementation of the second Garden City at Welwyn, beginning in 1920, involved a large and organized team of specialists.\textsuperscript{97} Inherent to the often makeshift processes used at Letchworth, was a strong underlying commitment to the control of the planning of the town, the design of infrastructure, and the total aesthetic environment from architecture to landscape design. However, this control, as F.J. Osborn stated, required a balanced approach:

\begin{quote}
The value of well administered controls in protecting the amenities of a town cannot be doubted. But they have to be handled wisely and tactfully, as well as firmly, if they are to be effective without seeming to the controlled to be pettifogging or oppressive. What is objectionable and what is permissible is not a matter of estate economics only; public sentiment must be taken into account.\textsuperscript{98}
\end{quote}

The inherent danger in this approach to the design control of urban environments is that the end result will lack vitality. This control extended to limits on the kinds of businesses operated from private residences, and the creation and strict management of architectural design controls. The use of architectural controls at Letchworth was part of a comprehensive effort to orchestrate all aspects of the town’s design. Enforcing signage, additions, and gardens would be an ongoing challenge in the Garden City, where overall control was sought. For example, Osborn argued that the “proper care” of gardens should be enforced by housing estates, rather than the town, and that
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in his experience only 5-8% of gardens suffered from neglect, typically the front garden as the public face of a residence was more important to upkeep than the back gardens.\textsuperscript{99} Benevolo notes, the Garden City developed the concept of “townscape” design with its emphasis on the total public environment including plantings, furniture, permitted uses, control of signage, noise control, etc.\textsuperscript{100} Further, the Garden City extended this control to a model for a region, one that embraced agriculture. Manfredo Tafuri and Francesco Dal Co summarize that the Garden City achieved an approach that integrated across scales, they write:

the idea of the garden city introduced by Ebenezer Howard was at one and the same time the ultimate utopia and one of the first scientific models of urban planning on a territorial scale. Together with it rose a regionalistic conception that began to reach beyond the limited urban ambit to the much broader domain of the region as physical, economic, and social reality, and this quite apart from all ideal models.\textsuperscript{101}

The strongest element in this integrated conception was Howard’s emphasis on the “ward,” otherwise described as a “neighbourhood unit,”\textsuperscript{102} “superblock,” or “district.” As one of the distinct innovations of the Garden City this is the mediating structure between the residence, or dwelling, and the city as a whole. Benevolo writes, regarding the neighbourhood, or district, as a repeating element in the city, that:

The greatest complication lay in the fact that the problem of the city was a problem of maximum efficiency: here the problem was to give the community everything it needed to satisfy its various requirements; the problem of the district, on the other hand—if not understood in a purely quantitative sense—was a problem of gradation; it was a question of isolating a suitably-sized unit within the city itself and of seeing what services and what activities should be provided on this scale and what others on the larger scale relevant to the
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whole city. From this point of view it was irrelevant whether the district was made up of one-family houses or of intensively built multi-family blocks.\textsuperscript{103}

However, the concept of the neighbourhood, an important legacy of the Garden City, would also, to some extent, be its undoing. The concentration on well-planned residential neighbourhoods by Parker, and especially Unwin, produced a planning unit that could be widely applied to town and suburban schemes; it had particular appeal to the middle classes.\textsuperscript{104} This became the basis for suburban expansion, rather than the Garden City as a total concept.

If we examine one of the early neighbourhoods, or districts, at Letchworth we can determine its arrangement and function. It is the district defined by Howard Park to the West, the railway to the North, the Factory sites and Pixmore Avenue to the East, and Pixmore Way to the South, and includes the working class cottage estates of Bird’s Hill and Pixmore. By 1913 this neighbourhood was largely built, and beyond the residential uses, included a school and the Letchworth Hospital. As a functionally zoned area, it is conveniently adjacent to the factory or industrial zone, the park, which provided amenities, and to the nearby central shopping district and recreation grounds. These, as Unwin noted in \textit{Town Planning in Practice}, represented different approaches to organizing plots of land, and siting buildings. The Bird’s Hill’s section involved more irregular planning to accommodate a hill and views, whereas the Pixmore area was more regular.\textsuperscript{105} In the chapter entitled “Of Plots and the Spacing and Placing of Buildings and Fences,” Unwin demonstrated an integrated approach to site planning, transportation design, building placement, and the organization of interior spaces. This was designed to achieve a picturesque effect, with suitable street compositions and views from individual houses. Further, the total effort applied to the design of all aspects of the environment achieved a continuum between interior (including furnishings), building, garden, street, neighbourhood, town, and country. Unwin would argue that “civic art must be the expression of the community,”\textsuperscript{106} it must express the “common life and stimulate its inhabitants in their pursuit of the noble end.”\textsuperscript{107} Citing the medieval town as precedent, and following Sitte, Unwin became an international champion of the art of civic design. This involved the pursuit of a beauty based on an understanding of the
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mechanics of everyday life that could have a transformative effect on a community. This implies that a formal design processes, employing specific precedents and languages, can result in a design with rich communal potential. As noted by Benevolo, this integration across scales, was an important achievement of the Garden City, and was perfected by Parker and Unwin at Letchworth.

Accounts of the first decade at Letchworth stress the pioneering aspect and diversity of the community, and the many opportunities for social interaction to arise. Osborn who lived in Letchworth and Welwyn Garden City, has provided insights into the nature of social interactions in early Letchworth. He noted that both Garden Cities would eventually become very similar to comparable communities elsewhere in England. Writing about the early social life in the two Garden Cities, Osborn wrote:

Common to the social life of both towns is the background of a decent home for virtually every family, and local employment for most. At all times and everywhere the main interests of settled people, unless thwarted by environmental conditions, evolve around their homes, and to a less but important extent around their daily occupations. The fact that on the whole people live within a few minutes walk of their work adds to effective leisure time considerably. Community life expands outward from the home life and factory life....It follows that the amount of time the inhabitants devote to fortuitous assembly in the streets, restaurants and places of entertainment tends to be less than in a city where dwellings are cramped and unattractive and hold little emotional or cultural interest.

Here, Osborn argued, like Unwin, that it is the home (and garden) that are at the centre of communal life. He stated that even in Paris this is the case among the working classes who cannot afford the benefits of a great city. An active life that revolves around the family may lead to less intensity in the streets, but, as Osborn wrote, not necessarily less community activity. He also suggested that those who rely heavily on commercial entertainment for socialization are those that lack social encounters and community life. Instead he defended the notion of

---
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participating in local amateur sports and culture, against watching professional equivalents. This, of course, touches upon the common critique of the Garden City (as well as suburbia) from design elites that they are dull places to live; the model also reflects the focus placed on the home in Northern European and Anglo-Saxon cultures.

Reading a development map of Letchworth from 1913, indicates that the town was by then partially built out according to the Parker and Unwin plan. The Estate Boundary is clearly labeled, as are the various agricultural uses on the edges of the development. The various zones (institutional, commercial, industrial, residential, and recreational) are evident. These are typically defined by location and are segregated by roads. A slightly earlier map, from 1910, shows more clearly, as part of the development strategy the areas designated for Cottage Sites, sites for Workmen’s Cottages, Residential Sites, and Small Holdings, each targeted for a different socio-economic group. One significant criticism of the plan is the separation of residential neighbourhoods based on wealth and occupation, so that the working classes were always displaced from the middle classes, despite the egalitarian theories espoused by the movement. Further, the Factory Sites are also clearly labeled as the town strove to attract manufacturers. The neighbourhood units are well defined, incorporating a range of uses including common recreational spaces. The overall result is a coordinated set of land uses, or patches, organized to relate to one another dependent on the adjacency. The use of zoning introduces a patchwork system determined by function and location, and typically defined by transportation corridors. The preponderance of green space throughout Letchworth including gardens, parks, and the agricultural belt, provides a layer that acts like a green matrix, and which provides an ecological framework for the community. Along with zoning, important innovations of the early Garden City included the careful attention to the design and construction of inexpensive and commodious workers’ cottages, the neighbourhood unit, the agricultural belt, the emphasis on gardens, and the effort to retain land in common ownership. The concept of the town as a garden was a conscious part of the design, reflected in the broad streets, planned industry, the comprehensive planting of street trees, hedges, private gardens, and other forms of planting and greenspace.  

The industrial aspects of Letchworth were planned from the beginning, and included dedicated sites with good services and transportation, well-organized
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amenities, and high quality housing for the workers.\textsuperscript{112} The healthiness of the town was an important factor, but over time the inadequate rail service and lack of social opportunities would be detrimental to Letchworth. Examining the land issue and the Garden City, Benevolo writes:

If private speculation could be eliminated, the buildings could be set as far apart as needful and there could be open spaces everywhere; the stimulus to unlimited growth would also disappear and the size of the town could be suitably established so that the countryside was within walking distance.\textsuperscript{113}

The concept of a bounded self-sufficient community, in concert with a region, implies a certain ecological balance. However, as Benevolo notes, Letchworth was viable, but never fully self-sufficient and economic pressures led to the reduction in the land devoted to the agricultural belt, nevertheless, this did protect the limits of the garden city.\textsuperscript{114} The patchiness inherent to cities is reinforced in the early Garden City model, with its emphasis on defined functional zones that are bounded by corridor systems such as roads, and railway lines. However, the extensive use of green space, including gardens, street plantings, parks, and the agricultural belt, would soften the division between adjoining patches. In other words there is an elastic potential (as defined by both Adams and Scheer) contained within the low density fabric of the early Garden City, that in theory would allow for transformation over time through the modification of land functions and boundary changes. This is difficult to achieve within modern land tenure regimes, and may have been easier to implement under the common land ownership model originally envisioned by Howard, nevertheless, a reimagining of cities must be a continuous process, as Deleuze and Guattari point out a movement towards smooth space is always latent within striated spatial systems.\textsuperscript{115}

* * *
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The history of cities has involved the creation of strong edges, or boundaries. These include the traditional separation of country and city as defined by fortifications and gates, and the subdivision of land. The emergence of the Garden City model can be conceived of as a series of attempted deterritorializations and reterritorializations, in which traditional boundaries were both weakened and strengthened. This is reflected in the use of zoning methods, property systems, infrastructure, management systems, and the implementation of the agricultural belt. Firstly, the active zoning of the town into areas designated for largely mono-functional purposes (residential, industrial, commercial, recreational, etc.) required the implementation of internal boundaries. This has been referred to above. However, the widespread use of greenery, tended to soften the inherent boundary structures internal to the town. Purdom captured this aspect, in a description of the open spaces of Letchworth and their inter-relationships:

In the Garden City the characteristics of the open space belong to the town as a whole. When you walk about the town for the first time what you notice most is the spaciousness of the streets and the great width of the sky. The roadways are, if anything, rather narrower than in other towns, but the trees and greenswards and the distance between the houses make the streets a continuous open space, to which occasional shrubberies and beds of flowers give additional variety. Each street has a slightly different character, so that you may walk around the town and think yourself to be in a garden all the while. In every part of it you can hear, if you cannot see, the unmistakable signs of the open country. In the very heart of the town the pleasant noises of the farm are heard….There is no need for formal public gardens where this experience is shared by all….there is no occasion to mention parks and open spaces, for the mere idea of them never occurs to you.\(^{116}\)

What is striking about this passage is the emphasis on spatial openness, the presence of greenery, and the proximity of the surrounding farms. Rather than relying on the urban park as a localized phenomena, green space was conceived as being generalized and open, the town is conceived of as a garden. The use of formal park space was largely abandoned, a notion aided by the relatively small size of the community. In the Garden City a tapestry of gardens was created, a continuous carpet of greenery joined to the surrounding agricultural belt. The continuity of green space

systems and vegetation resulted in a green matrix that was layered over infrastructure systems, and was subject to the flows provided by climate and weather; this matrix tends towards creating a boundaryless condition. The extensive green systems inherent to the Garden City model, including the comprehensive planting of trees, did mitigate against the bounded structures of the city, and the engineered infrastructure systems; for example, continuous tree canopies effect heating and cooling in cities, and manage air pollutants, further, they influence air flows, and create habitats.

Secondly, the subdivision of land further strengthened the bounded conditions throughout the town design. Within the neighbourhood units, were further levels of boundary, that separated plots of land from one another. Recognizing that the English like to delineate their gardens (and properties) with fences, Unwin suggested that there is a need for “welding the plan of the site, the buildings, and the gardens, more and more into a complete whole.”117 This implies a kind of urban ecology, he further wrote:

With a co-operative society it is safe to count also on the common enjoyment of much of the garden space. It is, indeed, possible, even where houses are sold to individuals, to arrange some degree of associated use of gardens....there may be introduced into our town suburbs and villages that sense of being the outward expression of an orderly community of people, having intimate relations with one another, which undoubtedly is given in old English villages....118

While the Garden City company originally held land in common, leasing plots to individuals and businesses, the notion of private property still pervaded the organization of Letchworth.

Thirdly, the infrastructure systems employed to manage flows, including transportation, water supply, sewers, and power supply, tended to reinforce boundary systems. The transportation system, where conduits function also as boundaries, typically has a significant impact on the organization and functioning of land within a town or city. At Letchworth, of particular note was the railway that subdivided the town, but also provided a vital linkage; difficult to cross, it acted mainly as a conduit, although the right-of-way could also provide some
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habitat. As is typical the roadway network in the town, carefully designed aesthetically, also subdivided the town into zoned areas, and neighbourhoods. This created further levels of division within the structure of the town, and established differentiation between functions, and social classes.

Fourthly, and most significantly, the use of the “agricultural belt” (or greenbelt) attempted to deterritorialize and reterritorialize the traditional relationship between farmer and urbanite, and between city and country. The separation between city and country is addressed in a unified scheme, through the creation of a thick and fluctuating boundary condition designed to negotiate between the town and the surrounding agricultural land in a productive way. The agricultural belt also redefined the historic urban boundary or wall, as it mediates between the town and the surrounding agricultural land in a productive way. Describing the agricultural belt, Purdom wrote:

>This rural belt surrounds the town like the walls of a mediaeval city. It limits its boundaries, protects it from the attack of other towns, and preserves its shape and style. It also gives it finish and completedness. The ragged edges of the ordinary town…are not found in Garden City. There, where the town finishes the country begins….\textsuperscript{119}

In the nineteenth century, the “agricultural belt” (or “parkbelt” or “greenbelt”), developed as a concept for dealing with the edge, or mediating condition between town and country. While not invented by Ebenezer Howard, the agricultural belt was promoted by the Garden City movement, and considered an essential aspect of Garden City planning. The historical precedents for the agricultural belt, or greenbelt, were discussed by Osborn\textsuperscript{120} these include such notable precedents as the 1837 plan for Adelaide attributed to William Light, and Buckingham’s scheme for a model town. The agricultural belt was intended to give a precise edge to the town or city, to provide fresh air, act as a buffer from surrounding communities, and be used for the production of food.\textsuperscript{121} It was intended to support institutions, natural preserves, and rent paying farmers, typically small holdings. It was a way of limiting the growth of the town, of controlling land speculation on the edges of the town, and of stabilizing the value of land in the surrounding
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agricultural area. Purdom wrote that the agricultural belt “is a wide stretch of food-producing land surrounding the town retained as an integral part of the town’s economy.” The Garden City, as first manifested at Letchworth, was characterized by what Purdom described as “open space,” a spatial system that is a refuge from the “restrictions of the town.” He argued that this was a comprehensive spatial idea that pervaded the town. Along with pervasive greenery, two key aspects to the spaciousness of the town were Norton Common, seventy acres of woodland, and the agricultural belt around the community; two thirds of the land assembled for Letchworth was maintained as farms, orchards, parks, and small holdings. Supported by the compact size of the community, these features contributed to a continuity between town and country.

The agricultural belt, as a concept for uniting town and country, was an attempt to revolutionize the fundamental relationship between the two. As noted above, one of the major concepts for the development of the agricultural belt was to limit growth, and to eliminate the land speculation found on the edges of most towns. With a pre-determined population limit, Howard’s scheme involved the purchase of inexpensive agricultural land, and then through the common ownership of the town and the charging of rent based on land only, allowing the citizens of the town to benefit directly from the increased value placed on the land by urbanization. The controlled improvement of land was to produce dividends for the company, what Howard termed the “unearned increment.” The agricultural belt ensured that the land value for surrounding farms would remain relatively stable. Further, the agricultural belt was intended to redefine the farm and its relationship to the city. By developing a local market for farm products, the surrounding farms could be intensified. The historic dichotomy between the farmer and the urbanite or town-dweller (the manufacturer) was to be overcome. The growing of food at Letchworth occurred on farms, small holdings, and allotments within the agricultural belt, and in small private gardens adjacent to houses. According to H. Burr, Surveyor to the First Garden City, Ltd., writing in 1913, there were approximately 300 acres used for small holdings of 0.25 acres (or larger), and 12 acres held for allotment gardens. By 1949 the area devoted to allotments had grown to 71.5 acres, here the roles of the farmer and the gardener overlap.
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Therefore, the agricultural belt was conceived as a fixed spatial element that acted as a permeable filter, a habitat for agriculture and wildlife, a source of food, and a sink for waste. It generally, did not function as a conduit. The bounding of the community was to provide a town and country interface, but most importantly, to put an end to land speculation, and the endless creep of cities, an anti-sprawl device. Further, as Robert Fishman states:

The garden city was also limited in size in order to concentrate and intensify the life that took place within its limits. The garden city was not only an escape from the overcrowded, inhuman metropolis but also a new and higher locus of urbanity, a place where a genuinely urban complexity of activities could be carried out within a human-scaled container.\textsuperscript{127}

Fishman’s interpretation tends to counter the notion that the early Garden City was a lifeless form of settlement. He also argues that the bounding of the city opposed the early twentieth century tendency towards progress and expansion. Fishman also states that the model of a bounded community can avoid the high costs associated with the large metropolis, providing high quality environments and stable conditions for employers and workers alike.\textsuperscript{128} This model has worked, but has been undermined by the common disconnection between employment and residence (often linked to the automobile), and the uncertainties of employment. Fishman suggests that the boundedness of the Garden City is a vital, and over-looked, aspect of its legacy.

With respect to the various boundary systems in urban environments, Unwin argued for clear boundary systems, but also recognized that the fortification wall was obsolete. Unwin was concerned with the visual beauty, or picturesque qualities, of townscapes, and commented on the ragged edges of modern towns, which he describes as “...that irregular ring of half-developed suburb and half-spoiled country which forms a hideous and depressing girdle around modern growing towns.”\textsuperscript{129} He argued for agricultural belts to define the edges of the town, and coherent gates on the major approach roads and railway stations. Further, he questioned the role of allotments and small holdings in the agricultural belt as he found these to often be unsightly, equating them with “shanties.”\textsuperscript{130} The wide and multi-functional aspect of the agricultural belt
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suggests that it played an important role in the development of the Garden City concept. That it could accommodate the implied messiness of allotment gardens, small holdings, and the like, as Unwin stated. The agricultural belt acted as an integral part of the town, and as an economic buffer between the town and surrounding farmland. The agricultural belt has also become an ambiguous kind of space encircling many cities around the world. But as the concept for the greenbelt developed it produced various problems, including increasing land costs, and dispersing development beyond the belt. In the original vision of Howard’s the agricultural belt played an active role in the life of the town, providing an interim layer between town and country. However, many subsequent greenbelts, while they conserve and preserve land, do not necessarily play an active role. Unlike a shantytown, or a patchwork system, it can be difficult to activate greenbelts within larger ecological systems; they tend not to function as a smooth space instigator.

The Garden City provided an urban model where the agricultural or rural belt was integral to the plan of the town, therefore, farming and the farmer were also joined. The stated aim of the Garden City movement was to unite city and country, to draw from the best of the two worlds, and to break down what was seen as an artificial divide; in other words, to activate the historic boundary between town and country, allowing for a greater range of interflows. Supporting the underlying contention of the Garden City movement, the British literary theorist Raymond Williams, in his text *The Country and the City*, tends to underscore the historic divide between urban and rural populations and territories. However, he does emphasize that while it has a long history, much of this division is a result of capitalism and industrialization. The use of the agricultural belt, or greenbelt, as a wide boundary separating the town from the country, and providing a protected zone for agricultural and cultural amenities, helped create the sense of a town engulfed in greenery. This is augmented by other green spaces in the town itself, and enhanced by the generally single family housing fabric and the emphasis placed on private gardens. As a satellite to a larger city, although intended to be self-supporting, the Garden City was, in part, designed to provide a familiar environment to those migrating to the city from the country.
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It is evident that the Garden City model developed at Letchworth propagates many of the structural features historically associated with cities. As noted above, boundaries function as filters, conduits, habitats, sources and sinks. The filtering effect created by the range of boundary systems at Letchworth, attempted to control flows between town and country, and between functions. The boundary also acting as a conduit is evident throughout the town. The notion of a boundary providing a habitat, source and sink applies most specifically to the agricultural belt at the large scale, and hedgerows between gardens at the small scale. The creation of boundaries, and defined patches of land, to regulate flows is inherent to striation of space associated with the urbanized peoples. The ability to move towards a smooth space arrangement is most evident in the agricultural belt, and the pervasive employment of green space and plantings. These both have the potential to modulate flows outside of channelized infrastructure systems, and to accommodate changing conditions (seasonal, functional, etc.). The Letchworth plan employs a system of centres (territories) and peripheries (boundaries) throughout.\(^{134}\) As noted above, these tend to be highly static and are determined by function, land ownership, class, and the like. The ability for patches (territories) and boundaries to be modified is limited. Within any ecology, constructed or otherwise, there will be boundaries of one kind or another, it is not possible to achieve a purely smooth space except in the most expansive of conditions, such as the sea, desert, or steppe, and there boundaries that play an effective role in an overall system. This suggests that in urban environments, there are boundaries that can have a positive effect on city and the various historic edges of cities (fortification walls, greenbelts, uncontrolled edges, etc.) each have their own effective influence on surrounding territories. Ensuring the integrated functioning of defined parcels of land within a city, means understanding the complexity of urban functions, and the flow systems vital to this functioning.

* * *

As discussed above, flows involve the interactions of fluids and the environments they encounter, also includes the movement of materials that approximate fluids. Flows carry many elements necessary for the functioning of a city or town, including energy, nutrients, organisms,

information, and waste. Historically, cities have built infrastructure to handle flows, systems such as roads, water distribution, and waste removal, they also made adjustments to accommodate water, wind, and sun. In the nineteenth century there was a great expansion of transportation systems (including the railway), the birth of information technologies, and developments in water and waste management systems; all of these would impact the city dramatically. The development of Letchworth Garden City incorporated the latest in these flow management technologies, including managing the flows of water, energy, traffic, goods, and waste.

A major reason for the Letchworth site was that it was bisected by the railway (the Cambridge branch of the Great Northern Railway); the rail provided an essential linkage to London, but also to numerous other locations in the region. The original station was temporary, but a permanent station was built in 1912. The rail link allowed for the movement of goods, people, and the like to and from Letchworth. However, the location of Letchworth would prove, over time, to be something of a hindrance as the town was not on a main rail line. The rail also provided a primary linkage to other towns in the region, this was the basis of Howard’s Social Cities scheme which called for clusters of small town operating together. The town originally accommodated buses and horse drawn vehicles, and would quickly adapt to the onset of the automobile.

Of particular importance was the layout of a road system that needed to be connected to regional and national transportation systems, such as the Great North Road just to the east of Letchworth. It was also important as Unwin noted in 1913, to develop a functional system of streets for internal communication (consistent with the rapid development of the automobile), and to establish points for crossing the railway. With regard to the study of traffic flows in urban environments, Raymond Unwin, discussing the surveys of towns, wrote in 1909, “there should also be a careful survey made of general traffic; statistics should be prepared of its distribution and of the relative intensity from different districts of the daily inward and outward flow of population.” Further, he wrote regarding traffic,

---
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For the roads in a town to satisfy properly their primary function of highways, they must also be designed as to provide generally for easy access from any point in the town to any other. But they should provide, in addition, special facilities for the ebb and flow of particular tides of traffic, such as that from the outskirts to the centre and back again which daily takes place in most large cities, or that across the town from a residential district to a quarter occupied by works, factories, or other places of employment, or to important railway stations, harbours, and other centres of industry.\(^{137}\)

Clearly, by 1909, and likely earlier, Unwin understood that the daily movement of people in cities as a flow system, in part, this would have been learned from his experiences developing Letchworth. The “special facilities” that he referred to, addressed the overall design of the town and transportation networks. He argued against the “trellis” or grid system, in favour of an “irregular radiating system,” or spider-web form, that allowed for the effective subdivision of land and the creation of picturesque street views, along with inter-connection.\(^{138}\) Unwin suggested that collision points and difficult junctions must be avoided so as not to impede flows of traffic, in other words, avoiding inefficiencies, or turbulence, in the system.\(^{139}\) He commented on different modes and speeds of traffic, and ways of accommodating these in cities, referring to continental European examples. Further, he recognized that efficient road systems may be in conflict with the organization of building lots, and beautiful townscape design.\(^{140}\) In some of his intersection diagrams Unwin included rudimentary streamlines that show the intended flow of traffic.

In his 1913 account of the engineering work for Letchworth, A.W.E. Bullmore (Engineer to First Garden City Ltd.) provided an overview of the various systems. He noted that due to the fact it was a new town, the installation of “modern” services grew as the town grew.\(^{141}\) He wrote that by 1913 “roads, sewers and sewage farms, waterworks and mains, gas works and mains, electrical works and cables, and railway sidings have been constructed.”\(^{142}\) He stressed the importance of a good topographical survey and knowledge of the geology in order to design an
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efficient and cost-effective infrastructure system. The initial water supply for Letchworth was secured in 1904 by boring into the chalk substrate, and building a pumping station and reservoir; a second plant was built in 1907. By 1912 the annual water consumption for Letchworth was 85 million gallons, the establishment of a suitable water supply was followed by the laying out of water mains throughout the town. The company originally decided to install gas for lighting, heating, and power for Letchworth. To this end a gas works was built in 1905, along with the requisite gas mains, the requirements for gas grew rapidly leading to several expansions of the gas works. In 1907 a power station for the generation of electricity was built, to supply the factories and centre of town. Sewers were also integrated into the plan, along with permanent sewage farms for the disposal of waste; in his original text, Howard proposed that sewage and waste would be absorbed by the agricultural belt. All of these systems handled the flows associated with modern cities, often segregating them from natural flow systems.

Related to the design of infrastructure, and the management of complex urban flows, was the health of the citizens of the Garden City, this included reducing mortality rates and the incidences of disease, a widespread concern at the time. Since the 1840s great advances had been made in all aspects of civil engineering, which had greatly improved water supply, sewer systems, power supply, etc.; this would lead to improvements in the health of populations and the lowering of mortality rates. In this regard, Howard was inspired by the work of the British sanitaryian Benjamin W. Richardson, and his vision for the sanitary city of Hygeia. Drawing from nineteenth century science (and medicine) and the work of figures such as Edwin Chadwick, Richardson, in his essay “Modern Sanitary Science, a City of Health” argued for the improved circulation of air (ventilation) and water in order to keep living environments clean. In the essay, Richardson described an ideal healthy city for 100,000 citizens; important institutions include the hospital and cemetery, which he described in detail, and various modern infrastructure systems, he wrote:

At a distance form the town are the sanitary works, the sewage pumping works, the water and gas works, the slaughter-houses and the public laboratories. The sewage, which is
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brought from the town partly by its own flow and partly by pumping apparatus, is conveyed away to well-drained sewage farms belonging to the city, but at a distance from it.\(^{144}\)

Richardson proposed that all the systems would be carefully designed, and maintained (and regularly tested) under one principal “sanitary officer,” or “a duly qualified medical man elected by the Municipal Council, whose sole duty it is to watch over the sanitary welfare of the place.”\(^{145}\) Richardson’s city would effectively eliminate all diseases. This built on the work of Chadwick who worked tirelessly through the middle of the nineteenth century to reform the poor laws and to develop sanitation systems. As an example, the Public Health Act of 1875 was a vital factor in improving living conditions in Britain.\(^{146}\)

Purdom noted that statistically, by 1913, Letchworth had a significantly lower death rate than the rest of the country. He acknowledged the important reforms in sanitation, particularly water supply and drainage, instigated by Chadwick and others in the nineteenth century. He also argued that much of this reform did not include housing reform, a crucial aspect of the development of Letchworth.\(^{147}\) Purdom wrote:

The Garden City carries on the improvement in sanitary conditions by improving town life. Fogs, smoke, slums, crowded areas, and bad houses are not found here. Its clean atmosphere and rural surroundings make town life as healthy as country life. In the Garden City factories the workers pursue their vocations under conditions as perfect as can be devised by modern industry, and their homes are not in dark courts or distant and dismal suburbs, but in pleasant roads and surrounded by plenty of space. The principles observed in the development of the town, the restriction of its size, the limitation of the number of houses to each acre, and the regulations as to the size of rooms and gardens, are the means by which the Garden City brings back health to the town. It abolishes daily travelling for the worker, it increases his leisure, and it gives him an opportunity to enjoy open-air pursuits.\(^{148}\)


\(^{145}\) Ibid.


\(^{147}\) See Purdom, *The Garden City*, pp. 176-178.

\(^{148}\) Ibid., p. 179.
Health was a key factor in the design of Letchworth. The integration of systems, good housing, green spaces, recreation, governance, commerce, and employment produced a total environment, foreshadowing the planning and execution of towns and suburbs throughout the twentieth century.

At Letchworth, by controlling urban flows, supply and waste could be managed, resulting in efficient transportation, water supply, power supply, and waste removal systems. Any turbulence, or inefficiency, was eliminated as far as possible. Citing Richardson and others, Schultz and McShane write, regarding nineteenth century engineering: “Engineers, accustomed to thinking about unified systems, joined sanitarians in viewing the city as an ecosystem, a vast, integrated unit with the efficient functioning of one part dependent on the efficient functioning of all the parts.”\(^{149}\) At Letchworth the latest in urban infrastructure was incorporated into the design and development of the town. And while many of these systems remove flows from larger ecosystems, and strove to eliminate inefficiency, there was, as Schultz and McShane state, a rudimentary understanding of the city as an ecology. Many of the infrastructure systems and processes widely employed today in urban environments were developed in the latter half of the nineteenth century, and these were understood as flow systems.

** * * * **

The land as the object of agriculture in fact implies a deterritorialization, because instead of people being distributed in an itinerant territory, pieces of land are distributed among people according to a common quantitative criterion (the fertility of plots of equal surface area). That is why the earth, unlike other elements, forms the basis of striation, proceeding by geometry, symmetry, and comparison. The other elements, water, air, wind, and subsoil, cannot be striated and for that reason bear rent only by virtue of their emplacement, in other words, as functions of the land.\(^{150}\)

Cities always belong to a multitude of extensive processes and territories, in particular to trading networks and agricultural lands. As Deleuze and Guattari state the town manages flows,
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\(^{150}\) Deleuze and Guattari, *A Thousand Plateaus*, p. 441.
many of these act against the striation of the surface of the earth.\textsuperscript{151} If we consider a city (or town) as a very complex assemblage (of assemblages) it can be seen as a constellation of systems, elements, actions, affects, bodies, enunciations, structures, and codes. Unlike the coding actions of nomads, the relationship between a city and the earth it occupies is highly structured, land is overcoded by the systems of urban settlement, including: regulations, systems of land subdivision, movement patterns, infrastructure, buildings in all their functional complexity, gardens, parks, spatial systems based on political structures, social hierarchies, etc. While cities encompass a multiplicity of assemblages, the ability to deterriorialize and reterritorialize themselves according to the potentials, intensities, and gradients in the structure, can be highly restricted. A territory, or assemblage, may or may not correspond with generally accepted (bounded) structures such as states, provinces, cities, or districts. As we know, many of these are arbitrary, and tend to be redefined by social, political, or ethnic communities. Despite the striation of space, assemblages and territories continuously operate, some of these creating smooth space conditions, others redefine historic urban structures and relationships. In more contemporary cities a wide range of nomadic forces have been at play including mechanical methods of transportation, and electronic communications systems.

The early Garden City movement, as represented by Letchworth, was a concentrated attempt to restructure the formal and spatial aspects of a town, and to redefine many urban practices. Many of the ideas were drawn from history and from particular aspects of British society. We can consider Letchworth as a multitude of assemblages, as an evolving set of machinic, linguistic, and territorial processes, and as a creative or productive entity. As suggested above the territorial operations of assemblages are complex, and can be applied to structures such as homes, gardens, cities, and the regions they occupy. At Letchworth, the designers and builders of the town attempted to produce a synthetic model that addressed a broad range of urban issues from structure, spatial organization, housing design, civic education, to political, social and cultural organization. As an experiment in the design of a total community it was relatively successful, despite the many years it took to reach its target population. The agricultural belt has had an enduring and important influence on urban design and regional management since its inception, the emphasis placed on gardening at Letchworth has been largely lost. The advent of many new green space typologies during the twentieth century would do much to reterritorialize

\textsuperscript{151} Ibid., p. 432.
the relationship of a city to its region, and also would aid in the significant impact of green space networks on urban structures and organizations.\textsuperscript{152} The relatively low density of housing at Letchworth (12 units per acre) is formally very similar to the suburban communities developed globally since the Second World War, however, suburbia is distinctly different from the Garden City model as the Garden City was intended to be self-supporting, with a full range of employment opportunities and amenities. The Garden City proposed a radical reorganization of urban structures and community organizations, with a concerted effort to challenge capitalism and the private ownership of land. As a satellite to a larger city the Garden City was, in part, designed to provide a familiar environment to those migrating to the city from the country. In practice it was attractive to pioneering professionals looking for alternative ways of living, and to factory workers seeking a better place to live.

The original plan by Parker and Unwin, was selected, in part, because of its careful attention to the local site features, including topography, drainage, solar orientation, existing features (railway line, villages, trees, etc.), and soil conditions. These were taken into account with respect to the functional organization of the town, orientation, and the location of services and infrastructure, including water supply, sewers, and waste disposal. The commitment on the part of the early Garden City movement to the widespread use gardens, parks, and plantings, meant the whole town was indirectly conceived of as an artificial ecology. For example, the planting of a wide variety of street trees was a feature of the town, however, as these matured the tree canopy became a source of complaint for residents whose sunlight was often blocked out. The design of Letchworth also accommodated the orientation of buildings (and rooms) and gardens to optimal sun exposure, the conservation of topsoil, the protection of existing trees, and the care of gardens and green spaces.\textsuperscript{153} As Letchworth was developed as a new community it could be conceived of in its entirety. Utilizing infrastructure systems available at the time, and incorporating a full range of green space systems, it can be argued that it was an attempt to conceive of a town as a fully functioning ecology. As Osborn lists above, the planned dispersion of populations into clusters of defined communities that are integrated with surrounding agriculture, are still key ideas today for developing sustainable communities. The attempt to put in place a community based on a unified ownership allowed for a shared form of governance.

\textsuperscript{152} See Cranz, \textit{The Politics of Park Design}.
\textsuperscript{153} Osborn, \textit{Green-Belt Cities}, p. 75.
The emphasis on the single-family house, the private garden, and the civic act of gardening, were key concepts for the Garden City. Here, the historic role of the gardener is reterritorialized in the Garden City. The garden, which is located midway between the farm and the urban square or street, unites agriculture (the farmer) and culture (the urbanite), through cultivation. It is a highly productive, and complex space. Historically, the garden was a bounded space, divorced from its surroundings, and was a product of the emergence of cities, able to conjoin many agricultural and urban practices. The gardener is attuned to the seasons, and to some extent lives a cyclical life, however, gardeners also know that every year is a new set of circumstances with new opportunities and challenges. The garden is the space in which urban living coalesces, it is the shifting space of love, botany, discourse, philosophy, art, entertainment, etc. It is a territory that is constantly deterritorialized and reterritorialized by the seasons and the weather, by the labours of the gardener, and through the pleasures it affords to those that use it. Thunder storms, rain showers, frosts, and other forces of climate each deterritorialize and reterritorialize the space of the garden, as do the plants emerging, blooming, and retreating on their annual cycles. The space of a garden, while descended from a tendency to striate and bound space, is productive in many ways. The gardener, in an ever-changing and creative effort, to reconceive the garden, engages in a living space. Gardening creates fertility of the soil, often enhancing the ecological diversity of a site. Letchworth was conceived of as a garden, the plan by Parker and Unwin created a continuum from the space of the private garden to the scale of the region, one that included the neighbourhood, the town, and surrounding farmland. The use of zoning as a method for functionally organizing the town, and the integration of modern infrastructure, was often circumvented by the green space systems, and flows such as wind and water, which as Deleuze and Guattari suggest cannot be striated.

---

The notion, put forward by the early Garden City movement, that the city could become both a garden and a community of gardeners, continues to be a model for thinking about the creation and maintenance of ecologies inhabited by humans. While many aspects of the original Garden City have been widely adopted, there are also notable failures associated with the model. The original model was driven by social and structural ideas for integrating agriculture (the country) and the city, and was not primarily focused on ecological factors; the suburban qualities often attached to the Garden City continue to obscure other achievements. Despite the fact that the early years of Letchworth attracted many committed settlers, the role of gardening would not become more vital than that found in any other small British towns. And while Letchworth today bears the hallmarks of a remarkable experiment, it struggles to define itself as a community. Writing in 1945, the Garden City advocate, F.J. Osborn stated:

For Letchworth was, and remains, a faithful fulfillment of Howard’s essential ideas. It has to-day a wide range of prosperous industries, it is a town of homes and gardens with ample open spaces and a spirited community life, virtually all its people find employment locally, it is girded by an inviolate agricultural belt, and the principles of single ownership, limited
profit, and the earmarking of surplus revenue for the benefit of the town have been fully maintained.¹

While not originally defined by ecological, or sustainable, design principles, there is no doubt that the Garden City model codified many aspects of twentieth-century urban planning and design, and many of the innovations associated with the concept are now considered to be essential in contemporary sustainable urban design. The sustainability of the early Garden City scheme is reflected in various features of the design, including that it was a compact and self-sufficient community, it had relatively high densities (by contemporary suburban standards), it created a comprehensive open space system, and it was intended to be part of a cluster of small cities (the “Social City”).² Hall and Ward have examined the history of the Garden City movement, the history of British planning, the New Towns after 1946, and recent developments in sustainable urban design in Britain. They identify twelve “key strategic policy elements” for sustainable cities, some of which resonate with the early Garden City, although they also recognize that there have been substantial changes in rural and urban issues since the late nineteenth century. The twelve elements are:

1. Develop Urban Nodes.
2. Selective Urban Densification.
3. No Town Cramming.
4. Strategic Provision for Greenfield Development.
5. Distance.
6. Top-Quality Linkages.
7. Clustered Development:
8. Town Expansions and New Towns.
10. Variation According to Geography.
11. Areas of Tranquility.

² P. Hall and C. Ward, Sociable Cities: The Legacy of Ebenezer Howard (Chichester: John Wiley & Sons Ltd., 1998), p. 23.
These twelve elements include: the notion of concentrating development around transit hubs; the protection of green space including agricultural areas; the siting of new towns a minimum distance of 80-140 km. from a major centre such as London to ensure a degree of autonomy and self-sufficiency; the provision of well connected and efficient transportation systems, preferably public; recent research confirms that small communities the clustering of smaller compact communities along public transit links is the most sustainable urban form as confirmed by research (Howard’s Social Cities concept); building up density towards transit hubs; taking into account the specifics of a site and its topography, geology, orientation, etc.; and establishing a good working relationship between a city and the surrounding countryside. It is evident that Letchworth met a number of these elements, including compact urban development, extensive green space, and clustering smaller communities. Further, the focus on interconnectedness, via rail and road, was crucial to the selection of the site for Letchworth, the bounded community with a transit node in the middle of it foreshadowed the current focus on transit-oriented development. The original agricultural belt was intended to give communities a distinct identity by preventing uncontrolled sprawl and the merging of towns and cities into each other. The concept of clustering groups of distinct communities into one super community, linked by rail, replicates the notion that cities are often collections of villages, and foreshadowed the post-World War II plan for a city like Canberra, Australia and its use of green systems. Letchworth was precisely designed to respond to its site, and to stimulate agricultural activity in the surrounding areas.

A key innovation of the Garden City movement was the concept of the agricultural belt, which transformed into a wide range of new urban space types. The agricultural belt was proposed by Howard as a spatial interface between the rural and urban aspects of the Garden City, to remove the divide that exists between urban and rural populations. Farmers often have been seen as unsophisticated, uneducated and unworldly by city dwellers. Farmers are strangers in the city, seemingly lost and out of place. And yet, as Howard implies, the two populations, rural and urban, form part of a single territorial and operational enterprise, and cannot exist without each other. This reflects a regionalist approach to the design, construction, and

3 Ibid., pp. 151-154.
management of cities. The farm and farmer were the product of urbanization, and along with the city, create the concept of the region; innovations in agriculture have always come from the city, against the conventional thinking that cities are products of agricultural settlements. Ultimately, cities, agricultural lands, and comprehensive trading networks are part of one large complex system.

From the concept of the agricultural belt developed a whole host of new green typologies have emerged during the last century that inform contemporary urban design: greenbelts, green wedges, greenwebs, green corridors, and greenways. The agricultural belt, or greenbelt, concept claimed to check urban sprawl, dampen land speculation, stimulate urban infill, protect agricultural land and scenic resources, promote recreation, preserve town character, promote proximity to rural life, provide greenfield sites for particular institutions, and preserve wildlife and vegetation. However, Freestone has recognized that the agricultural belt, or greenbelt, has generally restricted sprawl and protected agricultural land adjacent to cities, after analyzing various planning studies he suggests that there are the following problems associated with this approach:

1. Greenbelts increase land and house prices.
2. Greenbelts can protect land of average environmental quality.
3. Greenbelts increase car travel.
4. Greenbelts divert development deeper into the countryside.
5. Greenbelts increase development pressures within existing centers.
6. Greenbelts can have a range of unpredictable effects.
7. Greenbelts do not necessarily increase public access to nonurban land.
8. Greenbelts are not always environmentally just.
9. Greenbelts are a negative and inflexible means of development control.
10. Greenbelts do not constitute a regional settlement strategy.

These concerns address issues such as the “leap-frogging” of development beyond the greenbelt, lack of flexibility, and the tendency to increase land costs. With respect to the agricultural belt,
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5 Ibid., pp. 82-83.
Purdom wrote, “in the garden city the agricultural belt is recognized, to some extent it is defined, and, so far as it forms part of the garden city, it belongs to the unity of the town and is preserved, maintained, and developed equally with all other parts of the town.” The agricultural belt also protected the amenities of the town, supplies food, and restricts expansion on the edges.

The agricultural belt concept proposed by Howard included both agricultural, recreational and institutional functions, it was conceived of as a permanent thick boundary around the town. The town was a self-supporting satellite, part of a polynucleic system of centres around a larger city. The concept has since been modified, and made more flexible, as the “parkbelt” developed under the guidance of Raymond Unwin. The “green girdle” was also promoted by Unwin, as a “possibly discontinuous chain of open spaces at the extremity of large cities.” A more practical model it was adopted by London in the 1930s. Since the Greater London Plan of 1944, Britain has been the most determined in creating and maintaining greenbelts, where they have protected agricultural land, controlled sprawl, separated cities, and provided recreation amenities. Although they have not controlled decentralization, and, as Freestone notes, they have many other negative impacts including: increased land and house prices, increased car travel, and diverting development deeper into the countryside. Other green space typologies developed from the urban park and garden city traditions of the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. The “parkway,” or “greenweb,” is an American green space type that is created within the fabric of the city to create separations and corridors; first developed by Olmstead in Boston with the “emerald necklace” set of parks; an integrated system was developed in Seattle in 1903 and in Chicago in 1909. The “green backcloth” uses the satellite city concept, set in large green areas around a major centre. Promoted by Thomas Adams and others, is the “green wedge or corridor,” exemplified by Copenhagen’s “Finger Plan” of the 1940s, this typology is a important method for injecting large green space systems into the full structure of a city, and providing good linkages between the city and surrounding country. The “greenway” is often a community
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7 Ibid., p. 447.
8 Freestone, “Greenbelts in City and Regional Planning,” pp. 71-73.
9 Ibid., p. 74.
10 Ibid., p. 81.
11 Ibid., pp. 82-83.
12 Ibid., pp. 75-76.
generated linear system that preserves ecosystems, and can incorporate trails. The “green zone” is a large permanently held green area that can be used as an urban growth boundary, and can include wetlands, golf courses, national parks, and conservation areas. There are many overlapping types of space, as Freestone states, citing Calthorpe:

These basically comprise a threefold hierarchy giving form and shape to the region: greenbelts that form a natural and ultimate edge to the urban field, open spaces that form a large-scale connecting greenweb within the region, and spaces that provide neighbourhood identity and recreation.

If we look at cities as assemblages of assemblages, or the interlocking and overlapping operations of numerous abstract machines, it is evident that any complex system, such as a city, will be to some extent self-ordering. In a city, as noted above, there are the multitude agencies and agents that could potentially contribute to the activation of the city as a complex set of ecologies operating on a wide range of scales and temporalities, but these tend to perpetuate an existing system. Landscape ecology, stresses both the structure of landscapes and the many forces, natural and artificial, that impact on how a landscape functions. As Forman and Godron argue, cities, as ecologies, suffer from a high degree of territorial fragmentation (typically from corridor or transportation systems), or patchiness. This results in a lack of ecological flow across urban landscapes outside of established channels, and this tends to make cities ecologically ineffective. Heterogeneity, diversity, flexibility, flow, and evolution within a landscape are key indicators of ecological functioning. Landscapes can transform quickly, as in the case of a natural disaster, or slowly, as in the case of a city. The stability of a landscape is dependent on many factors, including resistance and the ability to recover from changes; landscapes tend to oscillate between stable and unstable conditions, but ultimately move towards a “dynamic stability,” seeking an ecological balance. In order to become more effective as eco-systems, or to reduce consumption and waste, cities need to be better harmonized with the ecologies they participate in; cities need to have more interconnected flows of resources, energy, organisms, information, nutrients, etc.

13 Ibid., p. 88.
14 Ibid., p. 94.
Historically, cities have been highly artificial environments reliant on largely mono-functional, channelized, and non-integrated infrastructure. Together with the heavy modification of landscape and ecologies caused by urbanization this has led to environments that are intensely interrupted and not ecologically effective. Since the nineteenth century urban green spaces have tended to become maintained landscapes, these systems that have become larger, simpler ecologies, and managed by urban bureaucracies. Parks departments and hierarchies of employees, conceive of green space systems as large management problems, where regimes of planting, watering, mowing, fertilizing, weeding, etc. are systematically employed to support the functional and aesthetic programs these spaces fulfill. These have contributed little to the overall ecological effectiveness of cities, but this could be changed if tendencies towards the segregation of functions, spaces, and systems could be overcome. The contemporary city, which has embraced many aspects of the Garden City, therefore, becomes a territory for both, for the more rigid striated lines of the state and the city, and the nomadic lines of flight. The act of gardening was used by the movement as a vital concept for developing community and civic responsibility, and as a leisure-time activity designed to give pleasure and moral purpose. As the concepts of the movement spread, they transformed into the ubiquitous patterns of suburban sprawl, although devoid of many of the guiding ideas. Contemporary cities need to achieve a dynamic, and sustainable, balance between producers, consumers, and decomposers within complex ecosystems. The early Garden City provided many answers to the questions posed above, it created the model of a total community, where the whole city is a garden, connected to the larger gardens of agriculture.

* * *

In their text *What is Philosophy?* Deleuze and Guattari make a linkage between territoriality, cities, and political states:

States and Cities have often been described as territorial, as substituting a territorial principle for the principle of lineage. But this is inexact: lineal groups may change territory, and they are only really determined by embracing a territory or residence in a “local lineage.” State and City, on the contrary, carry out a deterritorialization because the former juxtaposes and
compares agricultural territories by relating them to a higher arithmetical Unity, and the latter adapts the territory to a geometrical extensiveness that can be continued in commercial circuits.\textsuperscript{15}

Further, in \textit{A Thousand Plateaus}, they write:

[A town] represents a threshold of deterritorialization, because whatever the material involved, it must be deterritorialized enough to enter the network, to submit to the polarization, to follow the circuit of urban and road recoding. The maximum deterritorialization appears in the tendency of maritime and commercial towns to separate off from the backcountry…\textsuperscript{16}

Historically, urbanization and agriculture, organized land, distributing it among people in regulated ways through state systems, however, many flows such as those of information, capital, water, air, energy and subsurface movements cannot be so easily striated.\textsuperscript{17} While cities encompass a multiplicity of assemblages, the ability to deterritorialize and reterritorialize themselves according to the potentials, intensities, and gradients in the structure, can be highly restricted. This requires boundary transformations or functional change, or the introduction of fluidic conditions. However, there are smooth space tendencies in contemporary cities that have potential for integrated urban/rural environments, including the emergent and everyday activities of systems. A territory, or assemblage, may or may not correspond with generally accepted (bounded) structures such as states, provinces, cities, or districts, as we know, many of these are arbitrary, and tend to be redefined by the agencies of a multitude of social, political, cultural, and governmental organizations. While cities are highly striated, assemblages continuously operate, some of these creating smooth space conditions, others redefining historic urban structures and relationships. In many contemporary cities a wide range of nomadic forces have been at play including mechanical methods of transportation and electronic communications systems, that contribute to territorial instability. Human settlements, since the advent of cities and farms, have

\textsuperscript{17} Ibid., p. 441.
heavily modified the surface of the earth, producing territorial systems of varying degrees of intensity and functionality, usually bounded by infrastructure and political/economic structures; this includes field/road/irrigation ditch systems found in agricultural landscapes, and the higher density urban block/street systems in inner cities. In the suburban and peri-urban conditions the structure becomes more irregular and ambiguous. These developments in the last century have radically transformed the functioning, or performance, of landscapes, and have extended into the alteration of the subsurface and super-surface ecological flows and territorialities. The ragged edges of the contemporary city, and the emerging continuous gradient between agricultural hinterland and urban core means that urban ecologies can function in potentially integrated ways, allowing for fewer rigid boundaries within urban-rural landscapes. This regional entity, as Mumford writes, does not have “definite physical boundaries” and is a “system of inter-relationships that overflow and become shadowy at the margins.”

As we expand the applicability of the concepts of assemblage and territoriality to architecture and cities, they seem to be both powerful and elusive, they embrace the notion of structures being singular (in that they embrace spatial, temporal, social, affective, and material qualities) and infinitely complex. For example, if we invoke the historic link between the home and the city, we can consider, as Wise points out the concept of “home” involves an assemblage of affects, bodies, objects, and passions, and it is also a territory, or shifting set of territorial conditions. The territorial, or spatial, aspect of an assemblage is coded, “but each code is in a perpetual state of transcoding or transduction.” The home is territorially defined by spaces dedicated to the practices of sleeping, eating, washing, cooking, socializing, etc. These occur in a continuous process of deterritorialization and reterritorialization, between the inhabitants and the house itself. Living, particularly at the domestic level, is creative and productive. Like a machine the house, or home, produces assemblages of codes, behaviours, language, affects, power relationships, etc. The machinic potential of the home, or abode, is similar to Le Corbusier’s famous description of a house as “a machine for living in.” Le Corbusier understood that a modern house needed to have the precision and productive aspects of a machine. He did not propose to incarcerate people in machines, but wanted to establish domestic realms where life
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could be realized in a modern way. The Le Corbusian villa, with its emphasis on functional specificity and spatial openness, can be contrasted with the Palladian villa with its functional openness and spatial specificity; one is the reverse of the other, and yet they are both constructed assemblages loaded with machinic potential and territorial transformation. As has been demonstrated in many European cities, older buildings with defined rooms often support deterritorialization and reterritorialization more productively than the open space structures of twentieth century modernism. This suggests that the boundedness sought by the use of the agricultural belt, may be a more productive territorial arrangement than an unbounded condition. On the other hand there are many practices associated with home that now occur as part of assemblages external to the home, particularly those enhanced by electronic and communications technologies.

Deleuze and Guattari describe architecture as “the art of the abode and the territory….” Architecture is an assemblage, and it is important to understand buildings in the way that Deleuze and Guattari define the concept, with no distinction between structure and space, or hard and soft, or between the inhabitants and the architecture. A building is not inert, it has a productive role, it is also interrelated with other structures, and is continuously redefined through use, and uses that are continuously redefined. Similarly, a building as a spatial and temporal construct, generates territorial potential, and is open to territorial ruptures, inversions, collapses, blockages, collisions, convergences, etc. As noted, by Deleuze and Guattari, a structure and its territory, reterritorialize one another. Architecture, is typically a highly striated activity, particularly through the actions of drawing, measuring, quantifying, surveying, building codes, construction, etc. However, a building is always open to a smooth space potential. The nomadic line of flight can cause a kind of shock wave that, at least temporally, can invert architecture into a smooth space condition, or the gathering of territoriality through motion. In effect a set of events comprise an assemblage, and in the way that home, a technology, or an identity is an assemblage, so is a city.

Cities and surrounding agricultural lands are “striated” landscapes controlled, or highly regulated, by state organizations. Deleuze and Guattari oppose this condition to “smooth” space, or the open spaces of nomadicism: the prairie, the desert, the sea, etc. In smooth space there are
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23 Ibid., p. 174.
continual processes of deterritorialization at play, with space continuously redefined by cultural systems and movement, here the bounding of space and agency is fluidic. The concept of smooth space resonates with the effective functioning of ecologies, or eco-systems, which strive for connectivity, flow, and dynamic balance. All territories that have been intervened in by humans tend to oscillate between these two conditions, for example, cities have the latent potential to become smooth spaces, or more ecologically effective, by introducing connectivity across systems, through boundary modification, or restructuring the systems themselves.

Borrowing from landscape ecology, we can describe contemporary cities as complex patchworks comprised of segregated parcels of land divided by infrastructure, property laws, and functionality. Patchwork systems, which is a topic that Deleuze and Guattari touch upon, depend on the edges between landscape patches, the inter-relationships between patches, and connections between patches and other ecological typologies. Patchworks can be activated in ecological terms by examining the functions of boundaries (corridors) and patches within an overall urban pattern. One strategy for making cities more ecologically viable is to make the patchwork system better inter-connected through the shifting or collapsing of boundaries. Converting a striated condition to a smooth space patchwork can be triggered by internal forces that incrementally, and/or inadvertently, lead to change through the modification of edges and boundaries. On the other hand, strategic actions, or interventions, by state or capitalist agencies could lead to the erosion of urban boundaries, and the creation of ecologically inter-connected landscapes within contemporary cities. Regardless, this is more likely in the “elastic” landscapes of suburban environments, which are more heterogeneous and open, than inner-city landscapes. It is a significant challenge to make the highly interrupted landscapes of cities more interconnected. Ultimately, as in the case of deterritorializing and reterritorializing aspects of assemblages, this will depend upon the shifting and reorganizing of the numerous boundaries, or edges, that fragment cities in discrete, and often unproductive, ecologies. While urban bureaucracies could trigger, it may be more likely that urban ecologies will be self-organizing, reliant on unexpected boundary changes, shifting ecological alliances, or new diagrams.

The territorial operations of assemblages are complex, and can be applied to a wide range of spatial structures. Territories, according to Deleuze and Guattari, reorganize functions and
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regroup forces, a new territory emerges when functions change and forces realign. Agents of
deterritorialization and reterritorialization are constantly in operation. The forces of
deterritorialization and reterritorialization are numerous and range from events, affects, flows,
exchanges, species interactions, rituals, codes, markings, melodies, performances, etc. As
assemblages, houses, gardens, cities, and regions, all emerged from the striation of space and the
development of agriculture, urbanization, and military systems. In effect, they are resistant to the
forces of smooth space, or the nomadic practices they displaced. And, yet, with its machinic,
enunciative, and territorial potential, any assemblage can, and is, transformed continuously.
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Abstract

This study examines ideas that were drawn together by Ebenezer Howard (1850-1928) in his formulation of the Garden City concept originally published in 1898 in his influential book *Tomorrow; A Peaceful Path to Real Reform*, and subsequently developed at the first Garden City at Letchworth in 1903. Howard readily acknowledged his influences, which included primarily nineteenth century writers on such topics as land nationalization, labour reform, and visionary models for urban settlements. The establishment of Letchworth Garden City was a timely undertaking, one that would leave an enduring legacy, and one that tested many of Howard’s ideas.

Developed from the town design by the architects Barry Parker and Raymond Unwin, Letchworth would be the most innovative during the first decade of it’s history, as the various proponents and initial settlers were pioneers in an experiment that demonstrated an integrated approach to town design. The design featured a comprehensive green space system (including an agricultural belt, public green spaces, and private gardens), carefully designed infrastructure, and the zoned organization of functions (town centre, residential neighbourhoods, industrial zone, recreation space, etc.). The company that was formed to establish the new town employed a range of key figures, and a series of organizational structures. An early employee of the company, and ardent advocate for the Garden City movement, was C.B. Purdom (1883-1965), who also published in 1913 a detail account of the first decade of Letchworth’s history. Purdom’s text, entitled *The Garden City: A Study in the Development of a Modern Town*, is treated in this study as a primary source for interpreting the initial years of the Garden City experiment.

The theoretical framework for the study of the legacy of the early Garden City movement is developed from Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guattari’s concept of “assemblage,” together with concepts derived from the contemporary field of landscape ecology, as primarily defined by Richard T.T. Forman (assemblage theory and landscape ecology are considered to be mutually supportive theories). Assemblage theory describes entities as being composed of content, expression, and territorialities that are ideally productive, in that arrangements produce new expressions, organizations, codes, spatialities, and the like. Machine-like in the ways that they function, assemblages also possess agency (the original French term for assemblage is...
Landscape ecology provides a system for looking at the structural behaviour of environments (patches, corridors, and matrices) as they are subject to a wide range of flows (energy, organisms, water, nutrients, waste, etc.). Cities and towns manage flow systems through a host of infrastructure and organizational (political, social, economic, bureaucratic, etc.) systems, in highly structured ways, what Deleuze and Guattari describe as “striated” space, which involves a host of boundary mechanisms. These establish highly artificial ecologies that augment, undermine, and bypass the “natural” ecologies that cities participate in.

The Garden City, as an artificial ecology, modeled itself on the historic concept of the garden, or the idea, designed by Parker and Unwin, of gardens within a garden (town) within a garden (surrounding agricultural lands). The garden provided a space, a place of creative labour, and could be productive in many ways. The role of gardens (and farms) and gardeners (and farmers) is examined as an operational and ecological model, employed at Letchworth, and subsequently adopted as Garden City ideals proliferated. The legacy of the Garden City movement has been complex, however, many of the original ideas were poorly adapted in subsequent developments of the city during the twentieth century. Innovations included the green space systems (particularly the agricultural belt), the emphasis on townscape, the controlled size of the town, the provision for local enlightened employment, commodious housing for the working classes, the integration of design across scales from the garden to the neighbourhood to the town and region, and the use of modern infrastructure. The relatively low density of the Letchworth fabric (See Unwin’s essay “Nothing Gained by Overcrowding!”) has been both the strength of the Garden City model, and also, paradoxically, its greatest weakness. More recently the ecological potential inherent to the design has been stressed. As an assemblage the Garden City has produced many concepts and influenced many movements in urban design.

With respect to agency, the writings of Howard would have a dramatic impact on urbanization across the twentieth century influencing settlement models, concepts of greenspace, and the proliferation of suburban environments. The bureaucratic systems that were put in place in order to realize Letchworth relied on the machinations of private enterprise, and were not as innovative as Howard imagined; the same can be said of his efforts to create a new system for land ownership. The most vital agents were the high profile figures like Howard, Unwin, and members of the original company, along with the more anonymous early settlers in Letchworth who established businesses, institutions, and social/cultural organizations. The most important
urban agent in the Garden City model was the gardener who was intended to produce food and ecologies, and to learn how to function as a collective figure; the history of gardening demonstrates that there are general attributes associated with gardening as the creation of productive artificial ecologies.

With respect to territoriality, or the structural organization of land, Letchworth was arranged according to a plan that carefully zoned areas of the estate by function, and adjacency. This creates a patchwork of uses, or an ecology, that by its arrangement precludes the organization of flows. This is also supported by the system of divisions, or boundaries, within the design of the community; the regulated zoning of land within cities remains a controversial topic in contemporary cities. The highly managed control of flows in urban environments is evident at Letchworth in the prescribed nature of the infrastructure and the regulation and control of the design. The major mitigating element in the plan is the role of greenspace (agricultural belt, gardens, parks, tree canopies, etc.), which combined to act as an ecology that attempted to harmonize with surrounding farmland.

As Deleuze and Guattari note, cities manage flows, and the better control of flows in urban environments will lead to better functioning urban ecologies. The model put forward by the Garden City movement at the beginning of the twentieth century has left an enduring legacy, both positive and negative. Many of the principles employed by the early pioneers are now considered to be integral to the contemporary sustainable city. One of the most widely adopted ideas has been the greenbelt (and its many derivations), which has been employed to control the growth of cities and to preserve agricultural land and natural areas adjacent to cities; these have both positive and negative effects. As the Garden City movement stressed, cities cannot be separated from their regions (hinterland), they are a fusion between city and country, local and global. The highly codified structure of early Letchworth evident in the organization of land and infrastructure remains as a weakness, but its emphasis on the garden remains its strength. Cities as assemblages and ecologies must remain productive (socially, politically spatially, etc.) in order to remain vital, contemporary cities must continue to reinvent themselves to achieve sustainability.
Samenvatting

Deze studie onderzoekt ideeën waarop Ebenezer Howard (1850-1928) zijn formulering van het Tuinstadconcept baseerde. Deze werd oorspronkelijk gepubliceerd in 1898 in zijn invloedrijke boek Tomorrow: A Peaceful Path to Real Reform. Vervolgens werkte hij zijn ideeën uit in de eerste Tuinstad in Letchworth in 1903. Howard erkende ruimhartig de invloed van voornamelijk negentiende-eeuwse schijvers over grondnationalisering, arbeidshervorming en visionaire modellen voor stedelijke nederzettingen. De stichting van Letchworth Garden City werd op tijd ondernomen en zou een erfenis zijn, waaraan veel van Howard’s ideeën getoetst werden.

Ontworpen volgens het stadsplan van de architecten Barry Parker en Raymond Unwin, zou Letchworth het meest vernieuwend zijn gedurende het eerste decennium van haar geschiedenis want, de verschillende voorstanders en oorspronkelijke bewoners waren pioniers in een experiment dat een geïntegreerde benadering tot stadsplanning liet zien. Het ontwerp omvatte een alomvattend groensysteem (een strook voor landbouw, openbare groene ruimten en privétuinen inbegrepen), een zorgvuldig ontworpen infrastructuur en functionele zones (binnenstad, woonbuurten, industrie- en recreatiegebieden, etc.). Het bedrijf dat was gesticht om de nieuwe stad op te zetten gebruikte een reeks sleutelfiguren en een serie organisatiestructuren. Een vroege werknemer van het bedrijf, en een vurig voorstander van de Tuinstadbeweging, was C. B. Purdom (1883-1965), die in 1913 ook een gedetailleerd verslag publiceerde over de eerste tien jaar van Lethworth’s geschiedenis. Purdoms tekst, getiteld The Garden City, A Study in the Development of a Modern Town wordt in deze studie behandeld als een primaire bron voor het interpreteren van de beginjaren van het Tuinstadexperiment.

Het theoretische framewerk voor de studie van de erfenis van de vroege Tuinstadbeweging is ontwikkeld uit Gilles Dleuze en Félix Guattari’s begrip ‘assemblage,’ samen met begrippen uit de hedendaagse discipline landschapsecologie zoals allereerst gedefinieerd door Richart T. T. Forman (assemblagetheorie en landschapsecologie worden beschouwd als onderling ondersteunende theorieën). Assemblagetheorie beschrijft eenheden die bestaan uit inhoud, expressie, en territorialiteiten die idialiter productief zijn en in die arrangementen nieuwe expressies, organisaties, codes, spatialiteiten en dergelijke produceren. Machine-achtig als de manier waarin ze functioneren, vormen deze assemblages ook een organisatie, een ‘agency’ (de
originele Franse term voor assemblage is *agencement*). Landschapsecologie voorziet in een systeem dat kijkt naar het structurele gedrag van omgevingen (lapjes grond, rijstroken, en matrijzen) onderworpen als deze zijn aan een uitgebreide reeks stromen (energie, organismen, water, voedingstoffen, afval, etc.). Steden en dorpen beheren vloeisystemen door een menigte infrastructurele en organisatorische (politieke, sociale, economische, bureaucratische, etc.) via zwaargestructureerde kanalen. Deleuze en Guattari beschrijven deze als “striated (gestreepte)” ruimte, die een menigte begrensde mechanismen involveert. Deze vaststaande hogelijk kunstmatige ecologieën verhogen, ondermijnen en omzeilen de ‘natuurlijke’ ecologieën waarin steden participiëren.

De Tuinstad, als een kunstmatige ecologie, modelleerde zichzelf naar het historische concept van de tuin, ofwel het idee, ontworpen door Parker en Unwin, van tuinen in een tuin (stadjje) in een tuin (omliggende landbouwgronden). De tuin voorzag in een ruimte, in een plek voor creatief werk, en kon op vele manieren productief zijn. De rol van tuinen (en boerderijen) en tuiniers (en boeren) is onderzocht als een werk- en een ecologisch model, toegepast in Letchworth, en vervolgens geadopteerd omdat Tuinstadidealen zich verspreidden. De nalatenschap van de Tuinstadbeweging is complex geweest, hoewel, veel van de originele ideeën werden in opeenvolgende stedelijke ontwikkelingen tijdens de twintigste eeuw slecht aangepast. Vernieuwingen omvatten groensystemen (in het bijzonder de landbouwstrook), nadruk op de stadsform, gecontroleerde stadsbegrenzing, voorziening voor plaatselijk verlichte werkgelegenheid, comfortable behuizing voor de werkende klasse, integratie van een schaalvrij ontwerp van tuin naar woonbuurt naar stad en regio en het gebruik van moderne infrastructuur.

De relatief lage dichtheid van de samenleving in Lethworth (zie Unwin’s essay “Nothing Gained by Overcrowding” - “Er wordt niets gewonnen door overbevolking”) is zowel de sterkte, als, paradoxaal, ook haar grootste zwakheid geweest. Onlangs is het ecologische potentiaal dat aan het ontwerp ten grondslag ligt benadrukt. Als een assemblage heeft de Tuinstad vele concepten geproduceerd en veel stromingen in stadsontwerpen beïnvloed.

Wat organisatie, ‘agency,’ betreft, zouden Howard’s geschriften in de twintigste eeuw een dramatische impact hebben op verstedelijking, en begrippen als groene ruimte en spreiding van suburbanse omgeving beïnvloeden. De bureaucratische systemen, opgericht om Letchworth te verwezenlijken, hing af van de machinaties van privé-ondernemingen en was niet zo vernieuwend als Howard zich had voorgesteld. Hetzelfde kan worden gezegd van zijn pogingen
om een nieuw systeem voor grondeigenaarschap te creëren. De meest vitale voorstanders waren vooraanstaande figuren als Howard, Unwin, leden van het moederbedrijf en de meer anonieme bewoners van Letchworth die zaken, instellingen en sociale en culturele organisaties opzetten. De belangrijkste stedelijke supporter in Tuinstad was de tuinman. Hij werd geacht voedsel en ecologiën te produceren en te laten zien hoe te fungeren als een collectief figuur. De geschiedenis van tuinieren laat zien dat er algemene attributen zijn die geassocieerd zijn met tuinieren als de schepping van productieve kunstmatige ecologieën.

Met betrekking tot territorialiteit of de structurele organisatie van land, Lethworth was ontworpen volgens een plan dat zorgvuldig de landgoederen zoneerde met betrekking tot functionaliteit en naburigheid. Dit creëert een lappendeken van gebruik, of een ecologie, dat door haar arrangement de stromen bemoeilijkt [precludeert?]. Dit wordt ook ondersteund door het systeem van verdelingen of begrenzingen, binnen het plan van de gemeenschap; in de huidige steden blijft de gereguleerde zoning van grond controversieel onderwerp. De strakbeheerde controle van stromen in stedelijke omgevingen, via de voorgeschreven manier van de infrastructuur en regulering en controle van het plan, is duidelijk in Letchworth. Het meest verzachtende element van het plan is de rol van groene ruimte (landbouwstrook, tuinen, parken, boombaldkijnen, etc.), die tezamen een ecologie vormen en pogen te harmoniëren met het omringende platteland.

Zoals Deleuze en Guattari opmerken, steden beheren stromen, and betere controle van stromen in stedelijke omgevingen zullen leiden tot een beter functioneren van stedelijke ecologies. Het model dat door de Tuinstadbeweging in het begin van de twintigste eeuw naar voren is gebracht heeft een voortdurende nalatenschap voortgebracht, zowel positief als negatief. Veel van de principes, toegepast door de vroege pioniers, worden nu beschouwd als integraal voor de hedentendaagse stad die zichzelf kan bedruipen. Een van de meest geadopteerde ideeën is de groenstrook geweest (en haar vele afleidingen), die is gebruikt om de groei van steden te controleren, landbouwgrond te conserveren en ook natuurgebieden die aan de stad grenzen. Deze hebben zowel positieve als negatieve effecten. Zoals de Tuinstadbeweging benadrukte, steden kunnen niet worden gescheiden van hun achterland, zij zijn een samensmelting tussen stad en land, plaatselijk en globaal. De sterk gecodificeerde structuur van het vroege Letchworth, evident in de organisatie van land en infrastructuur, blijft een zwakheid, maar haar nadruk op de tuin blijft haar sterkte. Steden als assemblages en ecologieën dienen productief te blijven (sociaal,
politiek, ruimtelijk, etc.) om vitaal te blijven. Hedendaagse steden dienen zichzelf voortdurend te heruitvinden om zelfvoorzienbaarheid te bereiken.